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VEHICLE DYNAMICS

RESEARCHING TIE MAN-VACHINT SYSTFI4 AS A fUNCTION

OF SOIL-ENVIRONFWr SYSTEM

A. Massinas

]Mechanical and Electrical Engineer
University of PatrasPatrasGreece

P.Drakatos

Visiting Professor, M.I.T.,

Cainbrtdge. MA

The present work is concerned with the determination of a stochastic

model which describes the functional relationship between man-machine

system (MMS) and Soi-Environment system(SES) with respect to the earth

moving equipment.

The Vashy-Buchingham theorem was applied and non-dimensional P.terms

resulted.

This model has been approved by means of a lot of experiments that

is valid for a large range of values.

INTRODJCTION (MAJS)as a function of Soil-Environment system

In the last years, many efforts have been (SES), especially introducing cost and cost- re-

*. taken to control the interaction of man-machine lated values among the indepedent variable4 o1 the

system, as Parsons [8] experiments carried MS.

out. METHODS

Olson and Woods £71 studied the similitu- In the present work an effort is made to de-
de for structural modeling of Rollover protecti- termine the function between MMS and SES as a

ve structure under dynamic loading, model that would describe the behaviour of the
Swain [1Z] , Rebideav [9] studied the systems and the different interactions of the

human performance in man-machine systems and various dependent and independent variables which

Shoenberger [1i] the psycholphysical assessment are involved in the systems.

on whole-body vibration. The parameters that affect the function bet-

Richards [10] has carried out different ween the above systems are too many. The sele-
r'. experiments to determine passenger models for ction of the independent variables of the ?4dS

buses and trains. as well as those of the SES was based on the cha-
Many experiments have been carried out by racteristics and properties of those that affect

Drakatos [43], [2] , Pt], [4] IS] to investigate the operation and independence of each system.

the performance of earth-moving machines as a The variables that were taken into conside-

function of soil parameters. ration for the determination of the function of

At present there is no mathematical model ,MS and ShS are shown uitbll'!.On table 1 we cho-
that describes in general the man-machine system se the variables and parameters that there are

!67



concerned with excavation work only, and for theorem of P. terms Murphy the 24 dimen-

this reason we chose the blade capacity. sional terms resulted.

TABLE 1 Using Numerical Analysis and substituting the

9ependent and Independent Variables of man-ma- functions of P. terms in the equation form

dine system and Soil -Environment system. O( plP2 PP3  P2
) =O (

1.INDEPENDENT VARIABLES We get the functional relationship that goy'

a. MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM1 the 41S and SS as follows:

Man (operator) NN"[o _ F ,,/ 2 5 V b" J
Level of wage factor ............ ,WaLll/monthl N a v L v3/5

Fatigue .......................... f [Kcalih] N j0 1  N QUI5 V

Work load .................. ..... [I] f T 3 5  C b'/5 V

" Reaction Time.................Tr [ecsec] f T r b v_

d' 1/5 M N N
Machine N
Age .............................. [Years] WeV C5  b

3/  S OB

Reliability.....................R 1] N Ii V115 W V 5

RPM .............................. N [r ,V a a

Velocity ......................... VS  [m/sJ bo K d "s = 0 (2)

Towing Power ..................... F Wa Wa  N V1-5b2/5)

-c Blade capacity ................... VL 1.JInitial value of machine ......... Cs [Doll The whole study is based on experimental da-

Remaining value of machine ....... S [Dol] ta obtained during a five years period and on da-

Operating cost ................... bo [Dol/h ta gathsred from various relevant experiments

Maintenance cost...............K [Dol/h using five different types of soil (table 3),

* b.SOIL-ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM three machines (caterpilar-Allis Chalmers-Comatsu)

Soil and six operators aged 22-45 (table 2) with diffe-

Angle of friction ................ (m [degree rent experience, under different environmental

* Cohesion.....................C [kp/cml conditions (table 4).

Wet- density ..................... P FtT7r2 ]

Shearing stress ................... [ p/cm2j TABLE 2

Relative humidity.............W ] Characteristics of men (operators) used to

Elasticity value .............. E [p/cm1  carry out different experiments of 4'S as a fun-

" Coefficient of uniformity ...... .U ction of SES.

NEnvironment 9 Age Weioalt 'i~ht Fynorionce

Temperature ..................... e Eoci] (years) JKg) (n9 in years

Barometric pressure ............. We  [kp/cm] 1 36 78 1.75 10

Relative humidity ............... W es 2 41 76 1.73 1

2. DEPENDENT VARIABLES 3 45 73 1.70 18

4 22 65 1.67 2
* Machine power .................. N 5 32 66 1.65 9

Performance of the machine. .v 3/h] 5 662 1.6
-... 6 28 72 1.714
Operators Skill factor .......... td [%] 21
Acceleration of vibration ....... b [ mls-

Noise level .................... P [db}

Using the Vaschy-Buckingham theorem, or

2

4.4.....- -44*** 4.... .. . .. °I" ........- - ' .=



TAHLE 3 

S:1mplcs of soil using in rescarchinp, 

of man-rnchine system :~s a fLmction 

of suil-cnvironment system. 

~~~"-T=o: I'~' 
\tj_SJ~-~~ 
lci:~v 1 22 I 10 

Sil~ I, 74 i 42 
S:~nd .\ 30 

I Gr:wel 

Ti\liLE 4 

EnvircnmL'nt:tl conditions of experh1cnts 

I I Haromctr ic J TL'mpera.ture 
'I :~9 i r>rc"·'urc 1., . l 11 
--l~illl·--i-~>oeu ( h'et0 8ulb 
r I I 0.9993 · 8.43 5.92 

r 2 I 1.o02s \10.% 8.81 

Relative 
Humidity 9 

68.8 

7:i. 0 

1 74 .!! !:· 1.0037 jt1.~1 9.05 
I 
i ·i 1.0034 ::.3.84 i 78.2 
1 s 1.0010 21.s7 11.02 63.6 

' 16.08 

! 6 1.0006 23.18 18.52 64.8 

17 1.0001 125.60 19.35 57.5 

i 8 0.0003 124.02 19.87 68.3 

19 l.0012l'~l.5(J 18.08 71.3 
~0 l.003d 17.71 14.53 70,4 

~1 1.0017 15.04 12.55 74.2 

!_tz...._..,l __ o_. 9_9 7~ ___ 1_1_. 4_7 _ ___, __ 9 _· z_z __ L __ 7 3_._2_--.~ 

According to the experimental conditions, 

for n particu:ar soi.l, for the same time, same 

operator and m:1chine tho !1aramcters Qlm,W
5

,U,9e 

f8 ,WcJ,Tr,.Jp,VL,C~pS we're considered to be con
stant, and the solution of equa.tion (2) can be 
achieved through a ,;pecia1 co:.tputer prigram 

Fig .1. 

'l11e model (C'q.2) describes the ~\\IS as a fun

ction of SES and contains all the variables which 
are consiucred (table l) without any restriction. 

In general the problem which is being stu
died e.g. the M>lS as a [unction of SES, is com
plicateu and has a large variability with deter

ministic or stochastic vnriables-parameters in 
time le.g. vibrations, noise, reliability e.t.c). 

3 

EXPEl~ I~IEI'/TAL l'ROCEDUTU3 

The experimental procedure which'has been 

used in order to uefine the values of different 

parnmet~rs involved inthe Pi terms is as follows: 
1 ~tSt;>gc: Detennination of the number of .;amples 

which have to be taken from different 
soils, as well as the instrumentation. 

2~J Stage: Detcnnination of the positions for 

vibration measurements which arc: 

a. On the floor of the operators cabi

net 
b. On the seat of the operator 

c. On the head, shoulders, legs, and 
abdominal area of the operator. 

3rd Stag.<:_: Perfcnnance of the experiments and 

analysis of the experimental results. 
For each sample of soil the follow~ng 
tests and analyses were made: 

a. Grain size analysis 

h. Compaction test 

c. Q test 

d. Shear test 

c. Triaxial compression test 
f. Consolidation test 
g. Pressure-compression diagram 

The vibration and noise measurements were ma
de in the range of frequency Or 2\JO HZ under the 
conditions of real situations. 

Bruel and Kjaer instruments were used for vi
bration,- nois~ measurements and analyses lc.g. 

tape record 7003, accelcroneter 4370, charge 

amplifier 2635, real time analyzer model 2031 

B & K e.t.c.). 

RESULTS 
Table 5 shows the results of the experiments 

carried out to detenn_!ne the soil characteristics 
r.ncl tuble 6 the vibrations of man-machine system. 

Table 7 shows the mean values of vibration 

·Jf nccclerntion of each operator for different 
samples of soil for a specific machine Lmdcr dif
ferent environmental conditions. 

The number of experiments tlmt have been car

ried out for researching the M>lS as a fLmction of 
SES was 4. 86,). (the mm1her 4860 results from the 
combination 6 opcrntors X 5 tn)cs orsoil )::; t)TCsof' 
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TABLE 5 Continues table 6
Smayof experimental results ofS~~n,1~IY Nq ITO 1000 RPM 130RM 60RP

soil __100___100R _

___HZ ACCELE_ HZ ACCELE- HZ ACCELE-!
Soile N2 1 N:- N22 N-9 N25S RATION RATION RTION

Paranwe- (dbJ (db) (db)
ters S ABDOM4INAL 5.75 94.4 5.75 89.9 l.7_ 97.8

IAngle of fri- 350 40 22] 270 350 LEG 17.2S 6.1 6.
ction .

L
2TB1 Continues TABLE 7Coheson [y 0.60 0.50na 0.90lts .68o0.Mean values of vibrational acceleration of

each operator for different samples of soil,

for machine type D54 A-l(db)
Wet density__ 

_____

0.19 0.17 0.178 .18 0.18 [ sam l

Operator N2-r Ndfe2 N 3 N-0 4 No s4 Shearing
stres 2.60 2.97 1.98 .14 2.71 (man)

Tc.j N2 1 58 59 59.5 57.5 61"---NO= 2 57.8 59.4 59.2 56.9 60.2

Relative h- 14. 14.3 1. 14.5 14.5 W 8. 59.1 59 57.3 61.1-i % 4 57.9 58.9 59.3 57.1 59.8
miiy1-- N9_ 5 58.2 59.5S 91 5. 60.3

6 Elasticity
value 163 103 137 34 146 machines X 6 measurement positicilsX 3 level of

rpm X (1 displacement level velocity level

acceleration level).."' The analysis of variance of the experimental

7 Factor of 92 94 90 94 96 results showed that there is no important diffe-uniformity % rence between men toperators) and significant

U -[_ __ difference between soils and machines under se-

TABLE 6 veral environmental conditions.
Sunmiary of experimental results. Maximum va- Using the above values of soil characteri-
lues of the vibration acceleration on man stics and vibrational acceleration together with
(operator) in different positions for machine equation 2 and the values of the parameters (table

* type D854A-12 and soil No5. (reference level 1) of the men, machine,soil, environment, the
Odb= l(-2mms-2) mean performance of the NW per hour per month

No POSITION 1000 RPM 1300 RPM 1600 RPM is derived (table 8)
HZ ACCELE- HZ ACCELE- HZ ACCELE1 RATION RATION RATION

•_"_ (db) (db) (db)
1 FLOOR 37.5 104.5 80.5 101.5 52 104.4
2 SEAT 45.5 101.5 136 105.9 56. 98.6

3 HEAD 14 75.4 3 74.3 81 68.3
4 SIIJLDERS 3.5 76.3 29 78 6. 7.

5



TABLE 8 Cohesion : 0.00 KI/cm

The mean performance per hour per month -Ut weight :1.90 X 3 KP/cui 3

of machine type D8 and Soil Nol for exca- Shearing Stress 2.6 K 2/cm2

vation Relative humidity : 0.148

Elasticity value : 163 KP/cm
'Months (m3 /h) Months mlh) Mnths m3/h) Coefficient of uni-I _LCefcen fui

1I 3 . 9 7.5 7 0.8 formitv 0.92
2 34.19 10 37.7- 18 41.39
3 34.8 11 38.05 19 41.83 Environment

;, I 4 35.39 12 38.40 20 42.151 Temperature :18°C
5 35.91 21 42.35 Barometric pressure : 1.01 KP/cmS5 35.93 13 38.811 21 4.5

6 36.40 14 39.27 1 22 42.35 Relative humidity : 0.50

7 35.81 i15 39.79 23 42.20 Noise level : 72.2 dh

8 37.15 16 40.34 24 41.89 The mean performance of bNS can be achieved

by solving equation (2) via a special computer

APPLICATION program (fig.1) which results the 24 predicted

Given a man-machine system and a soil-envi- values of V (table 9)

" ronment system with the following characteristics TABLE 9

"" the monthly production rate or the mean perfor- Mean performance per hour per month of ?4S
" mance of ? is to be determined. (operator No 1, machine- D-9) for different

MNan-machine System shearing stress and operator's fatigue under

Man (operator) different environmental conditions.

tgLevel of wage factor $ 215/month Shearing Stress of Performance of

Fatigue : 4.5 Kcal/min N Soil in (KP/cm2) WMS V tm3/h)

Work load : Normal

Reaction time . 0.17 sec fatigue fatigue

Operators skill factor : 0.90 fg=l80 Kcal/h fg=240 Kcal/t

Maximum acceleration of vibra- 1 1 36

2 1.19 22 32.2tion in the operator : 75.1 db2
3 1.4 18 28.2

Machine 4 1.58 15.5 25
* Age : first year 5 1.8 12 22

Reliability st year 0.90, 6 2.8 10 22

2nd year 0.80 7 2.2 8- 18

Revolution : 2000 RPM 8 2.4 6.1 16.2

Velocity 0.67 m/s 92.6 6.5 1

Towing Power . 17.000 Kp 10 2.8 4 13

Blade capacity : 2.5 m
3  - 4 1-3

Initial value of machine : $ 125.000 DISCUSSION

Remaining value of machine $S 12.500 Comparing the values of table 9, which have

Operating cost : $ 9/hour resulted from the *1 as a function of SFS, with

Maintenance cost : $ 0.3/hour the actual ones it can he seen that there is no

Machine power : 270 lip great difference.

Soil Environmental System From the solution of the model leq.2) that

Soil governs the NS and SES we have the performance

Angle of fri.tion : 350 of NMS in different soils under several environ-

mental conditions.

6
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"a

The performance of the MRS was based on the ger comfort models for buses and trains',
3 2final results of the machine (m /h) that resulted Lrgonomics 1918, Vol.2l,N°.

from real time situations. ll.R.l. Shoeberger, II. Stanley, "Psychophvsi-

.' Based on the results shown on table 9 we see cal assessment on wholebodv vibration"iuman

. that as the shearing stress of the soil increases Factors Vol.13, N4-1, 1971.

the performance of the M4S decreases. 12.A.D Swain, "Some problems in the mea-

This occurs in practice and the performance de- surement of Human performance in man-machine

pends on the efforts of the man(operator). systems", Human Factors, Vol.0, N=6,1964.

CONCLUSIONS

The resultant stochastic model that descri-

bes the functional relationship 
between MS and

SES without restrictions in the use of the nun- Voice: Do you think that the stochastic model
that you have been using can be expanded to be

ber of variables can be solved with respect to used on aircraft or pilot-aircraft interaction?
any variable.
a iMr. Drakatos: Yes, in my opinion, because I
REFERENS used the stochastic model. The characteristic

of the stochastic model is that the behavior of
i. P. A. Drakatos , "The application of si- the involved parameters and variables are very

milarity methods during the Experimental Re- changeable because, as you know, the soil is anon-continued material with a very intensive
searvh on soil compaction Machines",Ph.D.thesis stochastic element. We have a different problem

2. P. A. Drakatos, "The vibration in constru- in air. For example, the pressure is changed in
th a deterministic way, as is the humidity. But Iction equipment",46 Shock and Vibration believe that stochastic model will probably do

bulletin, Washington. that with acceptable boundaries. It is valid,
but we must carry out some experiments first.

3. P.A. Drakatos, etc. A.S. Massinas, "Corn-

puterised method of constructions equipment

cost estimating", AACE Transactions 1978.

4. A.S. Massinas, G. Masouros, P.A. Drakatos

"Cost depreciating in Construction equipment"

IMSA, 6th Interest Congress, 24-29 Oct.1979,

-* Garmischparten Kirchen.

5. A.S. Massinas, P.A. Drakatos, "Human factors

in Equipment Construction", VII International

Congress of Biomechanics, Warsaw, Sept.18-21

1979.

6. G. Murphy, 'Similitude in Engineering",

N.York, Ronald Press.,1950

7. D.L. Olson, T.W. Woods, "Similitude for

structural modeling of Rollover Protective

tstructurs under dynamic loading", SESA Spring

meeting, Chicago, May 11-16,1975.

8. II. 1. Parsons, 'Man-Machine system experi-

ments", John Hopkins Pres.London.

9. G.F. Rabideav, "Field measurement of

*Human performance in man-machine systems",

Human Factors Vo.6, N--6, 1964.

10. L.G. Richards, I.D. Jacobson, "Ride quali-

ty evaluation in ground based vehicles:Passen-
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A STCOIMASTIC MODEL FOR THE MAN-MACINE-SOIL-

ENVIRONMENT SYSTE1 (NtMSES) AND THE INFLUENCE

OF VIBRATIONS.

A. assinas

Miechanical and Electrical Engineer

!Jiiversity of Patras,Greece

P. Drakatos

Visiting Professor, M.I.T.,

Cambridge, MA

The present work is concerned with the determination of a stochastic

model which describes the interaction of different parameters invol-
ved in the man-rachine-soil-environnent system (NIASES),with respect

to the efficiency of the earth riving equipment.

There is a large number of dependent and independent variables

that affect the systers however, only those which were thought to be

influencial in the operation of the system were taken into considera-

tion.
The Vashy-Buckingham theorem was applied and non dimensional Pm

terms werp resulted. Employing the general form of curvilinear Regres-

sion equation and the method of least squares through the use of a spe-

sial computer program the functional relationships that govern the N4SE

system were determined.

Experiments using six operators, five t-pes of soil and three dif-

ferent machines under different environmetal conditions were carried

out and various results obtained. >

The effects of vibrational acceleration were also taken into consi-

deration.

The validity of the model was justified by experimental results ga-

thered from various sources during a five year period and also from

the data obtained from various experiments made ad hoc.

INTRODUCTION and studie. have been carried out to examine the

The need to ;zuidy the role of the numan interaction of man-machine in simple and compli-

factor into various systems is due to the large cated systems. The main purpose being either

usage of technological means and the great advan- the examination of the recrewtmnt of nichines

ces of the technology during the past years. or the examination of the behaviour of operators

* Today one of the most interesting problems because of the systems environmental conditions.

of the construction industry is the examination Parsons [9] gives a record of studies

of the behaviour and efficiency of the man-ma- and experiments that have been carried out with

chine-soil-environment system (MSES). respect to a simple nan-machine system. 'lh1se

In the last three decades many experiments studies are mainly concerned with the examination

9
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of the efficiency of a man in a determined sy- stem in its performance.

stem and the identification of the operational Analytical methods of research i.e. opera-

procedures of the machine. tional research, information theory etc. are

Repperger & Smiles [luj proved that in valuable tools in the study of the man-machine

a closed system there are many important varia- system especially in cases in which usual me-

tions in the input and output characteristics thods cannot be applied or give deficient results.

when the operator is under various thermal con- The behaviour of the MYSE system is gover-

ditions. ned by many factors most of which are known but

Captain and Wormley [2] using simulating some of them remain unspecified.

techniques determined the machine's vibrations The parameters (factors) that influence the

due to the soil abnormalities in surface. operation of a NNSE system and consequently in-

To improve the working conditions and to fluence its performance i.e. the overal efficien-

avoid accidents, various studies such as those cy coefficient, are too many. They were sepera-

'. of Bloomquist [1] and Huston [s] concerned ted into the following four large categories.

with the determinations of the properties and Category I (Xm) It includes the characteri-

abilities of a man in a system have also been stics of the earth moving equipment (e.g.type-

carried out. power-speed-vibration etc).

Parsons and Griffing [8I studied the in- Category II(Xo) It includes the characteri-

fluence of sinusoidal, horizontal and vertical stic of the operator (e.g. age-experience-stress-

vibrations, with respect to the positioning of response-vibration etc).

the seat (short or tall) in the feeling of com- Category III (Xs) It includes soil resistance

fortable sensation, and main soil characteristics due to its proper-

The studies of man-machine systems that ha- ties (i.e. angle of friction, cohesion, shearing

ve been carried out up today are mainly concer- stress etc).

ned with the determination of the parameters of Category IV (Xe) It includes the characteri-

man or environment, one separated from each stics of the environment (i.e. temperature-humi-

other.M No study up to now explains the intera- dity-noice etc).

ction of various variables in the NMSES. The interaction and dependance of the va-

At present there is no mathematical model rious variables (parameters) in a NtSE system

that describes in general the variations and are shown in a schematic form below.(Fig.1).

interactions of all the various parameters-va-

riables involved in a man-machine-soil-environ-

ment system, eg. to determine the performance

of a machine (earth moving equipment) in produ-

ctional units with respect to its conditions s_ :_ _.-_ _ "

(age, power, speed e.t.c.), operator characte- ...

ristics (experience, stress, psychological con-

ditions, vibrations etc) and working conditions Vig.l. Variables interaction of NNSl: sYstem

(soil environment).

"'" IItODS The selection of the independent .'ariablcs

of the machine as well as those of the operator,
In this work an effort is made to determi- soil and nvironment in whih the whole system

ne a stochastic model that would describe the. operates, was based on the characteristics and

behaviour of a real WI'LSE system and also exami- properties of those that were thought to be more

ne the influence and interaction of the various influencial for the operation and independence

dependent and indepentent variables of the sy- of system. lTe parameters that thought to be

10
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most influencial for the system are shown on The whole study is based on experimental da-

table 1. ta obtained during a five year period and on da-

TABLE 1 ta gathered from various experiments made ad hoc

Physical Parameters Governing the 4MSES using five different types of soil, three machines

1. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES (Caterpilar-Allis Chalmrs-Comatsu) and six ope-

a. Machine Symol Dimensions rators, 22-45 years old. Vibration measurements

(1) Age jp FOLOT D
O  were taken for the following positions.

(2) Reliability R FLTODP a. On the floor of the operators cabinet

(3) PM Ns F LOT-lIO b. On the seat of the operator

(4) Velocity Vs F0 L T-Do c. On the head, shoulders, legs and abdominal

(5) Towing Power F FLoT
0 Do area of the operator

(6) Blade Capacity VL FoL3TODo Using the Vaschy-Buckingham theorem, or theorem

of Pm terms [71 the listing in table 2,

b. Man(operator) dimensionaless termn- resulted.

(1) Level of wage factor Wa FLT-lD

(2) Fatique f0 FLTD TABLE 2
(g) oa d Wd FL o 0 Nondimensional Pm terms of Man-Machine-Soil-Envi-
(3) Work load Wd F L TODP o ytm
(4) Reaction Time Tr FOLOT DP ron___tsyste

c. Soil p=.°TD N P9Y = 
17 N

(1) Angle of Friction oFOLTOD
(2) Cohesion c F LN . 3/5

L 2 Do - bP C

(3) Wet density P F L 4 T2 D P2 b3 /5  10 N 18- O

(4) Sheauing Stress T F L- 2 TODO v

(5) Relative Humidity Ws F°L0 T°D0  F.Wi/5.bvI/  P.bvq/5.V7i5  S.bv3/5

(6) Plasticity value E : L 2T° no P3  N P 1 N P 9- 1/5 Wa

(7) Factor of uniformity U F0 L0 T0 D0

VL .by3 /5  bo
d. Environment p- R P 2R0

(1) Temperature L FL° D°  120W

(2) Barnmetricpressure We F L2TD° D3/5

(3) Relative Humidity Wes F0 L°0T0 D Jp5= J Pibv P13 W S  1= Ks

e. Cost

(1) Initial valueof f9 E.V

machine Cs FL°TD 6= -  14- N 22 t

(2) Remaining value

of machine S F0LT0DI PW PU Pc'V

(3) Operating cost bo FLTD N

(4) Maintenance cost ks F°L T-ID Trbv3/5 U

2. DEPENDENT VARIABLES 1 i/5 16=Oe P24 1/5b2/§

(1) Machine Power N F 1. T-1Do

(2) Efficiency of the Using Numerical Analysis the functional rela-

machine F L T'D tionship that governs the above system will take

(3) Operators skill the form. [6]
factor td F° L°T ° Do

facto t1) 2FP)3 ............. 124) =0 or

(4) Acceleration of 01Ol --2D
vibration bv F DL ¢D(V'r'Ns'F'VL'Jp'fg'Wd'Tr'qnm'C'ppR'Ws'E'V'

(5) Noise Pc F LOe ,-'s ,S,bo , ,t d ,Pc ,Vs N, bv,W')=0 (1)

n1
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According to the experimental conditions, t (t)=0.25 l.1.]0 +1.] 5 (-t )2(, t)3 (4)

for a particular soil for the same tine and sa-
Function of machine operating hours per month

me operator, if the general form of curvilinear v

Regression equation and the method of least h(t)=al+] alcos(O.523n t) (5)

squares equation are employed by means of a

special computer program equation (2) can be Function of Human operating hours per machine

derived. cperating hours.

q m 1 P(t)=a 23+ b2ns in (0.48 t 4.35)n (0
Piijrenv = qinrcnv mn Pm nre=J ()n

q .m-nm I[ nm<m cticn of system Reliabilitv

The nu nber of parametric equations(n6 s) of f h(t)dt I
equation (2) is given by equation (3). Rs (t)(7 ) j

ijrjelnlV m Inserting all the functios. of the variables thosen' J~env m:
"= I i.r.e.n.v. appearing in table I in the terms of table 2 and

i n: (m-n4)" (3) subsequently in equation (2) we get the general

r=1 form, which governs the man-machine-soil-environ-
e=1
n=1 ment system, equation (8).

v=1
q1  ra i

Where: Vijrenv-
N

-
J S'! a II. qimreiiv ~m K--

(qinrenv :Factors determinedby least squares ri q=m L K4
equation. k1 )i

i=l i :Type of soil . ks bqimrenv 7 +C

j=l " 5:Time in months ksijmrenv kimrenv
r=l r :Level of vibration (8)

e=l 1 e :Level of noise where: aqimrenv :Factors determined by- least

n=l 1 n1 :Level of operator's weight squares

m=l ! ml:Nuter of nondimensional Pm. terms b :Factors arising from the product
ksqirmenv

which are involved in the polynomial of the Pn terms

v=l ! vl:Magnitude of Towing Power s=l's1  :Number of terms of series

q=O z q1 :Power of polynomial k=l'Vs1 :Number of multiplied sums

n =m-l, m-2,... ,m 1-l:Number of nondimensional Zk ijrenv:Function of the form

terms multiplied. f(us,t,c,E,K,cos(va) ,sin(va)

The variables in the Pm terms are gene- Fk' s  :A function that gives the expo-

rally considered to be mathematical functions nent of variable 2 depending

of the polynomial form on the Pm terms employed, at the
V a q variable function relationships.

Yi=  aq Xi
' Ckirenv :Constant depending on the po-

q=O 1%nomial forms.

or Fourier series form: The number of nondimensional Pm terms in equa-
v

co 2nn nt tion (2) and subsequently the parameters in equa-
f(t)=a (anr t +bnS ) lion (8) are determined by a special computer

n=1 program under different conditions in order to
e.g. obtain in maximum efficiency. In other words

Function of operator skill factor [4] the function (8) is maximized.

12
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RESULTS

FABLE 3

Maximwn value of the vibration acceleration in various

frecuency bands - RPM - position --Soil (Clay 16% - silt 45% - sand 38%)

-operator No 1 - Machine type D854A - 12 as Percentage of g.

Pevol Rang Pos Fl, Seat Head Shoul Abdon. Legs.

Freq. Val.

1000 0{30HZ HZ 12.5 2.5 14 3.5 5.75 7.25

RPM by 0.098 0.093 0.006 0.0066 0.054 0.065

30260HZ HZ 37.5 45.5 35 58 43 30.25

bv 0.17 0.123 0.001 0.0064 0.011 0.017

69'90 HZ 78.5 63 89.5 87

bv 0.04 0.056 0.002 0.0017

901120 HZ 110 91.5 105.5 96.5

by 0.08 0.114 0.0007 0.0014

1201150 HZ 147.5 137 120.5 135.5

by 0.058 0.143 0.003 0.0006

150.180 HZ 178 171.5 164 157

bv 0.076 0.06 0.0004 0.0006

180*ZI0 HZ 184 183 193 182

bv 0.05 0.082 0.0003 0.0005

1300 0130 HZ 23 7 3 5 5175 3

RPM by 0.061 0.121 u.0053 0.004 0.032 0.025

30!60 HZ 32.5 30.5 365 3F 5

by 0.082 0.128 0.0015 0.002 0.007 0.01

60:90 HZ 80.5 73 62.5 68

by 0.12 0.161 0.0002 0.0014

HZ 110 105 100 100" 901120

bv 0.073 0.071 0.0002 0.001

1204150 HZ 134 136 122.5 127

by 0.081 0.201 0.0001 0.001

15C 180 HZ 170.5 164 174 158

bv 0.07 0.083 0.0001 0.0014

1807210 IIZ 188 181 183 188

by 0.73 0.083 0.0001 0.0017

1600 Hz 10 14 3.5 6.5 1.75 8.25

RPM 0.30 by 0.113 0.0076 0.0017 0.0095 0.079 0.1

IZ 31.5 56.6 35 34 33.1Z 3YT30 1 ) 
0.2 0 0 9

bv 0.20 0.087 0.0008 0.0016 0.029 0.0096

60190 HZ 62.5 89.5 81 66.5

I by 0.134 0.054 0.0026 0.0008

90!120 HZ 94 113.5 108 113

-bv 0.091 0.043 0.0009 0.0009

1 126; 150 HZ 123.5 136.5 121 138.5

13



Continues tab] 3 3

Revol Rang Pos l. Seat [1 cad ShouL1 din Leg.
Freq. Val.

by 0,092 0.067 0.002 0.0009 _

HZ 156 161 " 15 - r- -_

150"180 bv 0.075 0.042 0.0003 0.0011

H1Z 188.5 193.5 200

180"210 by 0.114 0.058 0.0004 0.0011

Table 3 shows the results of the experiments

that carried out to determine the vibrations of

the operator. These results are for a particu- "

lar machine, operator and soil. 0

Same type experimental results were also . 1 o'- RPMI \lIRP
obtained for different machines-weather condi- f40 If )L; FTM

tions-soil-operators. 30
The analysis of variance of the results -,

showed that there is no important difference in X 20.ro 10 ",
the vibrations (displacement-velocity-accelera-

tion) for different operators, however, there is - "  
160

a difference of vibration for different types of . 40 80 lrn of 2ta

soil-machine and speed of machine. 0Mio f

The largest values of the vibrational acce- a

leration that appeared in the various measuring

positions in various frequency bands are shown 0
50

on fig.2,3,4,S and 6. 1 hOC RP5Y
40 1 3M) RPM'f

N0l 3 1600 RPM
u 30

10 g
X 20

20 I Floor ~N
• , II 2 Seat

I 3 fiead un 8(1 127 ll .0 2 O
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of the parameters of the machine operator, soil [-ig. '.Per47oniktn(x1as a function of time
and environment shown on table 4 the mean perfor-
mance of the system per hour per month is deri-
ved (Fig.7.8.9.l0).

Comparing these results with the actual ones
it can be seen that there is no large difference
(table 5)

TABLE 4
Values of the parameters of the machine,ope-
rator,soil and environment who have used in 4"

order to define the man efficiency of the
MSES. _ _ _

*Machine type Man Sol 1Environmn
D-7 operator soil___ nt

.Jp=l year Wa=S200.'mont. .Jm=3S0  Ocl160C
N=160 RP fg=240Kcal.,'h c=O.12Kp/cm IWe=1.0034K -E__________________

7=0l.8c Wdl P=1.91.l0 1Nes= 78 .2% rhai~ [K;u

R2lhrmcm *.S~ Fig.8.Pefureaice as a function of shearing
Vs067m/s Tr=0. 175sec T=1.l9Kp/cm Pc=7O.9dbste.

F=16.OOOKp td=0.80 Ws=14.8%

VL=2 .S2m3  bv=75.9db E=24Kp/cmn

C'=S 10~ 5 =5

S=$ 75.103

h0 =$l0/h

K = $0 .4/h _______ ______
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If we have any condition of that operation dependent or independent) are involved under real

the stochastic model is v:lid. For these reason conditit's the efficiency of the .NlSE system was

we choose random machine and operator in a Soil based on the final results of the machine (M,!h).

and Fnvironment and it seems in following appli- Based on the results shown on fig.8,9 and 10

cation. it can be seen that:

a. Giving as input data shown on the table 4 in a) The efficieny of the system in the first opera-

the model of relationship of equation (8), the tional stages is small while it increases at the

output data shown on table 5, show the obtained later stages, reaches a highest point and as time

. results of this application, passes by, it decreases to a lowest value and

In this application it is observed the small stays there with time, till the end of the econo-

difference for 1% significance level when there mic life. This occurs in the real situations.

is small difference the real and the calculated b) When the shearing stress of the soil increases

-' performance. the performance of the system decreases. This

occurs in actual practice and the performance
DISCUSSION depends on the efforts of the operator.

From the experimental results (table 3) it c) As the vibrational acceleration of the opera-

can be seen that the largest values of the acce- tor and the response time increase, the efficiency

leration on the various members of the operators of the system decreases.

. body except in one case in which the frequency

of the vibration (81 HZ at 1600 RPM)came closed CONCLUSIONS

with the frequency of the engine 79.99 HZ, appear The derived stochastic model describes the

in the frequency band 1-15 HZ. behaviour of the MMSE system without restrictions

The resonant frequencies of the various -embers in the number of variable used and can be solved

of the operator body appeared in the same frequency with respect to any variable.
*,' band.

-.nd Use of this model makes the principle of ope-
- The largest values of the vibrational accele- ration of the 4SE system more understandable,

ration of the abdominal area appeared in the rea- which is very important for constructional equip-
sonant band of 4-0 I1Z. ment with respect to the productional operation

The largest value of acceleration of the of the machine during its economic lifetime.

""MSE systems was bv=0.201 g at the frequency of

136 HZ, engine speed 1300 RPM and soil characte- REFERENCES
ristics (clay 16%, silt 46%,sand 38%). This is

the resonant frequency of the machine. Comparing 1, TC.Bloorquist, " vi eNeri]rental model

the values of the acceleration measured on the va- of closed head injury: paper pres at 1978

rious members of the body it can be seen that the SESA spring meeting in Wichita Kansas.

smallest values of the acceleration of the abdo- 2. N.M. Captain, D.;. Wonaley, " Representation

-minl area, legs, seat and the floor of the m of the tire-road interface for Vehicle Vibra-

chine are the largest values of the acceleration tion testing. Paper pres in SpringNeeting

of the head and shoulders, of SESA in Chicago.

The variation of the largest value of the vi- 3. '.A. Drakatos, The vibration in constru-

bration acceleration is proportional to the increa- ction equipment", 46th shock and vibration

se of the engine speed for frequencies up to 5 HZ bulletin, Washington.

For Larger frequencies, the vibrational accelera- 4. 1'..\ Plrakatos, etc. A.S. 'lassinaus *Compute-

tion remains constant (fig.2 & 6). rised method of constructions equipment cost

To examine how the performance of the M4. SF estimating, AACE Transactions,19 78.

system varies with time when various parameters 5..J.e. Fiston, Analysis of the dynamics of
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AN OPTIMUM SEAT-SUSPENSION FOR OFF-ROAD VEHICLES

S. Rakheja and S. Sankar
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Concordia University
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Low frequency terrain induced vibration transmitted to off-road vehicle
operator are quite severe and exceed I.S.O. specified "Fatigue-decreased-
proficiency limits". Design of an optimum seat-suspension to protect the
drivers from incoming injurious vibrations in bounce, longitudinal,
lateral, roll, and pitch modes, is presented. In this paper, the existing
bounce seat-suspensiono4s modeled as 2-DOF, non-linear system. Configura-
tion of a horizontal fsolator attachable to the existing bounce isolator
to attenuate longittudinal and lateral vibration is proposed and modeled
including non-linearities. The non-linear models in the three trans-
lational modes are linearized, and design parameters are selected through
parametric optimization. Optimization problem is formulated to maintain
the acceleration PSD's within the ISO specified limits, corresponding to
4 hours exposure while constraining the relative displacements to a
minimum possible. Isolation of roll and pitch vibrations is sought
through a gimbal arrangement mounted to the bounce isolator. Parametric
optimization of the linear rotational model is carried out to maintain
bounce acceleration response within 4 hours exposure limit (ISO), subject
to constrained pitch and roll accelerations.

INTRODUCTION subjected to a significant level of vibration
in other translational (longitudinal, and

Several studies over the past have estab- lateral) modes, and in the rotational (roll,
lished that prolonged exposure to low-frequency, and pitch) modes [7,8]. The level of trans-
large amplitude terrain-induced vibration on mitted vibrations in all these modes exceed
agricultural and other off-road vehicles cause "Fatigue-decreased proficiency limits" proposed
operator bodily discomfort, physiological damage by I.S.O. Hence, there is a need for seat-
and inefficient performance [1,2,3,4]. Vibra- suspension to protect the driver from trans-
tions transmitted to agricultural tractor lational and rotational vibrations, and to
operators are particularly severe due to un- enable the operators to perform efficiently.
sprung nature of the vehicle. Such ride
severities limit the speed of certain farm tasks This paper investigates an optimum design
as function of driver's tolerance to discomfort, of an agricultural tractor seat-suspension that
During recent years a significant concern has provides vibration isolation in translational
been shown in isolating the operator from in- and rotational modes.
jurious vibration, as a result, several vibra-
tion tolerance criteria have been proposed. RIDE PROBLEM
International Standards Organization (I.S.O.)
proposed tolerance vibration limits that would Dynamic characteristics of agricultural
apply to farm, and earth-moving vehicles [5,6]. tractor is mainly a function of radial and
As an attempt to meet proposed tolerance lateral stiffness of tyres. Short wheelbase,
criteria, low natural frequency passive suspen- narrow track, and high center of gravity of the
sion seats have successfully been employed in tractor cause not only considerable bounce
agricultural tractors, industrial, earth-moving, vibration but a large pitching and rolling
cross-country vehicles, and heavy trucks to motion. Significant horizontal components of
isolate the operator from terrain induced ver- vibration are also imposed due to high operat-
tical vibrations. or's position. Natural frequencies of the

tractor predominantly being approximate 3 Hz.
However, various studies indicate that in in bounce, 1.5 Hz in roll, and 1-4.5 Hz in pitch.

addition to vertical vibrations, operators are Not only are these frequencies difficult for
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isolation, but they happen to be close to those Mi is operator mass (5/7 of human mass [4])
to which human body is most fatigue sensitive. M is the suspension mass
Above all, the tires provide very low dampinq
resulting in large amplitude of vibration at K, is the spring rate due to suspension linkage
these frequencies. - (Fig. 4)
SEAT-SUSPENSION APPROACH TO RIDE PROBLEM FZ, FZ, FZ are suspension forces due to cou-

. lomb friction, shock absorber, and
simplest option to isolate operators elastic stops respectively, givenThe sipetoto oioaeoeaosby

* from terrain induced vibrations is to adopt a

seat-suspension in the existing tractor confi-
- gurations. A driver seat has a peculiar impor- F

tance on off-the-road vehicles, since it is the - (Z2 - Z for ;Z2 - Z Lv
link between the dirver and the controls. The Fz = v (3)

* seat therefore must be a steady platform for the c F sqn (Z2 "Z0 ) for - L> v
actions of the driver, and it must reduce vibra- z
tion that the vehicle would transmit to the
driver. Fd  = Cz  Z - 2 sgn (Z2 - (4)

The objectives of this work are to design d
a seat-suspension soft-enough to isolate the Fz z • S -z z
driver from transmitted vibration in bounce (Z), F s 2 Z T sgn (Z,- Z)J

lateral (Y), lonitudinal (X), pitching (6) and (5)

rolling (f) modes (Fig. 1). Such that the where, F is magnitude of friction force
acceleration levels of the transmitted vibration w determined from Fig. 4.
remain below the I.S.O. "Fatigue decreased
proficiency limits" corresponding to 4 hour 1 for Z<O
exposure time [5] and relative motion between S ( f
driver and the controls stay within a minimumgnl for Z>O

possible.

DEVELOPMENT OF SEAT-SUSPENSION MODELS Av is a small viscous band assumed in the
vicinity of discontinuity in Coulomb fric-

Mathematical models of proposed suspension tion characteristics.

configurations in logtudinal and lateral modes, Cz  is the coefficient of velocity squared
attached to an existing bounce seat suspension damping in the shock absorber.
are developed to analyse the performance of each
horizontal isolator along with the bounce isola- KZ is stiffness constant due to elastic stops.
tor. The mathematical models developed include
non-linearities arising due to coulomb friction, dz  is total stroke of the suspension system
shock absorbers, and elastic travel limitingstops. Seal friction and leakage flows in the 0 'Z, -Z,<dz/2

shock absorber are neglected , thus leading to S = I
velocity squared damping charateristics. 1 IZ - 41> dz/2

Mathematical model of the rotational con-
" figuration incorporating bounce, roll, and pitch LONGITUDINAL MODEL

modes is developed assuming linear suspension
elements. Geometric configuration of a proposed

longitudinal passive seat-suspension model is
BOUNCE SEAT-SUSPENSION presented in Fig. 5a. The unit is added on to

the existing bounce model, without affecting
Bostrom XL-seat suspension model (Fiqures its performance due to uncoupled nature of the

2a & 2b) with constant spring rate is considered assembly. Neglecting longitudinal stiffness

" for analysing the bounce seat-suspension res- due to cushion, the equation of motion is:
ponse. Equations of motion for the model are:

*; + Fd + F K (X X) + Fx 0
M d c x a s+K (Z - Z) +C(Z - Z) 0

-1 1 1 2 1 1 2

Z z where,
M2 Z2  + Fd + Fc + K2  (Z2  - Z ) + KI  (Z2  - M M)

+ F z + C (Z - Z) 0

F d C x I _ sgn (X. - X

where K, and C1 are cushion stiffness constant
and damping coefficient repectively (Fig. 3) [9].
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tant, a completely decoupled rolling mode is

x Fx Sgn (X- X ) for -_ X 1 >Av obtainea. Due to complexity of the model, sus-

, Fx = x 1 pension components are assumed to be linear
c F )X X with no limit stops.X- (Xl  X for iX X l< V

TV 1 o Equations of motiond r[ri }o3- 0Z
Fx Kx• • - -Z] + [K][Z] [Z + [E(Lo

Sx EX X 0 -- sgn X Q) LEJ[Zj1Z 0S S 2

(8)
and

where

1 O 1 o - dx/ 2  [M] is [6 x 6) mass matrix.
o 'X X01 dx/2 [C] is damping coefficient matrix [6 x 6]

LATERAL MODEL fK] is stiffness coefficient matrix
[6 x 6).

Lateral isolator has the same confiqura-
tion as that of the longitudinal isolator (Fig. [D] and [E f are the matrices representing co-

5b), and is uncoupled to the bounce mode. efficients of the excitation dis-

Equation of motion: placement and velocity vectors.

[Z is the vector representing the
"MY + K (Y - y) + Fy + Fy' + F:0 (7) generalized coordinates. The trans-

y c s d pose of [Z] is

where, [Z]T [Z 1, Z _ Z3, ,

M 1 +M 2  [IZI represents the vector containing

time derivatives of generalized
F sgn (Y1 Y) for> l- Y >Av coordinates.

-c F Y i ) / Av forY i - iYo fsv [Z] acceleration vector of the model.

yg [ 0 ] is the vector representing the

F) = Cy 12sg n (Y - ) excitation coordinates.

S. =d System matrices are presented in Appendix I.Fy = Ky Sy [YI Yo - - sgn (YI Yo)

sg Y - Y 2 0INPUT DATA FOR COMPUTER MODELS

and
Vibration levels at the agricultural

I y -Y'< dy tractors cab floor have been measured at the
' y/2 National Institute of Agricultural Engineers

Sy l Y1 - Yo > d [NIAE) Silsoe, England. The measurements have
o' y/2 been made on the simulated track as well as on

the field [10, 11). The acceleration power

ROTATIONAL MODEL spectral densities (PSD) generated via Fast
Fourier transform (FFT) and their comparison

Geometric configuration of a proposed with I.S.O. "fatigue decreased proficiency"
to incorporate limits are presented in Fig. 8. Acceleration

gimbal supported arrangement tPSD in the bounce mode exhibits a large peak
rotational modes is shown in Fig. 6. Arrangment exceeding 1 hour I.S.O. exposure limit at 2.6
consists of two gimbal supported frames, separ- Hz. In the longitudinal mode, the acceleration
ated by a torsional spring and a torsional
damper. Gimbal arrangment may be attached to PSD exhibits large amplitude in the frequency

range 2.5-4 Hz. In the lateral mode, accelera-
the base via rigid or flexible supports. The tion PSD peaks to a very large amplitude at 1.2
configuration dictates that the operator and tion bey o a ve laeleatn
suspension mass move rigidly with frames under Hz, and beyond 1.7 Hz the PSD acceleration
pitching rotation, whereas, operator mass along appears quite satisfactory with 4-hour exposure
with the suspension mass moves rigidly with the
inner frame alone when subject to rolling motion. Pitch acceleration PSD at the cab-floor
A model of bounce isolator mounted on the its ageleatin the cange""gimbal arrangment is illustrated in Fig. 7. indicates large peaks in the frequency range

2.5-4 Hz, similar to the PSD obtained in long-
y aitudinal mode. Roll acceleration PSD shows two
-By arranging the support springs equidis- distinct peaks occurinq at frequencies 1 Hz and
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3.6 Hz. Roll and pitch acceleration PSD's Acceleration PSO response for the piecewise
measured at the cab floor are not compared to linearized models is evaluated as follows.
any vibration tolerance limits, since there are
no standards available for tolerance limits Reponse PSD's for suspension models with
under exposure to rotational vibration, multiple inputs and outputs is evaluated as [15]

1-: SIMULATION OF SUSPENSION MODELS n n
Sp =  Re[ E Z H U ) (jj (11)

Simulation of suspension models is carried i=1 k=1 pS
out in frequency domain in order to compare its
performance with I.S.O. proposed limits, which where
are specified in RMS acceleration over third-
octave frequency bands. Since frequency domain S = PSD of pth response variable.
solution requires linear equations, it is

necessary to linearize the non-linear equations CSD = Spectral density of i th and kth input
characterizing the suspension model, random variable.

LINEARIZATION S. for i =

Linearization is a complex process for = CSD for i t k.
systems possessing discontinuous characteristics ik
or strong non-linearities (e.g. coulomb friction)
[13]. Therefore, a piecewise linear viscous Hpi(jw) = Complex frequency response function
dampinq coefficeint equivalent to the damping of the linearized system between ith

offered by velocity squared damping, and coulomb input and pth output, is determined
friction is determined usinq energy dissipation by
approach [12]. Piecewise linear viscous damping
coefficient obtained is a function of excitation Z(jw) = H(jw) Z (j ) (12)
frequency and the relative-motion across the
dissipative element. Linear equivalent is ob- Z(Ji), Zo(J) are Fourier transform of the out-
tained by equating the energy dissipated by the put and inu r orie rspectey.

non-linear dissipative element as a function of put and input random variabels respectively.

excitation frequency and relative displacement
to that of a linear viscous damper under same
conditions. Viscous damping coefficient thus n = total number of input variables
obtained remains constant for a given frequency p number of output variables
and relative motion. In the case of a velocity

.. squared damping [12]: *

Ceq (Wu)=8 Cv wu/(3) H pk(Jw)= complex conjugate of Hpk(J")

Coulomb friction-, Influence of suspension parameters is
o b tobserved by parametric study of each suspension

model. However, the results obtained are not
Ceq (C,u) = 4 Fc/ m u (10) presented here, instead the results obtained for

optimized suspension models are presented in the

where, following sections.

C is the equivalent linear viscous coeffi- OPTIMIZATION
e q c i neq. cient Optimization problem is formulated such

that the response acceleration PSD at the
W~ is the excitation frequency in rad/s. driver's location must remain within ISO speci-

fied fatigue limits, while maintaining the
u is the relative motion across the damping relative motion between the driver and controls

element. to a minimum possible. The objective function

Cv  is coefficient of velocity squared damping. may be formulated as

A flow-graph of linearization approach is pre- U = minimize f[Sz (f) - Sd  (13)

sented in Fig. 9.

RESPONSE PSD EVALUATION subject to [Su(f)]- (Su ) maximum limit

Input excitations due to random terrain where

can be characterized by their PSD's and CSD's. S.(f) is response acceleration PSD at frequency
Acceleration PSD's recorded at cab-floor [10] f
are used as excitations to computer models.
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S()is desired acceleration P50 at frequency most of these algorithms, a constrai:ied optimi-
d f, (from I.S.O. limits) zation problem is modified to an unconstrained

(S ) maxmum imi, ischoen vlueof mxi-one, obtained by combining the constraint equa-(u ) aiu iii hsnvleo aitions and the original constrained objectivemum permissible relative displacement fnto. Teucntanootmzto rb

PS D s,. -" - -u'" "f ). . .. fu c i n T h . . . . .r a n t o p t m iz t io p r.o- .
P5, ,f

-- u lem then can be solved by direct search routines
[163. In this paper a modified unconstrained

In addition to the above constraint on optimization problem is formulated using penal-
relative displacement P50, some parametric ty function approach. Consider an objective

• constraints are also incorporated in the opti- function
mization problem. Table 1 lists the design
variables and additional constraints for each U CX) = U ( ,x...x ) (14)

* ~suspension model. .

TABLE 1 subject to constraints, g (X) (x1 ,x.... X n)
Design Variables and Parametric Constraints of 0. ... k = 1 .... P wnere x,x ... x

the Suspension Models are design variables. The constrained
problem is reduced to an unconstrained optimi-
zation problem [18]:

Suspension Model Design Variables Constraints 20 P
Um UX) : X) + 102 p  gk(X), (15)

1 k=l
Bounce K ,K ,Cz,Fz,M2  K > 0; K >0;1B 2 Z z 2 1 2 The unconstrained optimization problem

Cz> 0; M2< 10 is solved by Hooke and Jeeves pattern

kg.; search routine. The routine minimizes uncon-
strained objective function using direct

0 - z lOON search, by varying augment (X) until the mini-

Longitudinal Kx ,C, Fx  Kx >0.; mum Um (X) is obtained.

C 0. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
0 <lO ON.

O Fx  O Absolute transmissibility, relative

Ltransmissibility, acceleration PSD's and the
Lateral Ky,Cy,Fy />2.5 relative motion PSD's are evaluated for the

rad/s; optimum passive models. Results for each sus-
Cy >0. pension model are presented along with the

O_ F lOON comparison with the I.S.O. proposed PSD limits.

y
BOUNCE MODEL: To test the validity of the lin-

Rotational K ,K, ,K,KSKT' K ,K ,K ,K earized model, the results are obtained for
2 the non-linear equations, via numerical inte-

SC2 ,C CCT C0 qration. A comparison of the absolute trans-
C> C>missibility obtained for the linearized model

(KT/IRY. to that obtained via numerical integration
T_ R 'min of non-linear equations is presented in Fig. 10.

Peak Roll Ac- The piecewise linearization technique is
celeration found to be extremely accurate.

PSD ' 1.25 The acceleration PSD response of the
"rad H optimum bounce isolator (Fig. lla) appears

.Hz satisfactory for I.S.O. 2.5 hours exposure cri-
Peak Pitch teria. The response exhibits a laroe peak at

1.4 Hz. The peak may be reduced by increasing
Acceleration amount of damping or by increasing the limit

PSD 1.0 on relative displacement, increased damping
'•" rad t ends to degrade isolation in the frequency
S Hz range 2-3 Hz (Fig. llb), but suppresses the

resonant peak significantly. The relative dis-
placement PSD response shows a peak at around

OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 1.25 Hz in both cases, however, increased damp-
ing lowers peak relative displacement PSD

Objective function in equation (13) is significantly.

formulated as a non-linear programmimq problem. LONGITUDINAL ISOLATOR: Acceleration and rela-
Solution of such problems may be sought through tive motion PS0 (Fig. 12a) response shows a
one of the several algorithms available. In peak at 1.6 Hz and exceeds I.S.O. 2.5 hour
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exposure limit at that frequency. However, the extremely low natural frequency isolator, which
response stays within 4-hour exposure limits is quite difficult via passive means. The ad-

- beyond 1.75 Hz. Increased damping reduces the dition of flexibly supported gimbal arrangement
resonant peak but the PS0 response in the isola- provides excellent isolation not only in roll

. tion region is deteriorated (Fig. 12b). The and pitch modes, but also improves suspension
relative displacement PSD response is quite low performance significantly, in bounce mode.
in both cases.

LATERAL MODEL: Lateral mode tends to be the REFERENCES
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where I y
I Op + M Mff2 2+ 19

p p 1 22 p

0 Fig. 1. Orientation of Tractor
Io IR Co-ordinates

I lOp + + Mf 2+ Mf 2
R R R 2 M 2

where

op ,Ip = pitch & roll mass moment of inertia
" R of the operator.

I g  
= pitch mass moment of inertia of

p gimbal frames.

i , 0 = roll mass moment of inertia of inner
R R & outer frames.

Fig. 2a. Schematic of a

Bostrom Seat Suspension.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Lee (U.S. Army Tank Automotive Command): It
would seem to me that an optimum seat is a
function of the input to that seat, which is
also a function of the terrain and the speed of
the vehicle. Therefore, any passive seat would
be optimized for a particular speed and terrain;
it would not be optimized for the vehicle over
all different terrains and speeds.

Mr. Rakheja: That is true. The vehicle speed
was taken as 12 kilometers per hour for this
particular case, which is sort of an average for
the medium size tractors. If the speed varies,

the natural frequencies of the tractor will vary
slightly. In that case we will probably have to
go through a pro, edure to vary the natural
frequencies of the seats the same way. But on
the other hand, if the speed doesn't vary very
much, it is not going to effect the performance
as much.

Mr. Lee: The ISO limits are sinusoldal

tolerance curves. Arbitary selections of
bandwidths associated with those have more
influence on the tolerance limits than the
original curves. How did you handle the
bandwidth for the ISO curves?

Mr. Rakheja: I also specified the 1/3 octave
bandwidth in this particular case.

Mr. Lee: I guess that is one of my objections
to the ISO standards; they arbitrarily specify
bandwidths associated with sinusoidal tolerance
curves that have more influence on the tolerance
level than the original curve.

Mr. Rakheja: We took the 1/3 octave bandwidths
suggested by them as a test for this particlar
case, and we took them on a linear scale rather

than on a log scale.

3
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FREQUENCY AND Tii'tE DOMAIN ANALYSES OF OFF-ROAD MO'l'ORCYCLE SUSPENSION 

M. van Vliet, S. Sankar and C.N. Bapat 
Department of Mechanical Enqineering 

Concordia University, Montreal, canada 

It is the objective of this investigation to establish a systematic 
analytical procedure supported by suitable laboratory experiments to 
provide quidelines in the performance evaluation of motorcycle suspen
sions. The subject matter is developed by considering the front sus
pension as a non-linear stngle degree of freedom system. The non-lin
earities are introduced to obtain a physically accurate model. They 
include the effects of seal friction, entrapped gas, turbulent flow, 
and i.lsy:runetric damping. A digital simulation is then performed in both 
the frequ-;ncy and time domains. Laboratory testing techniques are 
then introduced. A conventional front fork is tested and the results 
presented in both frequency and time domains. A good correlation ex
ists between the analytical results and the experimental results. Hav
inc; verified the computer model, a parameter variation is performed 
which illustrates the effects of various suspension components on the 
pc:rfocmance of the motorcycle suspension. 

Il<'l'RODUCTION 

In the off-road motorcycle suspension, 
the interrelationship bct~een transmitted force 
and allo•..:ablc travel is a paramount design con
sideration. If the allowable travel is indefi
nite. any lo"' level of transmitted force can be 
achieved. Likewise if the transmitted force is 
unspecified the suspension travel can be reduc
ed to any value. However, the: effects of high 
transmitted force on rider fatique and adverse 
handling traits of long travel suspensions ne
cessitate: a compromise solution. 

The front suspension typically consists 
of an oil-filled telescopic fork fn which the 
frame mounted stanchion tubes and wheel mounted 
sliders (alloy tubes which slide over the stan
chion tubes) effect the springing and damping 
by means of an internal spring and valving mec
hanimn as shown in FiCT. l. The sprinqinq is a
chieved by a helical spring and pressurized air 
column. The valvinq mechanism may be viewed in 
Fig. 2 consisting of a damping piston and ori
fice in parallel. The ring housed in the pis
ton body provides an added restriction during 
=ark extension. When the motorcycle encounters 
a bumo, the slider moves up the stanchion tube 
compressing the sp'::ing. At the same time, the 
oil trar)pcd in tiH; slidc:r lifts the piston val
ve off its scat and passes through the piston. 
In ndclition to the f.lovl ni1st the piston, oil 
f1ow!l throucth tho c1a:nprr rod orifi•_:e duo to tho 
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volume of stanchion tube entering the slider. 
On th~ return or extension stroke the oil that 
is trapPed above the piston causes the valve to 
drop onto its seat, providing an added restric
tion. 

At present in most motorcycle industries 
shock dynometers [1,2,3] aJ;"e used to identify 
suspension damping characteristics. The dynome
ter arrangement usually consists of a scotch
yoke mechanical linkag~or hydraulic cylinder 
driving one end of the suspension component with 
a sinusoidal signal while the other end is 
mounted to a load cell fixed to an inertial 
frame. The displacement (or velocity) is plot
ted aqainst the force resulting in a Lissajous 
diagram as shown in Fig. 3. This method of 
testing is limited to verification of damping 
characteristics only, yielding little insiqht 
into the performance of the suspension system. 

It is the objective of this investigation 
to establish a systematic analytical procedure 
supported by $Ultable laboratory experiments to 
provide quido lines in the performance evalua
tion of motorcycle suspension systems. Previous 
work [4] yielded an accurate model of the damp
ing elements in the motorcycle suspension. The 
analysis is extended to include springing, seal 
friction (stiction), and inertia to obtain a 
physically accurate model of thu suspension 

., 
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system. before the expression for damper force Lecomes

MRT
F (d M: T - I a ) (A + A + (Td V - A z 'a Atube p or

0 C
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

+T- ) z2 (3)

In previous work [4] a model for the hyd

force exerted by the damper was shown to be A3

(see appendix) 
t 3

where T tube z> . z >

MAThyd 2C2 2y

Fd V (V-Az - a A + Tz Cl)
o c -A tube

-Thy = z >z , z£<

The first term on the right hand side is hyd 2d yd

the non-linear spring force due 
to the pressur-

ized air column. The second term is the non- T = 0 z z
* linear damping force due to turbulent flow past hyd

* -the piston. T is the turbulent flow coeffi-
cient shown toPbe given by In addition to the damping elements the

fork contains seals which exert a stiction

T - A i> 0 force. This stiction can be modelled as a slip-
p 2C (A* + A*)z z>O stick mechanism in the model [5]. Consider the

-r front suspension as a single degree of freedom

-A
3  

system with mass m, spring k, damper force Fd'

T =2 -=0 - <0 and seal stiction F as in Fig. 4. For base'2C A *
z  

al Fem t e sy t mi
dr excitation, y less Ean F /m the system is

in the sticking mode. The governing equations

In the previous investigation a shock ab- in this mode are
sorber of 35mm diameter, manufactured by Betor,
was modelled. At present the 38mm Marzocchi x =
fork is in more widespread use and is the sam-
ple fork in the current investigation. Apart x = y (4)

from geometric differences, the forks differ in
the number of damper rod orifices and the addi- x = y
tion of a hydraulic stop (Fig. 1).

For base excitation greater than F /m,
The arzcchiuni use a inq dapers eaThe Marzocchi unit uses a single damper the system is in the sliding mode. The seal

rod orifice which acts as a damper in parallel stiction can be modelled as coulomb friction
with the piston-damper. This parallel damper depending on the sign of (k - j). Since numer-
arrangement exists because the flow through the ical difficulties arise when (x - y) is zero
damper rod orifice is independant of the flow the stiction is modelled as viscous for small

." through the piston, depending only on the vol- (x - y) [6]
ume of stanchion tube entering the slider. A
second effect of the stanchion tube entering the Fs = F sign (k for x - y)>c

* slider is an additional non-linear spring term. seal coul

- Implementing these changes in the analysis of
(4], the damper force becomes F = F 1 - for (x -' F~seal = coul £

MR;T
*- Fd C) -pCA + ( LI )i

d V - Az Pa p tube or The governing equation is then

(2)
A

3  M m+ -) (A+
" where T At 2 >0 V - A C(x - y) a p tube

or 2C
2 o C

- o d or

CT+ ( + T + (x(- y)
2

+ d
-A" 

3  
or hyd  eal

tube + x )
T =0
or 2C

2 
A

2  
+ k(x - y) 0

d or (5)

When the relative displacement z exceeds
a value zI a hydraulic stop is encountered which
is intended to keep the fork from bottoming at SIMULATION

the end of the stroke. In the Marzocchi fork
the stop is simply an enlargement of the damper Frequency Domain:

rod diameter near the bottom of the fork (Fig.l)
The hydraulic stop acts as an additional paral- One method of simulating the dynamic equa-

lel damper. Followinq a similar analysis as tions characterising the suspension system in the
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frequency domain is to use an equivalent lin- convenient in this application because the sys-
earization technique [7]. The equivalent vis- tem equations need only to be solved twice to
cous damper is only an approximation which con- obtain an indication of the performance in the
tains large error when used in velocity squared frequency domain.
and coulomb damped systems [8]. Since the fork
contains sizable amounts of velocity squared Time Domain:
and coulomb damping in addition to being highly
discontinuous, an alternative approach was used As in the case of frequency domain simu-
in this investigation. lation, the system equations were solved using

% an initial value routine. A step displacement
The system equations were solved as an or velocity was used for the initial condition.

* initial value problem under harmonic excitation. The response to positive and negative displace-
- When steady-state is reached the desired ampli- ment steps are shown in Fig. 6. The displace-

tude ratio is stored and the initial value rou- ment step response is used only for experiment-
tine restarted at an increased excitation fre- al correlation. However, if it is the only me-

quency. In this manner, a frequency sweep is thod avalaible for testing, it can be used to
performed and the quantities of interest ob- classify the performance of the suspension.

* tained. Performance indices such as percentage overshoot,
rise time, peak time and settling time [7]

The system equations were programed in should be used. The percentage overshoot for
4 FORTRAN on a VAX-l1/780 digital computer. A the various steps (Fig. 6 ) are shown in Table 2.

predictor-corrector initial value solving rou- The difference in the compression and extension
tine was used. The results were plotted on a values is due to the asymmetric nature of the
CALCOMP plotter. The quantities of interest fork. In actual operating conditions, the ve-
are absolute acceleration transmissibility ra- locity step is a more realistic input. The off-
tio, TR and excitation amplitude Y with fre- road motorcycle repeatedly lands from jumps of
quency f. up to 2 meters without loss of rider control.

If both wheels contact the ground simultaneous-
The transmissibility characteristics of ly, velocity steps of up tc 6.3 m/s are realiz-

the motorcycle suspension at various excita- ed. The velocity step response is shown in

tion amplitudes are shown in Fig. 5. The flat Fig. 7. The two design quantities of interest

portion of the curve in the low frequency during the response are transmitted force and

range is due to seal friction. The curve relative displacement. When these quatities

breaks at a frequency are plotted for a specific velocity step, the
Lissajous diagrams in Fig. 8 are obtained.
These force-displacement diagrams can be inter-

f = IF /4 T2mY (6) preted physically as follows. Referring to
.- e 1 Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 7 the force transmitted along

path 0-1-2 occurs during the first quarter peri-
Above this frequency, the suspension behaves as od (compression). Path 0-1 is due to the sys-
a lightly damped system. Since the break fre- tems' initial veocity and seal stiction. For
quency can be located on either side of the na- higher velocity steps, the path 1-2 suddenly
tural frequency fN' the input amplitude Y is an increases when the hydraulic stop is encountered

- influential factor in the performance of the (Fig. 8(c)). Paths 2-3 and 4-5 are due to seal
system. stiction and path 3-4 is the system response

during rebound (extension).

An index which reflects the performance
characteristics of the suspension has been pro- The area beneath path 0-1-2 is the energy
posed [9] as stored and dissipated during the first quarter

period. This energy is determined by the initi-
If = D(TRp) log10 (TRh )  al condition. Hence for a velocity step vi

where TR = resonant transmissibility j mv$ = f F dz (8)
p I

TRh  transmissibility in higher range
(8wn in this case) An optimal performance requirement is that

for a specified suspension travel z , the
mxD = weighting factor transmitted force is a constant F mp. Equation

(8) then becomes sjtc
Considering the transmissibility through-

out the frequency range, a weighting value of 2 j mvt = F z (9)
was used. The value of If for 3 excitation am- spec max

plitudes is shown in Table 1. The minimum If In suspension design allowable trave
indicating better performance. f1nsseso eig loaltae zax

and peak force, F are paramount design quantT-

The performance index can be used to pre- ties. For specifded input and travel, Equation
dict changes in the systems' frequency domain (9) gives a lower bound (otimum) on the peakditcags-ntesstm'feuec oanforce during initial comjression

behaviour under parameter variation. It is
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my EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fo (10)
opt 2zmax  A single degree of freedom hardware model

was used to verify the results obtained from

This optimal value of peak force is compared to computer simulation. The test rig consisted of
the peak force along path 1-2 in Fig. s8. z Ma 38 mm Marzocchi fork leg mounted between a
is z at point 2 and v. is the initial velociTy. mass and an electro-hydraulic shaker. The a-I
Hence a suitable performance index during com- mount of mass used was determined by measuring
pression is the static deflection of an off-road motorcycle

l
"
-2 with an average size rider on board. The shaker

F opt (11) was an ISI unit suitable for low frequency work.

t F The instrumentation consisted of accelermeters
P mounted on the base and mass. The signals were

displayed on a C.R.O. and recorded by polaroid
When I is 100%, the suspension perfor- camera. A pictorial view of the test configura-I mance is ideal (for a particular v.

1
. The

c ition is shown in Fig. 11. To provide guidance
performance decreases with decreasing It. For for the mass a set of linear bearings with dust
very lightly damped systems which can be consi- seals was used. Unfortunately, the seals intro-

" dered as mass-spring systems dued stiction of the same magnitude as the
J. fork seals. The additional stiction mechanism, %Fop or

opt max differs from the fork stiction because the sign
now depends on the sign of absolute velocityx

It =50% instead of the relative velocity z (= x - y).
tDesignating the fork seal force and guidance

bearing seal force as F sealnd Fs eal, respec-
For heavily damped systems F may reach any sean s ,
high value at t = 0 as deterined by the initial tively , Equation (5) becomes
conditions, hence I may be very small. It is MRT
for this reason that light damping is employed mx + (V - Ae(x - y) - a) (A 4- Atube

in the suspension during compression. o

The compression damping can be specified + (T + T + T ) +Fs

independent of the rebound damping, however, p or hyd - 1

the final conditions during compression serve + F + k(x - y) = 0 (12)

as the initial conditions during rebound. Hence seal2
the following procedure is suggested for evalu-
ating the motorcycle suspension in the time where F seal= Fcoul sign (z), z >C
domain: 2

i. Select a velocity step v." Fs = Fc < C
2. Obtain a force displacement contour seal 1coul

and determine I t . The performance
during initial compression is not A frequency sweep at various excitationknown. amplitudes was performed. The results are plot-

3. To determin e a performance during ted with the simulation results in Fig. 12.
extension use an appropriate ('erfor- The non-linear nature is evidenced by the strong
mance index along path 2-4. One such dependency on excitation amplitude, however
index is the ratio R, of the first there is good agreement between experiment and
2 successive amplitudes (Fig. 7 ) simulation.

Stes 2 and 3 can be performed simulta- In the time domain a disilacement ste: was
neously by simulation or experiment (if impulse used instead of a velocity step because physic-

"* .testing facilities with digital storage are ally the shaker cannot produce a range of veto-
• , avalaible). The effects of compression and city steps. Since the forks damping character-
. rebound damping are dominant in steps 2 and 3 istics are asymmetric a set of negative (exten-

respectively. The erformance characteristics sion) steps was used to produce larger transi-
of the fork used in this investigation are ents (see Fig. 6 ) . The experimental resultssown ine Tablued 3. ti n~t gto
shown in Table 3. are 1lotted with the corresponding simulation

results in Fig. 13. Again there is good agree-
In practice the susj ension must responid ment between ex( eriment and simulation.

to a range of injuts. In this range the petfor-
mance index I is more snsitive to the initial To summarize,, the com ut r simulation was
velocity t.n the amplitude ratio R. The input verified by experiment in both frequency and
range results in a family of r, ;onse curves time domains. The mathematical model was modi-
shown in Fig. 9. The variation of I over the fied to include guidance stictin prtsent in the
input range is a characteristic of t suspen- test se t u . The effect of this stiction ro-
sion. A plot of I t vs. v i for the test fork is vdl v,3ry desirable skehook dam ing [i{),

shown in Fig. 1. n, th frequ,ncy domain ciiiracteristics of

t, off-road motorcycl, susl tnsion are more
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accurately represented by the results of the such as peak force or allowable travel could b
- previous section (before guidanc, stiction was exceeded. Hunce in practice several parameters

introduced in the model). must be varied sumultaneously to increase per-
formanc,, and still remain within desiqn s)eci-
-fications.

PARAMETER STUDY

The governing equation contains five CONCLUSION
terms:

In this paper a frequency and time domain

+ (V - A yRT Pa) (A + A analysis of an off-road motorcycle suspension
(x - y) a A tube was carried out. The subject matter was deve-

loped by considering the front suspension as a
+ or hyd seal, non-linear single degree of freedom system. The

non-linearities include the effects of seal
+ k(x - y) = friction, entrapped gas, turbulent flow, hydrau-

lic stop, and asymmetric damping. -A-igital
Each term has an aE Jociated paramuter (mass, simulation was performed in both the frequency

* damping coefficient, sprinq rate, etc.) In and time domain and a set of performance crite-

* practice the values of these parameters are de- ria established. Laboratory testing techniques
termined by the desiqner and to a lesser extent were introduced. A conventional fork was test-

by the individual rider. Often the effect of a ed and the results presented in both frequencv

parameter variation is not known until a protc- and time domains. The experimental results
* type has been built and tested, correlated well with the analytical results. A

parameter variation was performed illustrating
n s o p t vthe effects of various suspension components"- In this section each parameter is varied

over a rang. attainable in pracitce. The ef- on the -erformance of the motorcycle suspension.

fects are observed using the time domain per-
formance index (11).

The effect of damping variation is shown REFERENCES

in Fig. 14. Referring to Figs. e andlO, it is
clear that the decrease in performance for

v. >2.8 m/s is due to the hydraulic stop coeffi- pension Damping Characteristics", SAE

cient T , and vice versa. Fiq. 14(b) indi- Paper No. 740628, 1974.

cates a ompromise for[2 Wooten, R. "Passener Car and Light Truck
cient T. The performance is improved for small [] on r, "Pseo n ightTu• v hoevertheconerseis ot rue or ighShock Absorber Inspection Equipment",
v., however the converse is not true for high National Highway Traffic Safety Admini-
v. after the hydraulic stop is encountered

(v I 3). Fig. 14(c) shows that for increased stration, April 1975.
coulomb damping, (seal stiction) the performance"is imrvdtruhu[teiptrne3] Simanaitis, D., "Shock Absorbers", Auto-
is improved throughout the input range. motive Engineering, November 1976,

pp. 34-39.
Stiffness and inertia are varied in Fig.

. 15 . Fig. 15 (a) seems to indicate an improved [4) van Vliet, M. and Sankar, S., "Computer-
peak performance with increased spring stiffness Aided Analysis and Experimental Verifica-
k, whereas Fig. 15 (b) indicates the opposite tion of a Motnrcycle Suspension", ASME
with increased air sring stiffness MRT. How- Paon o. a Motorcyclesented ahe
ever, the stiffness ,ariation only alters the Paper No. 81-DET-84, Presented at the 8th

ASME Design Engineering Conference,
point at which the hydraulic stopim t Hartford, Coon., Sept. 20-23, 1981 and
Hence in the presence of a hydraulic stop, the accepted for Publication in the Journal

-- effects of stiffness variation are unexplicit. of Mechanical Design.
The effect of mass variation is shown in Fig.

15 (c). The performance is greatly improved for 5 Mansour, W. and Teixeira Filho, D.,
decreased mass until the hydraulic stop is "Impact Dampers with Coulomb Friction",
reached (v. = 4.8 m/s). The effect of decreased Journal of Seund and Vibration (1974), 33
mass can he considered as increasing the senci- (3), pp. 247-265..
tivity to the remaining parameters in the sys-
tem (since the initial energy is also decreased). [6) Young, R., "A Comparative Study of Shock
The converse holds true until non-linearities Isoton System avnieard o n-
diminish the system performance for high v.

1, Linear Damping", Masters Thesis, Concordia

In concluding this section one note of University, 1979.

caution is in order regarding the parameter
study. It should be recalled that only one 181 Bandstra, J., "Comparison of Equivalent

parameter is varied at a time and the perfor- Viscous DamPing in Discrete and Continuous
mance noted. In doing so d.,siqn specifications Vibrating Systems", ASME Paler No.
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81-DET-89, Presented at the 8th Design MRT pT

Engineering Conference, Hartford, Conn., 0 V - A p p

Sept. 20-23, 1981, and accepted for
Publication in the Journal of Mechanical
Design.

NOMENCLATURE

[9] Zeidler, D. and Frohrib, D., "Optimization
of a Combined Ruzicka and Snowdon Vibra- m2
tion Isolation System", The Shock and c r p tube
Vibration Bulletin, No. 42, Part 4, 2
January 1972, pp.77-83. Ahyd hydraulic stop area, m

[10] Gunter, R. and Sankar, S., "Fail-Safe Aor orifice area,

Vibration Control Using Force Generators", 2
ASME Paper No. 81-DET-85, Presented at the A piston area, m

8th ASME Design Enqineering Conference, stanchion tube area, m2
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 20-23, 1981, and tube
accepted for Publication in the Journal oA* orifice flow area at ring, m2
of Mechanical Design. r

." A* orifice flow area at stanchion tube,
s

SAPPENDIX Cd  orifice discharge coefficient, dimen-
sionless

Derivation of damper force model, summar- D weightinq factor, dimensionless
ized from (4]. The flow characteristic equa- F force, N

tion through an orifice is

,2( Fd  damper force, N
Q = Cd A* [2(Ap)/p]- (Al)d

4F optimal force, N

The pressure drop p can be expressed in 
opt

terms of the force F acting on the piston cross F peak force, N
sectional area A P

. F fork seal friction force, N

F seal1IA" =(A2) F
P seal2  guidance seal friction force, N

For incompressible fluid flow the flow f frequency, Hz

rate Q can be expressed in terms of the rela- I performance index, dimensionless
tive velocity, t as k spring constant, N/m

Q = iA (A3) m equivalent rider and bike mass per
P fork leg, kg

Rearranging equations (Al), (A2), and (A3) MRT gas constant, N - m
yields p pressure, Pa

F = TP1
2  

(A4) Pa atmospheric pressure, Pa

where T = p 
p A* = A* + A* for i >0 flowrate, m3/s

p 2 C2 A
. 2  

r sp d2=C2*Aor < Thyd hydraulic stop coefficient, kg/m

A* = A* for i <0 y
r T orifice flow coefficient, kq/m

or

In addition to the damping term, there is T piston flow coefficient, kg/
an entrapped air column in the damper. Consi- p
dering isothermal, low pressure conditions TR transmissibility ratio, dimensionless

pV = MRT (A5) t time, s

The air column decreases with displacement V volume, m

as v velocity, m/s

V=V -Az (A6) x absolute displacement, m
0 c Y excitation amplitude, m

Combininq equations (A2), (A5), (A6) with y base displacement, m
(A4) yields the expression for the damper force z relative displacement, m
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z I  location at hydraulic sto

£ incremental velocity, rn/s

mass density, kg/m

differentiation with respect to time

TABLE I

Frequency Domain Performance

Exitation Amplitude TRp TRh  Performance

cm (p - p) Index, If

1.5 1.00 0.053 0.72

2.5 2.18 0.053 3.08

3.5 3.89 0.053 6.50

TABLE 2 Table 3

Time Domain Performance, Displacement Input Time Domain Performance, Velocity Input

Initial Displacement, Percentage Overshoot, Initial Velocity, Amplitude Ratio, Performance

m % m/s R Index, It%

0.10 (Compression) 48 1.0 2.25 64

0.20 (Compression) 40 2.0 2.92 70

-0.10 (Extension) 69 4.0 3.93 47

-0.20 (Extension) 67

5-4
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Lee (U.S. Army Tank Automotive Command):
Did you correlate your performance index with
actual subjective response at any time? In
other words, do people agree with your

performance index?

Mr. van Vliet: Yes. We have had a number of
discussions with the people that produce this
motorcycle; when we pointed out the effect of
the hydraulic stop to them, we saw a spike and
the performance decreased quite rapidly. They
knew that both the hydraulic stop and the

"-r compression damping were bad. We mentioned that
the compression damping was actually quite high,
and we can get better performance by decreasing
it. They said, "Yes, in our more advanced
prototypes that is what we are doing." So, I
think we get a very good correlation, between
industry and our suggested performance index.
We don't have a table, but various points have
correlated well.

'9
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BRAKING-TURNING-MANEUVERING STABILITY

OF

HEAVY TRANSPORTERS

Phineas Woods

Martin Marietta Corporation
Denver, Colorado

Stable equilibrium is examined for heavy transporters executing
manuevers prescribed by several steering modes. Hydraulic suspension
is modeled independently from the structural elements as a finite

-I element fluid model. The fluid system is coupled to the structural
system by Rayleigh-Ritz assumed modes which satisfy boundary conditions.
Modes of the combined system are determined relative to fixed tire
contact points and coupled to rigid body equations of the vehicle in a
moving axis system. Equilibrium of forces and moments is defined for
several maneuvers. Using equilibrium as a necessary condition for
dynamic stability, the variational problem of small increments in
velocities and accelerations is cast in the form of an eigenvalue
problem to determine stable or unstable equilibrium. Application is
made to two simplified models. A limited amount of full scale test
data is compared with results.

NOTATION (SI UNITS) also: = Angular rotational roll rate of ref.

Cf = Fluid compliance matrix, i/N axis system, rad./sec.

q = Angular rotational pitch rate of

D = 6 x 6 matrix of coefficients of reference ref. axis system, rad./sec.
axis velocities

T = Angular rotational yaw rate of ref.
E = 6 x 1 column mntrix of applied brake axis system, rad./sec.

force coefficients
R Radius of turn in Normal turn or

F = 6 x 6 matrix of coefficients of reference Transverse turn, m
axis accelerations

2 TF Transformation matrix from flow
g = Gravitational constant, m/sec units, N, to Discrete coordinates,

X in m units
G = 6 x 6 matrix of coefficients of vari-

ational velocities of ref. axes u Component of ref. axis velocity in
X-direction, m/sec.

I = Unity matrix
7 = Component of ref. axis velocity in

I = Relative coordinate transformation matrix Y-direction, m/sec.

if = Fluid inertance matrix, sec 2/N w = Component cf ref. axis velocity in
Z-direction, m/sec.

k = Structural stiffness matrix, N/m

2 $u
m = Structural mass matrix, N-sec /m = , vector translational

velocity, m/sec

M = Coupled structural/fluid mass matrix v ,

K = Coupled structural/fluid stiffness matrix , vector rotational velocity,

= Static pressure head on fluid system, m =L q Rad./sec.

PREVIOUS PAGE
51 IS BLANK
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o ] INTRODUCTION
[ /-r° = Components of rotational Heavy transporters are designed to moe

qp velocity vector of a node and to distribute uniformly the weight of
which yield cross product massive payloads to an irregular road surface
multiplication through hydraulic suspension. Originally

designed to operate at very low speeds of a
•j = Matrix of all the components of few miles per hour, the heavy transporter has

rotational velocity of each d.o.f. evolved towards higher speeds on smoother
arranged in a diagonal road surfaces such as an Interstate Highway.

Vehicles have been built in the form of a

2 Eigenvalues, (frequencies), of tractor/semitrailer or a self-propelled unit.
grounded system, (rad./sec.)2 Both configurations contain a number of inter-

connected hydraulic suspension units (bogies)

for distributing the load. The bogies are
W = Absolute flow of fluid system, N steerable and enable the vehicle to make

tight turns which would be geometrically
impossible to execute with a conventional non-

- = Flow of fluid system relative to steerable semitrailer cf the same length.
structure, N Additionally, the self-propelled configuration

has the capability for moving laterally in
{X} = Structural degrees of freedom crab-like translation, for moving in a

transverse arc or for turning in a circular arc
{XG} = Translational displacements of tire within its own length. Such steering charac-

contact points teristics, together with relatively higher
speeds and high gravity centers of the payload,
introduce a need for understanding the

{X} = "Other" degrees of freedom, meaning, practical limits of braking, turning and
other than XG maneuvering. This paper addresses these limits.

{FI} = Forces at tire contact points METHOD OF APPROACH

r For either configuration, tricycle
[MCT] = Modal coupling transformation. As stability is assumed in forward motion.

used here it invariably means the Hydraulic suspension is formed for each group
static reduction of all coordinates of interconnected bogies and combined vith a
to ground three dimensional model of the vehicle

r 1 structure. At zero forward speed, the dynamical
.RBT = Rigid body transformation. As used system behaves as any grounded linear structur-

here it invariably means the rigid al system. Tire contact points are then
body transformation of grounded related to a moving axis system. By restrict-
coordinates to origin of the moving ing elastic accelerations and velocities of
reference axis system each element to zero, the quasi-steady elastic

displacements of the system are expressed intp = Force applied tangentially to tire, terms of accelerations and velocities of the
and in the ground plane, during moving axis system. Equations expressing
braking equilibrium of forces and moments about the

t1 moving axis system are formed for several
tx steering maneuvers and brake force levels.
ti= Components of tire force projected on Brake forces are expressed as decelerations of
tz body axis coordinates the moving reference axis. Stable equilibrium

Se is then examined on the basis of a variation
W1% C z Steering angle; i.e. the angle formed in the accelerations and velocities of the

by the plane of the tire with respect reference axis caused by some arbitrary
to x-axis disturbance. Stability boundaries are calculat-

tpl ed relating speed, radius of turn and vehicle
tp C e fbraking. A limited amount of data from a

mi = Components of tire force tangent to tractor/semitrailer test on a serpentine
tire and in ground plane, normal tn course are compared with the analytical results.
plane of tire in ground plane and
normal to ground plane, respectively ANALYSIS

[A = Coefficients of eigenvalue matrix A tractor/semitrailer configuration is
with motion constrained by ground shown in Fig. I; self-propelled configuration in

plane Fig. 2. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, tricycle stability
is depicted for the two configurations. Thus,
in the self-propelled vehicle, the resultanti' i reactions of the three interconnected hydraulic

systems forms a vertical force system equivalent

52
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to that of a tricycle. Similarly, the semi-
trailer has tricycle stability formed by the
king-pin reaction and the resultant forces from
the interconnected bogies on each side of the
semi trailer.

- 4,

Figure 1 Tractor/Semitrailer

b,°
! , '-"0 0 0 o

Figure 2 Self-Propelled Transporter
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Resultant Force

Resultant Force C>-- eutn oc

Interconnected Fluid Suspension on Each Side of Semitrailer

Tractor/Semitrai ler

Figure 3 Resultant Forces Forming Tricycle Stability

Resultant Force® RBesultant Force /,-Resultant Force

,-.

'" Resultnt Force ...__-Front Suspension
.Ie n F nte rcoSnnnected to

Both Sides

'idependent Rear Suspension 4CG

Self-Propelled Transporter

Figure 4 Resultant Forces Forming Tricycle Stability

The first objective in analyzing the ve- Eq. (2) may be constructed using the finite ele-
hicles is to construct a linear dynamical system ment methods described in References (1) and (2).
combining the structure and its hydraulic sus- Using the Rayleigh-Ritz transformation, described

- .pension resulting in mass and stiffness matrices in Reference (2) ; also, show~n in Fig. 5.
of the form.I

[[) .[k] X. ---g) ) - 1  (3)

Similarly, a finite element model of the fluidid
elements is constructed in isolation from the
structure result4nq in inertance and compliance
matrices of the form. a o-mq + TFTpb

[if (tX'} + [ (WI = (p) (2) +T {o} (

. . . . .- - .( . ... , , ., . .- : "



X Flow Due to Structural Motion

T f ix + ~
° .'

XA _s I Flow Relative to
Abso e Structure

Ix= I +0 1X

fII
Figure 5 Fluid/Structure Coupling

where: With tire contact points grounded, the modes of

m + TFT IT T the system In a nonmoving axis system are:

TI T fF5 { 0 } = [1] {A} (8)
IT1fTF ~ f

k T T The total displacement is:

[l~~+TFfTF(6) ~ XG I[C [
0 j ITcfl Xo I ] ()

where: MCT modal coupling transformation;
In Reference (1) it is shown that static coupling i.e., static reduction of all
between structural displacement, X, and fluid degrees of freedom, X and Xo ,
displacement, W, cannot exist. This accounts for to ground , X an
the zeroes in Eq (6). gG

It is convenient at this point to distinguish x coordinates of
between tire contact coordinates and all other y origin of ref-
coordinates Including fluid coordinates, W. Also, let: {XG} [RBT z erence axis

Let: X = tire contact coordinates in three Ox (10)dimensions

X0 = all other coordinates y

So that Eq (4) may be written z

' F where: RBT rigid body transformation of
GI XG FI grounded coordinates to origin

+ (7) of reference axis. The X
coordinates do not contaiR

1. *;- 1101rotation; only translation.

or 1 - M+_2  [XG + K-+ K G

M2 1 M 22] j*O K 21  K 22  ~X0~

where: FI = forces exerted at tire contact points
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Returning to Eq (7) CT]~ F R BT (13)

12 _ XG +~ ~ K LG-IT  [RB]',1
:I 2  ' + 12 x o  ; I (7) 11

M 21 . 1  22 f leads to a general expression for equilibrium

Substituting Eq (9) [RTTC] 1K2

H11  tT M C [RBT]
4 MCT]I 0 M 2122

:-.:, 11 1 2_.
M21 i -1 [M []22

L :.I o t o ',K I~ F mi Mu ±12_[cT [RBT]

K2 1± j~Gl= (1 21 + 22 ICI1

• 1.- Introducing the vector notation for the reference

axes

x

Te generaliz elastic coordinate, x, can be
W -expressed in Lerms of reference axis accelerations

" & =(12) and velocities. From the bottom set of equations}(i n ([McT][RBT]

If now the reference axes shown in Fig. 6 move 
2 2 ] [ 21

with acceleration, , and velocity, 7 , we

must add wx momentum terms. In addition, for a T ] I15i
quasi-steady solution, 0 : A 0. Imposing vir- -[@] 0 P22  [] [MCT] [RBT] (15)
tual work from the transformation

Mass Element \ ' P p

Moving Reference Axes . -
Embedded in Ground Plane - v.

I',

Figure 6 Stability Model
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Where the quantity The [F] & [D] coefficients become 6 x3
matrices when the motion of the reference axes

T K are constrained to move in the ground plane.
2T 2 H Thus, Eq (16) takes the form

These are the frequencies of the grounded system 4F1j ujI D211 (u)
corresponding to the modes of Eq (8). I-vi v, r T IT tp (17)

*Substituting Eq (15) in the top set in Eq (14) LrJ r 2
yields the desired expression for equilibrium
of forces and moments about the moving refer- The right hand side of Eq (17) represents the
ence system in the form applied forces and moments produced by braking

force, tp.

[[F] Forces (6

If IZ 'U] IZMme APPLIED BRAKING FORCES

It is aisumed that the tires do not slide.
For reference axes constrained to move in the Braking torques are applied uniformly at each
ground plane braked axle and in the plane of the undistorted

tire. The braking torques are balanced by tan-
u gential forces, tp, at the tire contact point.

Thus, the tangential braking forces, tp, are
v 0 ' 0 z xtreated as the only externally applied forces.

EFit vaerial forces normal to the giroun plane are
[F I 0o- [D] - Lat 16 erial forces normal to the tireun plane a

(16)M not included as applied forces since they are
0 M reactions only to the accelerations of the dy-

Z M namical model as in any grounded spring-mass
r~system. Resolving the applied brake forces into

body-axis components, the forces and moments of
That is, the original six degrees of freedom for Eq (17) can be written as
a moving reference axis system are reduced to
three by constraining JW, T, ' velocities and tx
their derivatives to zero. ( t4
[F] & [D] are calculated as 6 x 6 matrices of (zF'5 tx1

constant coefficients defined by $(E 1} =1 z Fy T [MT (18)

[F] = [BT]T [MCT]T[ pl (16a) t E Mxy~t

K2 p [2] -1 [T ' MT [R2T (1a0(
12~ ~ M F21 M22] ~j{0

L2i I 1  
i MT where: rApplied Brake Force

txI cc sri f l -t Re action
ty [C Sr cai 0 P Re ac t ion

[ c] I [ (16b)
[D]= [RTTu2The steering angle, a, has a different

- ~ value for each boqie, depending on the steecring
T2] mode. Four steering modes are shown in Fig. (7).

'2] [M1 M ][C]R Eqs (17) and (18) represent six quasi-steady
221 M M 2 ][C]RT equations of equilibrium of forces and moments.

A seventh equation is provided by the steering
mode. Thus, all accelerations, velocities and

01 brake forces can be related. Marginal equili-

0 0 brium occurs when vertical axle displacement be-
I comes negative; i.e., the tires become unloaded

0 1 010 101for one interconnected set of bogies. Referring

0 1 ±2 0 1condition implies ineffective braking forces on,
12 1 0 0 for example, set ©c for a right hand turn.

0 00 Thus, stx# 0

my 01 , in Eq (18)

. . . . . . . . ...'

0o + z D 1

Wher th quatit TheIF]& [D cofficent becme x7
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Figure 7 Four Steering Modes of Self-Propelled Transporter

because the tires cannot sustain tension in the 6u
vertical direction. In practical applications, 6(

the transfer of vertical load from set to 6 6v
,set ) would be restricted to allowable tire w 6w (19)

overloads.F 1)P

STABLE EQUILIBRIUM 6r 67

Although Eqs (17) and (18) provide the the full 6 x 6 matrices F and D are retained
necessary conditions for equilibrium, they are as calculated in Eq (16a) and (16b). After
not sufficient to ensure stable equilibrium. If, forming the matrix product
for example an arbitrary disturbance should cause
small increments in velocity and acceleration, it [F]- I  [] = [A]
must be shown that such incremental changes will

not increase with time. we may constrain the moving reference axis system

to move in the ground plane with the result
The conditions for stable equilibrium can

be established by variational methods described 66
in Ref (3) and (4). For example, let each accel- [A]1 67(0

". eration and each velocity in Eq (17) take on an
Incremental value 6u, 6v, 6w, etc. It is assumed
that the applied brake forces are fixed. Expand-
ing the indicated multiplication, neglecting where: [A]= is reduced to a 3 x 3 by
second order products and subtracting the origi- eliminating the appropriate
nal equations from the result yields the eigen- rows ard columns corresponding
value equations to 6, 6, 6 , and their

derivatives =0.
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The characteristic equation of (20) is given by Results are summarized in Fig. (10) where
expanding the determinant speed versus turning radius are plotted from a

marginal equilibrium condition corresponding to
(A , Eqs (17) and (18). The steering mode is a nor-

(11- A12, A 13  mal turn. Stable equilibrium for this vehicle
A21, (A - X), Arequires the radius of turn to exceed about six

(22  A23  (21) feet. The minimum turn capability is 14 ft

A A (Aradius. Consequently, the vehicle has quasi-
A31, A32, ( 33 - 3steady stability at all limit speeds within its

turning capability. Two data points are shown
The coefficients, Ail, are determined by the taken from actual tests of the vehicle moving
steering mode. For table equilibrium, the real along a sine-wave course.
part of the roots of the characteristic equation
must be negative. NORMAL AND TRANSVERSE TURNS OF SELF-PROPELLED

VEHICLE

APPLICATIONS TO TWO TRANSPORTERS Marginal equilibrium is shown in Fig. (11)

AThe stability of two types of transporters for normal and transverse turns. Stable equili-
recently delivered to the Air Force has been ex- brium is determined by the coefficients of the
amined using the method described. Simplified cubic in Eq (21) which yield a minimum turning

*models are shown in Figs. (8) and (9). The hy- radius for a transverse turn. For the simplified

draulic suspension was modelled in full detail model shown in Fig. (9) the values are:
with all lines, line junctions and accumulators. R 15f o omltr
Structural detail was omitted by replacing the R 15f o omltr
entire vehicle bed and payload with a single massR 159ffotrnvse un
point having six degrees of freedom and equiva-R 159ffotrnvseun

-' lent mass and inertia properties. Tires were
modelled as three dimensional linear springs. A similar procedure may be followed to determine

the limits of crab and circular steering man-
The first model shown is the tractor/semi- euvers.

trailer type. The tractor suspension was modelled
with springs, i.e., leaf springs on front axle, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
airride on rear axles. Accumulator precharge
was assumed at 300 psi with a three liter volume; The method outlined here produces quasi-
one accumulator per bogie. Decelerations up to steady solutions to braking-turning maneuvers

U = .5gwer carie ou to howthestailiing in heavy transporters. By restricting elastic
effects of braking. For a fully loaded vehicle acceltos andom melatical elocities too
it would not be possible to develop brake forces threusbcoemhmailyan gus o
which produce this level of deceleration. It is structural wing divergence in aircraft. The
estimated that actual brake forces can produce procedure is reasonably verified by a limited
no more than D.lg deceleration. amount of test data.

Tractor Tire Stiffness- 7

Trailer Tire Stiffness\/

Brakes on All Bogies Fluid Suspension

Figure 8 Simplified Model of Tractor/Semitrailer
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Cross-Connected Front Suspension -

,v -- Independent Rear Suspension /

o -, ' 9 09 0 -9

CD Pr CD Pr P CD

S CD CD CD CD CD CD -~CD

of Payload and Transporter Bed

Forward

Figure 9 Simplified Model of Self-Propelled Transporter

100 Minimum Turn Radius
for Stable Equilibrium I Liter Accumulators

with 440 psi Precharge

" u=0. 3gO>_ Test Data from Serpentine Course

10 3 Liter Accumulators
0. 2 g with 400 psi Precharge

Speed,

mph

1.0

0.1
1.0 10 100 1000

Turn Radius, ft
Figure 10 Speed Limit for Stable Equilibrium of Tractor/Semitrailer in Normal Turn
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100 /
Minimum Turn Radius
for Normal Turn

u =0.1g Maximum Turn Radius
10 v . 1 g 5 for Transverse Turn

S p ed, U = 0. 0 g /
Speed, =0 g
mph

1.0 0

0.1 I I I
1.0 10 100 1000 10,000

Turn Radius, ft
Figure 11
Speed Limit for Stable Equilibrium of Self-Propelled Transporter in Normal
Turn and Transverse Turn
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"High-Speed Hydraulic Suspension Systems in very much, and I don't think we know too much

Multiple Wheeled Land Transporters" Shock about that yet because it is a separate control

and Vibration Bulletin No. 52, Part 4, system.
May 1982.

(3) Thomson, W., "Theory of Vibrations with
Applications", pp. 372-374, Prentice-Hall,
2nd Ed., 1981.

(4) Lancos, C., "The Variational Principles of
Mechanics", Mathematical Expositions No. 4,
Univ. of Toronto Press.
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ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS FOR JPL SHUTTLE
PAYLOADS BASED ON EARLY FLIGHT DATA

Michael R. O'Connell and Dennis L. Kern
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California

. Shuttle payload acoustic environmental predictions for the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory's Galileo and Wide Field/Planetary Camera
projects have been developed from STS-2 and STS-3 flight data.
This evaluation of actual STS flight data resulted in reduced
predicted environments for the JPL shuttle payloads. Shuttle
payload mean acoustic levels were enveloped. Uncertainity factors
were added to the mean envelope to provide confidence in the
predicted environment.

Introduction

A substantial amount of payload bay acoustic Acoustic and Thermal Environments (DATE)
data has been obtained from the second and system. DFI instrumentation was installed on
third shuttl, flights. Data was acquired as a flights 1 through 5 by Johnson Space Center
part of the snuttle flight test program and the (JSC). DATE instrumentation, the responsibility
NASA DATE (Dynamic, Acoustic and Thermal of GSFC, was installed on STS-2 through STS-4.
Environments) activity. Raw flight data is DFI microphones were of the vibration
disseminated to the user community by Goddard compensated type. DATE microphones were
Space Flight Center (GSFC) in post flight isolation mounted. All microphones had
reports. omnidirectional sensing.

Acoustic predictions for the Jet Propulsion The four DFI payload bay microphones were
Laboratory (JPL) Galileo and Wide Field mounted to the forward bulkhead, aft bulkhead,
Planetary Camera payloads were developed in the cargo bay sidewall and the DFI pallet for
three steps. First, small payload mean levels flights 2 and 3. DATE microphones were
were determined from STS 2 and 3 flight attached to the pallets and their experiments." acoustic data. Then values )f uncertainties in For flight 2 eight DATE microphones were
the acoustic environment were determined. installed on the DFI pallet and five were on
Finally, payload peculiar effects in the the OSTA-l pallet. The OSS-l experiment was
environment were derived. These environment instrumented with five DATE microphones on
uncertainties and payload effects were added to flight 3. The DFI pallet had two DATE
the small payload mean levels to arrive at microphones for flight 3. A picture of a
maximum expected acoustic levels for these two typical DATE microphone installation is shown
payloads, on the OSTA-l pallet (figure 1). A listing of

the microphone locations may be found in
Acrati InstrUMnt-ion references 2 and 3.

Shuttle payload bay dynamic instrumentation All DATE channels were recorded on the Orbiter
consists of the Development Flight Experiment (OEX) wide band FM recorder. DFI
Instrumentation (DFI) system and the Dynamic, acoustic channels were recorded on the Ascent

Recorder and the Mission Recorder.
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* Figure 1.OSTA-I Microphone Locations and Configuration

Data used in this analysis were reduced and authors for the four most significant events of
made available by G5FC through the DA.TE reports flights 2 and 3 which were "main engines at 20%
(references 1, 2, and 3). The DATE reports rough burn", "maximum lift off reflection",

*display time histories for all acoustic "transonic" and "supersonic". The spatial mean
channels in standard 1/3 octave bands. An and standard deviation were calculated for
averaging time constant of 0.5 seconds was used payloads by 1/3 octave bands. Spectral and
for the time histories. The maximum 1/3 octave payload bay acoustic contour plots were made
band spectrum levels were tabulated by the for analysis.
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STS 2 were within ±1.5 dB of the STS-3 mean
level in each 1/3 octave band. One third

Flight to Flight Variation octave band standard deviations were generally
2dB or less for flights 2 and 3 combined. The

Shuttle payload bay acoustic data from flight ensemble standard deviation (flight to
Smicrophones comon to STS 1, 2, and 3 indicates flight variation) was not calculated because

a flight to flight variation of in.5 dB for the there have only been three flights. Flight to
most significant flight events. Four micro- flight variations in payload bay acoustic level
phones were common to flights 1, 2, and 3 while may occur on future shuttle flights due to
six microphones were duplicated on flights 2 variables that are discussed later.
and 3. Figure 2 shows variations in the levels
at microphone 9219. The small variations on
figure 2 are typical for the other microphones
that were present for all three flights. Also,
the mean level of all payload microphones for

130 
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Payload Bay Acoustic Zones Levels at the sidewall and bulkheads were

Shuttle flight data shows that noise levels at consistently higher than those measured at
payloads did not vary much with microphone payloads. The scatter in the perimeter data
location. Figure 3 shows two cross section was also much greater. Thus, the acoustic
views of the payload bay with typical acoustic environment of the bay perimeter seemed to be

contour plots. Contours from the 250 Hz and characteristically different from that of the
500 Hz bands are shown. Microphone 9230 of payloads. This effect is evident for all
STS-3 was omitted from the contours because it flight events, but is most pronounced at
was inside an experiment. Contour plots liftoff. Liftoff pallet &coustic levels were
revealed a uniformity of payload acoustic 5-6 dB below sidewall/bulkhead levels below 80
levels extending near to the allowable payload Hz. During transonic and supersonic flight
envelope for all flight conditions (se contour sidewall/bulkhead acoustic levels were 3-5 dB
for 500 Hz). There were only two exceptions to higher than pallet levels between 80 Hz and 315

' this uniformity. Levels were 3-5 dB higher Hz. The perimeter zone is defined on figure 3.

than the payload mean near the payload bay
doors from 50 Hz to 400 Hz during liftoff (see For subsequent analysis the bay was zoned into

contour for 250 Hz). Also, discrete tones a small payload region and a perimeter region.
- appeared in the 315 Hz band during transonic The small payload and perimeter regions are

and supersonic flight (figure 2). These shown by the contours of figure 3. Small
% discrete tones were a localized effect and payload mean levels were calculated from 20

- appear strongest near the pressure equalization payload microphone channels for the four most
vents. The mean level of the discrete is 12 significant flight conditions. These flight
SdB lower at the payload than for the sidewall conditions were "main shuttle engines at 20%dB lwerat he aylad tan or he ideall rough burn", "liftoff maximum rfeto"

microphone (figure 2), which is near a vent.

No local payload effects were noticed in any of "transonic" and "supersonic
" the data.
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The acoustically significant shuttle events are four most significant events were enveloped by
shown in a time history plot of the data front choosing the mean value giving the largest mean
microphone 9219, figure 4. Shuttle main engine plus two sigma value in each 1/3 octave band.
rough burn is shown as event A. This event This mean envelope, Pm' is listed in table 1.
occurs during thrust build up when the main Environmental uncertainties and payload effects
engines are momentarily held at 20% thrust, were added to P , the mean envelope, to derive
Event B, solid rocket booster (SRB) ignition, maximum predicted payload environments. This
levels were diminished 10 dB for flights 2 and process is described in the "Environmental
3 by post flight 1 pad modifications. Liftoff Uncertainties" section.
maximum reflection is shown as event C.
Maximum acoustic reflection from the launch pad Four microphones (9231, 9253, 9276, 9278)
occurs about three seconds after liftoff (SRB exhibited a rise in level beginning at 800 Hz.
ignition) when the shuttle is about 40 feet These represent only 4 time histories of the 27
above the pad. Transonic flight is event D and available. The microphones in question were
supersonic flight is shown as event E. These not closest to the payload bay perimeter or the
events generate acoustic levels in the payload pressure equalization vents. These four
bay from aerodynamic noise on the shuttle microphones were mounted in the same manner as
exterior, surrounding microphones. Therefore, no

physical cause for this sudden rise in noise
Spectra for the four most significant events level at 800 Hz could be ascertained. There
are summarized on figure 5. Liftoff had the were anomolies in the data at 800 Hz for
most severe mean payload levels at 132.1 dB microphone 9231. These four microphones also
overall while main engines at rough burn levels had low signal to noise ratios above 1000 Hz.
reached 125.5 dB. Transonic and supersonic For these reasons, data above 800 Hz was
flight levels were lower but of substantially discarded for these four microphones.

* longer durations. Transonic mean levels were
124.6 dB while mean supersonic payload bay
noise was 123.3 dB. The mean levels for the
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Figure 4. Typical Time History,Microhpone 9219, overall flight STS-I
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&1Mvi~ ron t Icorrections to STS-3 data. In our case, Pm'
has been found using both flight 2 and 3 data.

SSeveral uncertainties were taken into account Our data base is larger than is available from
in developing environmental predictions. These a single flight, and only small payload region

uncertainties fall into two categories. Bias microphones have been used. Thus, the effect
errors in the enironment, due to data of the non-diffuse perimeter region acoustic

reduction and payload effects, is the first environment has been eliminated from our Pm"

category. These values are added directly to The small standard deviation for Pm also

the mean envelope. The second category is indicates that the data set is uniform and

statistically independent random variables, relatively free from localized non-

Spatial variations and flight to flight representative acoustical effects. For these

variations are statistically independent random reasons Pb is also neglected.
variables. The root sum of the squares of
these variations is added to the mean envelope. Large payloads can have a significant effect,
The following formula is used to arrive at the Pp
maximum acoustic environment for a payload by . on local acoustic levels. A large payload

accounting for these uncertainties, is a high volume payload whose boundary extends
into the near perimeter acoustic effects.

+ + +Studies by BB&N, reference 5, show that

Pmax = Pm+ Pe + Pb + Pp + (Ps 2 + pf2 ] 1/2 payloads with a diameter greater than 60% of
the payload envelope can be described as a
large payload. The optional thermal radiator

where may also influence the bay acoustic environment
by changing the transmission loss and

Pmax Maximum expected acoustic envi- absorptivity in the door region.
roninent.

PACES, a program by BB&N, reference 5, was one
M v a c otool used to predict the payload influence from" Pm mean envelope acoustic environment

for small payloads from STS 2 and Galileo and WF/PC. PACES is a way of
3 flight data. accounting for the non-diffuse character of the

acoustic field near the cargo bay doors and

Pe Data reduction bias errors; 0 dB. sidewalls. Acoustic levels are calculated by
the program on a mode by mode basis for the

Pb Spatial bias errors arisin9 from spatial volumes surrounding a payload.

non-representative postioning or
small number of microhpones on PACES prediction values are actually deltas

STS-2; 0dB. from the mean small payload acoustic level.
T2 .PACES sometimes predicts 1/3 octave band levels

- = y d e elower than the ambient sidewall or small
P plus perimeter data. payload value. In these cases, the ambient

local level from STS data was used instead of

Ps z Spatial variation uncertainty the PACES values. For small payloads Pp = 0.
with-in
wth-in pSpatial variation, P_, is calculated directly
the payload bay; 2 sigma of 20 from the STS 2 and S3 data set (20 payload
payload microphones. microphone time histories). The standard

flight uncertainty; 3 deviation from the spatial mean was small for

Pf Flight to the payload region (generally only 1-2 dB).
tEB. Two times the standard deviation (2 sigma) was

used for Ps. For 2 sigma, 97.5% of the
positions in the bay will be enveloped. The

Pm is the mean envelope of the payload acoustic values of sigma for the STS-2 and 3 data set

environment that was discussed in the are found in table 1.
"Data Evaluation" section.

Flight to flight variation, Pf, is affected by
Data reduction bias errors, Pe' are believed to launch drift and vehicle/ pad configuration

be small. Test times will be longer than the changes. Drift away from the pad exhaust

actual acoustic environment. Pe is neglected ports increases pad noise reflection. The

because of this and other conservatisms in this shuttle has a thrust to weight ratio of
analysis. approximately 1.4:1. Since the STS weighs

approximately 4.5 million pounds, the inclusion
Spatial bias errors, Pb. arise from non- of a heavy payload will not appreciably change
representative positioning or small numbers of the vehicle thrust to weight ratio or launch
microphones. Bias error predictions were made rise time. Drift increases due to increased
for STS-l through STS-3 by Bolt, Beranek, and launch weight/rise time will probably be
Newman (BB&N), reference 4. They conclude that negligible. Later shuttles will also have main
STS-2 had enough microphones to give a true engines uprated to 109% thrust. Current STS
mean for the payload bay. They recommend small data shows that the solid rockets dominate the
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launch acoustic environment. This occurs at A small payload prediction, p 0, with all
*about T + 3 seconds (4 SRB nozzle diameters environmental uncertainties accounted for is

high) when acoustic reflection from the pad is compared to the mean envelope Pm on figure 7.
*maximum for the solid rockets. At main engi-e A ml ala sgnrally one which has a

ignition the shuttle main engines are already diameter that is less than 60% of the diameter
elevated 1.5 SSME nozzle diameters from the of the payload bay.

*pad. They achieve 4 diameters height at aboutA
1.5 seconds after liftoff. Yet the maximum
SSE4E noise occurring at 20% thrust/rough burn,
is 6dB lower than for liftoff at liftoff T + 3.
Variations from flights 1 to 3 were within ± 2
dB for each one-third octave band. Therefore,
a 3 dB value was assumed for P to
conservatively envelope flight to fright
variations for future shuttle flights.

130 __ __ __

00 0 00 00
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10 -
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0 predicted small payload level, 138 dB

P m, mean level envelope, 132 dB

Figure 7. Predicted Small Payload Level and Mean Level Envelope, Pm
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Snpraft Erektjonla to this envelope to account for flight to
flight variation. An envelope was then made of

For large payloads, payload effects are the "small payload plus PACES level" and the
determined on an individual basis. Payload "sidewall/door level envelope". The details of
effects and maximum expected environments will this operation are represented in table 2. The
be determined for two large payloads, predicted WFPC radiator level can been seen in

table 2 and on figure 10. The revised WFPC
Galileo Prediction level is 2.5 dB below the current Volume 14

level.
Galileo is a free flying spacecraft which uses
a Wide Body Centaur upper stage. The LkflQwIed9Qf f
spacecraft consists of a Jpiter orbiter and an
atmospheric probe. An illustration of Galileo The study program described in this paper was

in the shuttle bay is seen on figure 6. carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Galileo itself is less than 60% of the shuttle California Institute of Technology, under NASA

bay diameter and is a "small" payload. Payload Contract NAS 7-100. The evaluation of shuttle

. effects in the Galileo acoustic environment are flight acoustic data was sponsored by the NASA

caused chiefly by the Wide Body Centaur. A Headquarters Office of the Chief Engineer.

prediction of Galileo/ Centaur payload Evaluation of the shuttle payload bay flight

effects was performed with the PACES program. acoustic environment would not have been

The predicted Galileo level was lower than for possible without the efforts of the DATE

the empty bay condition even with the Centaur Working Group participants, and in particular

present. This result is based on excitation of its chairman, Bill Bangs of GSFC, in acquiring
individual acoustic modes around the payload, flight data.

Such reductions from the ambient acoustic
energy levels were neglected about Galileo, so
that P = 0 for every 1/3 octave band.
Theref &e, the Galileo prediction is the same

- as the small payload/empty bay prediction. The B a
Galileo prediction can be seen in table 1.
This prediction is compared with JSC Volume 14 1) DATE REPORT 002, Dynamics, Acoustic.
requirement levels on figure 8 (reference 6). Thermal Environments; Payload Bay Acoustic
The revised Galileo prediction is 7 dB below and Vibration Data from STS-I Flight, June
the current Volume 14 levels. A proposed '81, NASA.
revision to Volume 14 levels, which would apply
to all payloads, is also seen on figure 8. 2) DATE REPORT 003, Dynamics, Acoustic,
This proposed curve was developed using all the Thermal Environments; Payload Bay Acoustic
payload bay data, including the perimeter and Vibration Data from STS-2 Flight,
microphones. The revised Galileo level (the January '82, NASA.
small payload/empty bay level) is 1 dB less
than this proposed generic payload curve. 3) DATE REPORT 004, Dynamics, Acoustic,

Thermal Environments; Payload Bay Acoustic
Wide Field/Planetary Camera Prediction and Vibration Data from STS-3 Flight, June

'82, NASA.
Wide Field/Planetary Camera (WFPC) is housed in
the science instrument section of the Space 4) BIAS ERROR CORRECTIONS FOR ACOUSTIC DATA
Telescope (ST) and its radiator is part of the FROM SPACE SHUTTLE FRF AND STS-I THROUGH
external surface of the ST. ST is a large STS-3; Piersol; Bolt, Beranek and Newwan
earth orbiting telescope. At 43 feet long and Inc., December '81.
14 feet in diameter ST almost fills the entire
payload bay and is in the large payload 5) SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD BAY ACOUSTICS
category (figure 9). PREDICTIONS STUDY, Volumes 1 through 5;

Piersol, Rentz, Wilby; Bolt, Beranek and

A PACES prediction of the ST influence on local Newman Inc.. March '.
WFPC radiator acoustic levels was performed.
The predicted levels are for acoustic modes in
the space between the ST and the payload bay Definition and Requirements, Space Shuttle
p e a t n dSystem Payload Accommodations; September.. perimeter. Deltas from the mean payload level 2 .'0 S O70 o u eX V eii nG
for WF/PC are given by PACES in 1/3 octave 26, '80 JSC07700, Volume XIV. Revision G.
bands. These deltas were added to the small
payload mean level according to the maximum
environment formula. PACES predicted that WFPC
levels from 125 Hz to 315 Hz and 800 Hz to 1250
Hz would fall below ambient sidewall levels.
In these cases, an envelope of the side
wall/door environment was made (excluding the
forward and aft bulkheads). Three dB waE added
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Table 1

Predicted Galileo Acoustic Environment

Center m'Ps/2, /2 Spectra
Frequency fit Env~elope Sigma Pm + ((2 ps) 2 +32)1/ Smoothed

Hz Condition dB dB dB dB

31.5 ME start 113.5 2.3 118.9 124.5

40 Lo 116.5 2.6 122.5 125.0

50 118.5 2.4 124.2 125.5

63 120.0 2.5 125.8 126.0

80 121.3 1.77 125.9 126.5
100 122.7 1.64 127.1 127.0

*125 122.7 1.9 127.5 127.5

160 122.0 1.95 126.9 127.5

200 122.-7 1.79 127.4 127.5

250 121.9 1.53 126.3 126.5

315 120.2 1.41 124.3 125.5

400 118.8 2.46 124.5 124.5

500 116.4 1.84 121 .1 123.0

630 115.0 2.01 120.0 122.0

800 112.4 1.35 116.4 120.5

1K 110.6 1.78 115.3 119.0

1.25 108.9 1.57 113.2 117.5

N1.6 ME start 105.4 3.85 113.7 116.5

2K 11105.8 4.1 114.5 114.5

2.5K 1o 108.6 1.38 112.7 113.5

3.15K 110.6 1.9 115.4 112.5

4K 109.7 2 114.7 111.0

O A 137.0 dB 138.0 dB
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Table 2

Wide Field/Planetary Camera Acoustic Prediction

Galileo
PACES Level

Center Delta + PACES Sidewall Pmax Spectra
*Frequency Radiator Delta Envelope Radiator Smoothed

Hz dB dB +3 dB Envelope dB

@_ 0 0&0
31.5 10 128.9 123.4 128.9 129.0

40 4.4 126.9 126.0 126.9 130.5

50 5.7 129.9 131.7 131.7 132.0

63 7.0 132.8 130.0 132.8 132.5

80 0 125.9 131.4 131.4 132.5

100 2.8 129.9 130.0 130.0 133.0

125 0 127.5 133.3 133.3 133.0

160 0 126.9 131.5 131.5 132.5

200 0 127.4 133.0 133.0 132.0

.4250 0 126.3 130.5 130.5 131.0

315 1.1 125.4 128.0 128.0 129.5

,~00 1.8 126.3 126.4 126.4 128.0

500 2.2 123.3 124.8 124.8 126.5

630 2.2 122.2 122.3 122.3 125.0

800 1.5 117.9 120.6 120.6 123.5

1K .9 116.2 119.0 119.0 122.0

1.25 1.0 114.2 118.0 118.0 121.0

1.6 2.1 115.8 116.0 116.0 119.5

2K 2.3 116.8 115.0 116.8 118.0

2.5 2.2 114.9 116.0 116.0 116.5

3.15 2.2 117.6 117.0 117.6 115.5

4K 2.1 116.8 119.0 119.0 114.0

OA 142.5
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DISCUSSION Mr. O'Connell: They would be similar to the
aerodynamic levels that you. saw in the transonic

Mr. Sepcenko (Planning Research Corporation): and supersonic regimes. They are not as high as
- How did you process the data? Your time history the lift-off levels, so any test to the lift-off
- shows quite a non-stationary effect during lift- levels would also be adequate to cover that

-A off. environment.

Mr. O'Connell: The data were processed at the
Goddard Space Flight Center and I am not

entirely sure about all of the details of how
they analyzed it.

Mr. On (Goddard Space Flight Center): The way
we analyze data is, we first investigate the

effect of averaging time; we analog the 1/3
octave band filter time histories, and we do
that with something like 0.1 second, 0.2 and 0.5
second averaging times. We concluded that the
0.5 second averaging time didn't deviate too
much from the 0.2 second averaging time. So we

used that 1/3 octave band filtered time history,
r and we picked up the different flight events

such as lift-off, as defined for T minus 60 to T
plus 12 seconds. We plotted the maximum 1/3
octave band levels, and we createed a 1/3 octave
band ;pectrum.

Mr. Sepcenko. Is your total time half a second?

Mr. On: Yes, that is the averaging time in the
analysis. But we feed the data through, time
history-wise, in 1/3 octave band filters, so we
actually have a 1/3 octave band filter 'ersu-
time history profile with an averaging time of
0.5 second. The only reason why the 0.1 second
averaging time shows a higher level is, during
the Space Shuttle Main Engine rough burn te
peak is very narrow.

Mr. Sepcenko: I was concerned during ti.e hold-
down before the lift-off. Why is it that you
never went below 30 Hz? Don't you have any
resonances in the payload?

Mr. On: There were other considerations.
First, acoustic reverberant chambers normally
can't g0 that low. Also, there was some
question regarding the high frequency distortion

on the low frequency end of the transducer. The
high frequency content passing through the

- charge amplifiers on the transducer can cause
sub-harmonic distortion, so we tried to cut
everything off at 25 Hz. Even though we had
data down to 12 Hz, I think it was questionable
whether the 25 Hz data were good.

Voice: If you intend to procure equipment to
withstand these environments, what exposure time
would you recommend?

Mr. O'Connell: We are testing to three minutes,
with one minute for acceptance testing and three
minutes tor qualification testing.

Voice: I realize these payloads are usually
one-way trips. Have you ever considered the
kind of levels you would experience on a re-
entry?
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COMPUTER AIDED SYNTHESIS OF A SATELLITE ANTENNA STRUCTURE

WITH PROBABILISTIC CONSTRAINTS

V.K. Jha

SPAR Aerospace Limited
Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue, Quebec, Canada

and

T.S. Sankar and R.B. Bhat

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Concordia University

Montreal, Quebec, Canada

The satellite antenna structures have to be designed to withstand the severe
environmental conditions encountered by the satellite without failure, and
hence they have to be designed with very strict reliability requirements.
At the same time these structures should be as liqht as possible, in weiqht,
to minimize the cost of launching the satellites into space. The design of
satellite antenna structures thus poses the challenging requirement of meet-
ing two seemingly conflicting but essential requirements namely high struc-
tural reliability and the lowest possible weight. A computer aided design
procedure capable of meeting these design requirements is presented in this
paper.

The computer aided procedure presented here involves synthesis of a finite
element analysis program capable of analyzing complex structures and a state
of the art optimization algorithm into one unified design system. This sys-
tem is used for desiqning antenna structures subjected to random excitations
and having design requirements specified in a probabilistic manner. An
approach has been presented to handle probabilistic design requirements. The
design of a typical satellite antenna structure realized using the proposed
design procedure is presented here. Starting from the best guessed design, a
saving of 43" in weight is demonstrated. The proposed system is very versa-
tile and the possibilities of extending it for designing other complex struc-
tures are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION strict reliability requirements. At the same
time these structures should be as light in

The concept of designing minimum weight weight as possible to minimize the cost of
structures for a given strength is gaining wide launching the satellite into space. The
acceptance in industry. One particular indus- designer of the satellite structures is thus
try where this criterion is of significant faced with two seemingly conflicting but
benefit and of vital necessity is the aero- essential requirements, namely high structural
space industry. Design and manufacture of reliability and the lowest possible weight.
communications satellite forms a significant
portion of the work performed in the aerospace The problem is further complicated by the
industry. The antenna of a communication sa- fact that the satellite structures are subject-
tellite serves the important function of trans- ed to randomly varying excitations and hence
mitting and receiving the signal to and from the response quantities can be expressed only
earth. The satellite antenna structures must in a probabilistic sense. As a result, in any
be designed to withstand any of the different structural optimization, the constraints on
environmental conditions encountered by the these parameters have to be formulated in a
satellite without failure and hence these probabilistic manner.
structures have to be designed under very
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The present paper describes a computer dynamic structural response to such loads. Such
*aided design procedure for satellite antenna an optimization system is capable (-dealing
*strucutres with design requirements specified with dynamic loads and its application to satel-
*in a probabilistic manner. The procedure in- lite antenna design is presented in this paper.

volves synthesis of a finite element program
SPAR [l] and an optimization procedure based on DESCRIPTION OF AN ANTENNA SYSTEM AND DESIGN
Zoutendijk's [2] method of feasible direction CONSIDERATIONS
into one unified system, for designing minimum
weight satellite antenna structures subjected to A satellite antenna system is generally
random excitations. a circular dish, the curved profile of this

circular dish following the contours of the
Here, a circular dish with the surface of generated surface of a paraboloid. The antenna

a paraboloid has been taken as a representative serves the primary function of receiving and
shapefor the spacecraft antenna structure con- transmitting the communication signals reaching
sidered. Actual industrial specifications on and leaving the spacecraft. The antenna is an
the constraints are placed upon the required integral part of the communications subsystem

*natural frequency, the peak displacement, and of any satellite. The structural survival of
the peak stress. A vibrational environment an antenna is of utmost importance for the
typical of what an actual spacecraft antenna successful operation of any satellite.
structure experiences has been used. Usinq the
procedure developed, the complete design of the The antenna structure is located on the
structure is carried out. The final design top deck of the spacecraft structure. The
information results in the thickness of the face vibrations to the spacecraft structure are
sheet of the antenna as well as the rib sizes transmitted from the launch vehicle at the base
of the supportingi structure on the back of the of the structure and since the antenna structure
antenna dish. Starting from the best guessed is located at the top of the satellite, it ex-
design, a saving of 43% in weight is demonstra- periences the most severe vibrations in compari-
ted. son to the rest of the spacecraft structure.

Antenna structures are positioned just under the
The minimum weight design of the space- nose cone of the launch vehicle and often there

craft antenna structure requires simultaneous exists very limited clearance between the nose
application of structural analysis and ootimi- cone and the antenna structure. Therefore, the
zation techniques. Most of the work done pre- maximum displacement of the antenna structure
viously in this area have been aimed at optimi- under the transmitted vibrational load becomes
zing structures subjected to deterministic loads, very ctitical in design. This maximum displace-
that is, either static loads or steady state ment should be strictly controlled in a manner
harmonic loads. Dobbs[3] presented a method for that it does not exceed the clearance between the
automated desiqn of structures subjected to antenna structure and the nose cone of the
static loads with constraints placed upon nodal launch vehicle. The random excitations experi-
displacements of the structure. This method is enced by the antenna structures have their power

*based upon Kuhn-Tucker [4] necessary conditions spectral densities varying in a arbitrary manner
*for achieving a local optimum. An iterative in the frequency domain.
* procedure is used to resize the structure until
*the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are satisfied. Each The solution requirements for the satellite

iteration requires solution of a set of linear antenna desiqn can be divided into four major
algebraic equations equal in number to the areas. Satellite antenna structures are design-
constraints. Rizzi [5] modified this method by ed with very low margins of safety in order to
including only the active constraints in the minimize the weight of the structure and hence a

*solution of the linear alqebraic equations at highly reliable estimate of their structural
each iteration, thereby making the method more response is crucial. The first requirement,

*efficient. therefore. is to reliably analyze and compute
the complete dynamic response of these strutures

A good marriage and integration between to random excitations of varying power spectral
the advances in the state of the art of optimiza- densities. Since the response of the structure
tion and that of the analysis capabilities did has to be numerically computed, a finite element
not take place unti- recently. The first signi- analysis is normally required for this purpose.
ficant work in this area was published by Thus the second requirement is to develop an
Sobieski and Bhat f6], who demonstrated the overall finite element software capable of
feasibility of the integration between an effi- carrying out the random response analysis.
cident optimization method and a state of the Third, a well formulated optimization algorithm
art structural analysis problem. Sobieski and is required to minimize the weight of the struc-

*Bhat proposed a system which could be employed ture subject to the required strength and fre- .
ft- the solution of static structures, as wellas quency constraints. Finally, in order to imple-
vibrating structures with freouency constraints. ment the analysis technique, the finite element
*rrr most of the problems relating to the space- program and the optimization for the satellite
-0 c strucutures deal with dynamic loading antenna design, these three procedures have to
conditions, the structural optimization attempt- be synthesized into a unified system in a
elt oust consider all the constraints on the
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logical sequence. Such a unified system is is essential to synthesize the structural
Presented here. analysis and the optimization algoritm into

one unified system. The logic used in synthe-
METHODOLOGY OF SYNTHESIS sizing such a system for this investigation is

shown in fiqure 1. Principal components of the
- .Structural Analysis synthesized system are described below.

A new analysis technique developed for The Analyzer
proper determination of the response of these
structures for excitations with arbitrarily Function of the analyzer is to compute
varying power spectral densities has been pre- the values of the behavioral response variables,
sented by Sankar, Jha and Bhat [7]. A mathema- such as frequencies, displacements, stresses,
tical model is developed by enveloping the etc., of the structure. The analyzer used
profile of the spectral function by linear here is based upon the Finite Element Program
segments of varying slopes with the power spec- SPAR [1] and is described in detail in
tral densities being plotted in a logarithmic reference [7].
scale. The net excitation is then the sum of
the different excitations contributed by these Its input comprises of structural cross-
individually arranged segments. Since it is sectional dimensions, material properties.
possible to calculate the response of the element connectivity data, nodal point coordi-
system for these individual segments, the net nates, and the loads. The output results
response of the system can be obtained by generated by the analyzer are the different
summing up the individual responses for the response parameters. Since the analyzer has
linear cases. Analytical expressions are denyv- to be executed many times in the loop as shown

*ed for a general profile and experimental yeni- in the flowchart described in Fig. 1, it has
fication for the validity of the model is also been conveniently split into non-repeatable and
reported in [7]. repeatable parts.

'-The analyzer Package used in here is The Optimizer
*based on a finite element program called SPAR,

developed by NASA [1]J. The SPAR proqram in its Function of the optimizer is to calculate
existing form was not found suitable for the new vector of the design variables on the
application in this particular investigation. basis of the initial set of values of the
Additional software was generated to compute design variables as well as on the basis of the
the dynamic displacement and the stress response constructed objective function and specified
of the system, when it is subjected to random constraints. The optimizer automatically
excitations. The details are presented in [7]. changes the values of the design variables until

an optimum design is achieved that would satis-
Optimization Algorithm fy all the constraints placed on the problem.

The algoritm used for optimization has been
The algoritm used for the optimization described earlier.

procedure here in this investigation has the
above mentioned desired features and is based The Front Processor
upon the method of feasible directions [8).
Zoutendijk [2] first Put forward a generalized The optimizer communicates with the
method of feasible directions to minimize a analyzer through a front Processor. The front
constrained function. Vanderplatts and Moses processor is a user-written and problem depen-
[9] later modified this algorithm to improve its dent program. The function of the front pro-
stability and efficiency, and this modified cessor is to convert the variables of the
algorithm is employed here. optimization process to a set pf input parame-

ters, written in a format required by the
The algorithm starts from an initial de- analyzer. In the case of the structural opti-

sign vector X, and the value of the objective mization, these parameters are generally the
function, the constraints, the gradients of the structural member geometry.
objective function and that of the violated
constraints are computed. A step is taken ir The End Processor
the direction of the gradient which is derived
using the gradient information of both the Function of the end processor is to
objective function and the constraints. The compute the value of the objective function and
size of the step is dEtermined using a one the constraints and also to output them in a
dimensional search in the direction of the format required by the optimization program.
move. The procedure is repeated until the op- The end processor reads the user supplied con-
timum solution is found. stants defining the limits imposed upon beha-

vioral variables. It also reads the probabili-
SYNTHESIS OF ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION ties associated with each constraint that is

required to be satisfied. Output data sets
For achieving a minimum weight design it defining the stresses and the displacements are
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then retrieved from the SPAR data library using ispecf df P (2)

the data handling subroutine DAL. The values J [ X j j
of the stresses and the displacements are then
compared with the bounds imposed on them by
the design requirements on the application in
question. Based upon this comparison, values 3 3

of the constraint functions are computed. The function of the parameter GX).
value of the objective function is computed by

retrieving the mass information from the SPAR The integral (2J defining the probabilis-
" data sets. The values of the objective func- tic constraints cannot be used as such in the
Stion and the constraints are then output in a optimization routine and hence must be express-

format meaningful for the optimization sub- ed in a different format.
- routine.

Since the excitations on the structure
The Terminator have been assumed to be Gaussian and the struc-

ture is taken to be a linear system. the res-
Function of the terminator program is to ponse parameters defining the constraints

issue a termination command when the termina- G(X) are also by definition Gaussian. Using
" tion criterion is satisfied. The termination this important property, it is possible to

criterion is actually checked in the optimiza- express the integral representation in equa-
tion subroutine and a flag is raised when the tion (2) in a different form as explained
criterion is satisfied. Using this flagged below.
information, instructions are issued to the
NOS-JCL to stop further executions. Let Gj(X) be the first moment or the

mean value of the parameter {Gj(X)}. Further,
The Connecting Network let "Gj be the second moment or the standard

deviation of the parameter Gj(X). For the
Connecting network is essentially the required limiting probability Pj. and theCo n c i n e wo k i e s n i a l h spec ified constra int va lue Gjs e on G ,

brain of the whole system. It gets various isDec o ,
elements and components of the system to do tables for the unit normal var ate give a
their individual tasks whenever required. value of

This coordination is accomplished with the
help of several procedure files. The connect- Gjspec (X)
ing network controls execution of the various (G.
elements/programs in a predetermined sequence J
of computations, perform logical functions
such as branching on an if-test, looking or
skipping to a labelled statement; stores per-
manently or temporarily, the data generated by

* the various programs. correspondinq to the probability level Pj. Let
this value be denoted by r- The condition

OPTIMIZATION WITH PROBABILISTIC CONSTRAINTS stated through the probabiyistic constraint of
equation (2) can then also be satisfied by the

A typical problem in structural optimi- adjoint deterministic constraint stated by the
zation subjected to probabilistic constraints inequality expression
can be stated as following:

Minimize W(X) Gjspec - (X) (3)

G.
Subject to J

P(G.(X) C. spec) P., j~ = 1, NCON Since the excitation is taken as a centered
S(1) random process with zero mean, the mean value

of %j(X) is illways -ero, and Gj will become

where W(X) is the weight of the structure and equal to the root mean square value of the
P denotes the probability distribution, parameter {Gj(X)}. Hence equation (3.0) may be

rewritten in the following manner:

The constraints specified in the inequa-
- lity (1) imply that the probability that
-  

G.(X), which represents a parameter like stress JLpcc > j
r*; o displacement, is less than or equal to a . (4)

specified value G is greater than or equal to j rms

a probability P . Here NCON is the number of
such constrainti in the problem. Constraint which is in a very simple form and can easily
(1) could also be expressed in an integral be applied to structural optimization problems
form as where constraints are expressed probabilistic-

,% ally. Grms for any parameter like stress or
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displacement can be determined from the know- quirements are placed on the antenna structure
ledge of all the charateristics of the excita- to ensure that the antenna structure will fit
tion process and the transfer functions of the within the inside envelope of the launch vehicle.
structure at hand. Hence, during the optimum design process, suit-

able size limitinq constraints have to be
The value of n will vary depending upon included in order to keep the design within the

the acceptable probability level Pj specified specified envclope.
on the constraint. The value of pi is equal
to 1 if P1 is equal to 0.65, 2 if Pi is equal The manufacturability of the design is an
to 0.95 and 3 if Pj is equal to O.9927. esintial implicit requirement in all such

appications. The optimum design may yield
The selection of the probability level thickness of the cross sections which may be too

P1 will be different for different situations thin to manufacture. In addition, there may be
and applications. Its value depends upon the a few other manufacturability requirements
risks involved if the structure fails, i.e. placed on the cross-sectional dimensions of the
the risks involving cost, human life, health structure depending on the shape. These manu-
hazard, etc. With the variation in the facturability requirements can be met by impos-

e specified probability level, the optimum solu- ing appropriate side constraints on the design
tion for a structure will change. In qeneral, variables governinq these thickness parameters.
a high reliability imposition in the probabi-
lity will result in a heavier structure. A The specified requirements on the design
value of ni equal to 2 has been chosen in are stated as follows:
designing ihe satellite antenna structure.

i) The first natural frequency of the
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ANTENNA STRUCTURE antenna structure should be greater

than 15 Hz.
Design requirements for the spacecraft ii) The maximum displacement of any point

antenna structures include requirements on ii The aimum splacture o not

frequency, displacement, structural integrity, on the antenna structure should not

sizeandshap an maufacurailit oftheexceed *2.54 x 102'm, when subjected tosize and shape and manufacturability of the the random vibrations as shown inantenna. Fig. 2. The confidence level associa-

The requirements on the natural frequen- ted with this requirement should be at

cies of the antenna structure are placed so least 95%.

that the natural frequencies of the antenna iii) The maximum stress in any element of
structure will be above the natural frequencies the antenna structure should not
of the satellite, thus avoiding the possibility exceed 1.38 = lO8 Nm-2, when the struc-
of coupling between the satellite and the ture is subjected to the random vibra-
antenna structure. The loads experienced by tional loading specified in Fig. 2.
the antenna structure would increase signifi- iv) Minimum thickness of any section must
cantly if such coupling did take place. Hence, be 5.0 = -m. This requirement is
a requirement on the first natural frequency be 5.0 th i rqimti
of the antenna structure is to be imposed. based upon the manufacturability, . ,requirements.

The requirements on the maximum displace- The above requirements reflect the typical
ment of the structure are imposed in order to Te andte geentref the reqire-

ensure that there would be no interference be- magnitude and the aeneral nature of the require-

tween the edges of the antenna structure and ments imposed on the antenna design in the aero-

the inside walls of the nose cone of the launch space industry, at present.

vehicle during the launch of the satellite into DESCRIPTION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
space.

The finite element mathematical model of
The structural integrity requirements are thaneasruueispsnednFg.3'-.imposed to ensure that the stresses gnr-the antenna structure is presented in Fig. 3.

genera- The model consists of 33 nodes connected with
ted in the antenna structure by the launch 24 plate elements and 24 beam elements. Out of
vibrations will not cause any structural fail- the 33 nodes, 32 nodes have six degrees of free-
ure. The random vibrations produce rapidly dom, and the central node is fixed representing
fluctuating displacements and stresses which thebondary contion s fte rtre.e• .the boundary conditions for the strtcture. The
can only be estimated in a statistical sense total number of degrees of freedom of the system
due to the inherent nature of the applied used nuthe p ree s is 192. the size
random vibrations. Thus the structural integri- used in the present analysis is 192. The size

ty requirements can only be specified with aoalterinecomparisontoetheselementseonkthe
specified reliability factor or a corresponding smaller in comparison to the elements on the

probability. Hence, the structure must be outer edges of the structure. The finer divi-. ' sion near the base has been done because the
desiqned to meet these structural reliability mo cr teses are expec e the
reuieens most critical stresses are expected near the
requirements. base since the smaller element size would en-

The basic geometry, size and shape re- sure greater accuracy in the estimate of
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stresses in the plate elements. The coordinate 2. P[Maximum stress in ribs 1.38 x 108
system used for the analysis is shown in Fig. 3. Nm-2  95%
The excitation axis of the structure has been 3. PFMaximum stress in dish surface
taken as the z axis. This is the direction in 1.38 x ste Nm-2 95%
which the most damaging excitations are experi-
enced by the antenna structure. Thus the problem is now fully defined for carry-

ing out an optimal design using the procedure
FORMULATION OF THE DESIGN PROBLEM FOR established earlier.
OPTIMIZATION

Optimum Design of the Antenna
The purpose of the optimization is to

design an antenna with minimum possible weight The analysis system described in [7] was
and yet capable of meeting all the imposed
design requirements. Hence, for the optimiza- used for the response analysis.

tion, the particulars are: The initial values of the design varia-

is the weight bles were chosen by using the standard beam
The Objective Function is the form fromulae to satisfy the stress and displacement

* of the structure and is specified in the form constraints. This was done to choose realistic
f(x), where x is the vector of design parameters. and meaningful starting values. The weight

saving thus obtained then becomes quite meaning-
The four parameters, describing the ful.

antenna design selected for optimization and
shown in Fig. 4 are stated below: The Initial Design Parameters

a) the thickness of the dish; The parameters describing the initial de-

b) the height of the ribs at the back of sign of the antenna are given by the following:
the dish;

c) the width of the ribs; and x, = .004 radians

d) the thickness of the ribs. x2 = .05 radians

x, = 1.27 x l0-m
The thickness of the dish and the height of the
ribs are assumed to be linearly decreasing from = 1.30 x lO-m
the central support of the dish to the outer Weight of the structure = 8.9 kq
edge, and the slope parameter defining the First natural frequency = 8.4 Hz
thickness and the heights at various locations
are to be optimized. Maximum RMS displacement 1.2 x 10-m

Maximum RMS stress = 8.11 x lO7 Nm'"
The variables for optimization, thus, are:

tInitial analysis also indicates that the start-
ing design does not satisfy the frequency and

x the slope defininj the height of the strcs constraints.
2 ribs;

X3, the width of the ribs; and The Final Design of the Antenna

x , the thickness of the rib section. After the completion of the automated op-
timum desiqn performed by employing the proposed

The constraints on the optimization, which re- Computer-Aided Desiqn Procedure a feasible
flect all the design requirements are as design realizing a weight less than the initial
follows: in-feasible design is obtained. The design his-

tory of the optimization cycle is shown in Fig.
The Deterministic Constraints 5.

1. Natural frequency 15 Hz The final optimum design is obtained as

2. 0.002 radians : x, < 0.05 radians follows:

3. 0.02 radians i x, 5 0.50 radians x, = .002 radians

4. 7.6 x 10'3 m s x 3  2.54 m x2 = .08 radians

5. 5.0 x lO"m s x, 0.254 m x3 
= 1.72 x l0-2m

The Probabilistic Constraints x, = 7.6 x 10"m

Objective function = 5.08 kg
95 First natural frequency = 15.06 Hz

• > 95%

Maximum RMS displacement = 4 x l0-m
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Maximum RMS stress = 5.69 x 107 Nm-2  form structures, etc., can all be described in
a manner similar to the random loads experienc-

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS ed by satellite antenna structures. Hence the
approach developed for desiqning satellite

It can be seen that the proposed analysis antenna structure can be extended for designing
-optimization system can automatically yield an these complex structures.

* optimum design of an antenna structural system.
In the problem solved here, the initial start- The analysis-optimization system developed
ing design values did not meet all the design here is modular in nature. That is, one module

* requirements, that is, the initial solution of the system can be replaced by another user
was actually infeasible since it did not written module. The software for the system is

- satisfy the stress and the frequency constra- basically problem independent, that is, for a
ints; yet the analysis optimization system new problem, the system can be used mostly as is.

. successfully produced a design which met all The areas requiring modification are where the
" the requirements imposed on the design. The details of the finite element model are speci-

results show that starting with an antenna fied and where the constraints on the design are
design with a weight of 8.9 kg a final opti- defined.
mum design weiqhing only 5.08 kg could be
realized, thus resulting in a net saving of Various steps which should be taken to
43% in weight. adopt this system for any other application are

shown in Fig. 6.
The history of the design cycle is shown

in Fig. 5. Most of the reduction in the weight CONCLUSIONS
takes place in the first four iterations. The

* optimization calculations could have been stop- The satellite antenna design has been
ped at this stage by choosing a larger value accomplished using the computer-aided synthesis
as the convergence criterion. The parameter of analysis and optimization. The optimum

* governing the thickness of the plate sections desiqn for the antenna yields a weight of only
of the antenna dish is denoted by x. x. shows 5.08kg, which is 43% lower in weight in compari-
a rapid decrease durinq the first iteration son to the best guessed initial design which

* and then stays at that value for subsequent had a weioht of 8.9 kg. This optimum antenna
iterations. This fixed value of x, is the design meets all the functional requirements in
minimum constraint value of x, . The manufac- terms of the frequency, stress and displacement
turability of the dish dictates that certain constraints imposed upon the desiqn. Normally,
minimum thickness be kept. The parameter the duration of the design process in industry
governing the height of the rib, x2 , shows an for typical satellite antenna structures is
oscillating pattern. Its final value is approximately two to three months and this dura-
higher than its starting value, which suggests tion can be considerably reduced to practically
that an increase in the height of the rib pro- a few days by employinq the proposed analysis-
vides a more effective structure. The width optimization computational system. Many other
of the ribs, x3, also shows an oscillating similar complex structures subjected to certain
pattern in the beginning. The thickness of the forms of random excitations of varyinq power
rib section is given by xand this parameter spectral densities can also be desiqned for
shows a continuous decrease in its value as the optimum considerations using the proposed
iterations continue indicating the direct rela- approach. The stochastic constraints on design
tionship of the thickness to the weight of the can be handled in a manner proposed in this
structure. Thus Fig. 5 gives good insight into paper. The system synthesized for designing the
the total optimization process. satellite antenna structures is very adaptable

and can be easily extended for desiqning other
The size of the finite element chosen for complex structures.

this antenna design is not large enough to in-
clude sufficient nodes on the skin of the dish.
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DISCUSSION

* Mr. Calapodas (U.S. Army Applied Technology
Laboratory): What considerations went into

0 selecting the finite element program that you
used? If I recall correctly, you used "SPAR."

Mr. Jha: Yes. SPAR is a new program, and it is
probably one of the most flexible finite element
programs available now. It has a very modular
nature because you can execute mass matrices and
stiffness matrices in any order you want. it
can also interface with the user in a FORTRAN
program. In this case, SPAR did not have the
capability to compute random response, and I
needed that. I also needed to input the right
number of reaponse calculations the way I wanted
them. All of this can be done separately in a
FORTRAN program, and all of the data which are
computed within SPAR can be taken out in a

*FORTRAN program. Then you can compute your
response and feed that back into this program,
as a data package which can be used further
within the program. So, I would say its
flexibility Is the best feature. That is why it
was chosen.

Mr. Lee: Using your optimization procedure, how
do you ensure that you dont end up with a local
minimum and not the absolute?

Mr. Jha: I guess the only way to do that Is to
take three or four arbitrary starting points,
and if you zero in on the same point, then you
are sure that you are converging to the right
place. if you start from four different points
and get three optimum points, then you have
local conditions.
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DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF A SATELLITE ANTENNA STRUCTURE IN

RANDOM VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT
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Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue, Quebec, Canada

and

T.S. Sankar and R.B. Bhat
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Concordia University
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Satellite antenna structures are often subjected to random excitations with
power spectral densities varying in an arbitrary manner in the frequency domain.
A mathematical model for effectively describing such excitations is proposed
in order to compute the dynamic response of the antenna structure. The mathe-
matical model of the excitation is developed analytically by envoloping the
profile of the power spectral densities by linear segments of varying slopes.
The validity of the proposed mathematical model is experimentally verified.
The dynamic response of the satellite antenna structure is obtained using the
proposed mathematical model for the excitation. The finite element program
SPAR has been used as the main frame for this dynamic response analysis. The
eigenvalues and mode shapes along with displacements and stresses for the antenna
structure subjected to random excitations encountered during normal operation
are presented, employing the pruposed mathema.'cal model for the excitations.

INTRODUCTION domain, an exact analytical modelling becomes
often impossible, for carrying out analytical

Satellite antenna structures are often computation of the response.
subjected to random excitations which have
their powerspectral density varying in an A mathematical model for effectively descri-
arbitrary manner in the frequency domain. In bing excitations having arbitrarily varying
order to analyse and design these structures power spectral densities in the frequency domain
against such loading, it is essential to des- is proposed in this paper to enable structural
cribe the power spectral densities of excita- response computation. The mathematical model
tions analytically in a functional form and com- is developed by enveloping the profile of the
pute the resulting response. Although a mathe- spectral function in a dB %s. logarithmic fre-
matically exact description of the actual power quency plot with lines of varying slopes.

" spectral density variation to which antenna The net excitatior is then the sum of the dif-
* structures are subjected is not normally feasi- ferent excitatiors contributed by these indi-
" ble, there are means to describe them approxi- vidual linear segments. Since it is possible

mately which are sbfficiently reliable in most to calculate the response of the system for
practical situations. For example, when the these individual segments, the net response of
power spectral density is almost flat over a the system can be obtained by sunning up the
very large frequency range of interest, it is individual responses. Analytical expressions
meaningful to model it as a pure white noise are derived for a general profile and experi-
[1], or if its flatness is limited to a certain mental verification for the validity of the
discrete range of frequencies it can be approxi- model is also reported in this paper.
mated as a band limited white noise [2]. Pro-
files of many typical power spectral density The above analytical model for the exci-
variations which are analytically describable tation, has been used to carry out a complete
for setting up system response equations are dynamic response analysis of a commurication
reported in [3]. However, when the power spec- satellite antenna structure. The analvsis
tral density of the excitation varies arbitra- includes deterwination of eiqenvalues, strers
rily and shows discontinuities in the frequency responses and the displacement responses for
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the structure when it is subjected to random
excitations encountered in its normal operation. Sx(f) s (f ) (f/f )N/3
The structural analysis program used in here is 

X ( (

based on a finite element program 
called SPAR, where

developed by NASA [4]. The SPAR program in its = slope of the segment in dB/octave
existing form did not have the capability 

for

performing random response analysis. Hence, f = frequency at any point within the
additional software was generated to compute segment in Hz or cycles/second
the dynamic displacement and the stress response
of the system, when it is subjected to random S (f) = power spectral density value at
excitations. x frequency f

RANDOM VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT FOR THE SATELLITE f = frequency at the beginning of the
ANTENNA STRUCTURE envelope process (e.g., f, in Fig. 2

Various sources which give rise to the for region AB)

structural loads experienced by the antenna S (f ) = power spectral density value at f.
structure are as follows: x X

Determination of the Structural Response
a) The acoustic noise generated by the rocket

engines of the launch vehicle; Assuming linear characterization of the
b) The shock loads at the time of separation total structure, the net response of the struc-

of the satellite from the final stage of ture is the sum of the response due to various
the launch vehicle; linear segments and can be computed as follows.

c) The random vibrations generated by the pul-
sations of the rocket engine fuel burning The response power spectral density for a
process. single degree linear structural system subjec-

ted to random excitations is given by the
The predominant load on the structure comes standard relation

from the random vibrations generated by the
above sources. To the designer, the loads are Sy(f) f
specified in the form of a power spectral y x
density profile over the frequency range. The where
structure must then be designed to withstand S (f) = power spectral density of the input
these random vibrational loads, assuming that x
the structure is excited at its mounting points S (f) = power spectral density of the out-
by these excitation processes. A typical pro- y put

* file of random vibration to which antenna
structures are subjected is given in Fig. 1. H(f) = the complex frequency response of

The Mathematical Model for the Random Vibration the system relating the input

Environment of the Antenna and the output.

The mean square value of the response can thenThe basic concept behind the proposed ana- be obtained from equation (2) as
lytical model is that any given profile of the
power spectral density variation in the fre- 0 = f S (f)H(f) 2 df (3)
quency domain can be enveloped by a series of f
appropriately chosen linear segments when the I
power spectral densities are plotted in a loga- in general, it is possible to consider any
rithmic scale. These linear segments may then slope, N, of the excitation power spectral den-
have negative, positive or zero slopes. Figure sity profile to obtain the mean square response
1 shows how a general profile can be enveloped using equation (3). However, the integral in
by an arrangement of such linear segments. equation (3) can be evaluated analytically only
Since these set of linear segments can be de- if the numerical value of the term (N/3) in
fined analytically, a proper optimal combi- equation (1) is an integer. If this is not the
nation of these linear segments provides an ana- case, one can obtain only the mean square value
lytical description for the entire spectral of the response by appropriate numerical evalu-
profile. ation of the integral in equation (3).

As mentioned earlier, this envelope model In the present analysis the value of (N/3)
essentially involves three types of segments. is considered to be an integer tc, enable closed
They are segments with positive slopes, seg- form evaluation of the integral in equation (3)
ments with zero slopes, and segments with nega- analytically. As an example, a profile is
tive slopes. In Fig. 2 these segments are represented completely by three different types
represented by sample line segments, AB, BC, of segments in Fig. 1. The expressions after
and CD respectively. The relationship between carrying out the necessary integration for
the slope specified in dB/octave, the power these three different types of linear segments
spectral density value and the frequency is shown in Fig. 2 are given in the following sec-
given by tions.
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a,.7

The general expression for the mean square the segment BC, as shown in Fig. 2. The res-
response in the three regions shown in Fig. 2 ponse for each of these segments is calculated
is: as follows:

Sx(f) f
02 X fu f H(f) df (4) a) Acceleration Response Under LinearSegmentAB

f N/3 f
where Substituting N=6 in equation (6) and

f = lower limit of the frequency for noting that f,, = fl, fu = f~and Sx(f)m S from
the segment Fig. 2 the mean square response acceleration is

= f3

f upper limit of the frequency for 2 = * fn .(l + 4 2..2)d.(
u the segment fAB = 1- +4r(7)

S (f ) = the excitation power spectral den- Breaking the integrand into partial fractions
x 2 sity value at the lower fre-

quency limit fz of the segment 22 1 + 42 -2 =

N = slope of the particular linear seg-
• ~~~~~met in dB/octaves(1+8 2 -6 )  -' ,

H(f) = the complex frequency response of
+  4i {, -2i._ - 2i }

the system

1 1
The mean square response parameter of the -2 -l -92 - 2i p + 1 - 2 + 2i } (8)

antenna structure calculated through equation
(4) can be either displacement, velocity or the Using solutions for standard integration of the
acceleration, depending upon the type of fre- type

quency response function H(f) used in evaluat-
ing equation (4). In antenna design the design d.q
specifications require use of the acceleration I ±s +2iQ
and the displacement response for the structure, ± i
hence expressions for the acceleration and the
displacement response are derived in the fol- and integrating
lowing sections. S . f ncY2AB = f-rT- [IAB(22~c) - IAB(2 1 c,)] (9)

The Acceleration Response

where
The frequency response relating the base

acceleration excitation and the acceleration I 4 2p + (I 8c2- 16 
4 )  tan' 2p

response for a single degree of freedom system AB 4 I

is given by
= f2  + 2icff 1 + 16 2 - 1604 n[ 2 + 22, 1 2) 1 -] (10)

H(f) n n (5) 18(- 2) 2 _ 2 (l-c) 2 +l
f 2 -f2 + 2i cffn
n n

where f is the natural frequency of the system b) Acceleration Response Under Linear SegmentCD
and c the damping ratio. Substituting equation
(5) into equation (4) and expressing frequencies Substituting N= -6 in equation (6) and
as nondimensional ratios in the form 0 = f/fn' noting that f= f 3 , fu= f and Sx(fz)=S .from
the mean square acceleration response is Fig. 2, the man square response acceleraiion iscomputed as f(+/)S( J

Sx(f) x 3 3 I (l + 4c2 2 )d2

2- X z n =1 nT f T4 - S2
2
)
2 
+ 4c

2 
2 ] (1

fN/3 °CD n ] (l
f2 N/ 23 

"2-1 
22

(I+uN/3 + &+ Breaking the integral again into partial frac-
, '- 2 -+4 2 (6) tions

1 + 422 - 1
For any positive or negative value o. the integer 7u[( _)2+4(33 -

(N/3), the expression within the integral in +"

equation (6) can be broken down into partial 1 1 _.__

fractions and integrated in closed form. The + --
most common slope is used for specifying a 

4 ic T 2i + +2i

given random loading environment in spacecraft
structures is 6 dB/octave, and henre the expre- + 1 ++I+ (12)
ssion in equation (6) is integrated for 1 _,2+ 2i r 2 1 -3- 2i.(1
N ±6 for the segments AB and CD and N 0 for
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1.1

Using the standard integralsS 2.$f2
$3"_ f [ _  I(,)] (13) fCAB = n - IAB( ,' °.)] (19)

n

where where

I ' tan-
ICD(?,¢ :" 1+ 4 ta-t( ) +IAB(I:' ) = 4 tan -l

3 n [ 2  + 1
8(1 - ¢2)i 2_ 211 - + (14) 1 n rA 2+ 2]. , (20)

8(1 - ,2 2(1 2+1L

c) Acceleration Response Under Linear Segment b) Displacement Response Under Linear Segment
BC CD

Substituting N=0 in equation (6) and noting Substituting N=-6, in equation (18) and
*that fZ= f2, fu= f3 and Sx(fz)= S2 from Fig. 2, noting that f,= f,, fu , and SXf; = S

S)the mean square response acceleration is calcu- the mean square displacement response is$ -
2 2U- _•l"Iated as: :

% 2 3f32

2BC S2fn[IBc(.3,) - 1B(2 CD fn - IcD(: , ) - I (,.? , .)] (21)

BC nB " BC 2'1Sf[ (15) CD n 7 C CD 3

where where

-IBC(: ) = (I+ 4;2 tan- 2  Ic1(2, ) - 1-4C2 tan-I (1_:._

(1 4, n F? 2+.2:1O ¢2) + I  (16 3-4¢2 ) n { 2
+22

;(1 -¢ +1 (22)
+ 8(n 2 2(l- ]  (6 8( -_2)- t2an1_' 4+ 1

•"The Displacement Response c) Displacement Response Under Linear Segment
BC

The frequency response relating the base
acceleration excitation and the displacement Substituting N

= 0 in equation (18)

response for a single degree of freedom struc- S
tural system is given by 02BC f (IBC(2,,r)- IBC(2' 01 (23)

ln

Sf
2 _ f2 + 2i ffn  where
n whr

" where fn is the natural frequency of the system IBC(Q.) = 4- tan-l( 7
*: and C is the damping of the system. Substitu-
*. ting equation (17) in equation (4) and express-

ing the frequencies in the form of nondimen- 1 [1 2 + 22(1 - 22 (24)
sional ratio i= f/fn, the mean square dis- (24)

placement response may be determined through 8( - 1 ) + 24(1 - ,2) + 2

the expression
(N 1) Thus, if any general excitation were to be

S (f ) . f 3approximated by n linear segments of positive,
.2 = x ZfN/3 n negative or zero slopes, then the total res-

fN, ponse of the structure may be obtained by the

- Nsuperposition principle stated by
" . u i d' 18

cu N-I- d2 (18) 2 : G 2 where i = l,n.... (25)

- Equation (18) can now be integrated to yield where n is the number of segments

the displacement response for any of the linear th
" segments AB, BC or CD, shown in Fig. 2. Oi is the RMS response of the i segment

a) Displacement Response Under Linear Segmental Verification of the Excitation

A B Model

Substituting N= 6 in equation (18) and The object of this experiment procedure is
, noting that fz= fl, fu= f and Sx(f) =S 1, the to verify the validity of the analytical results

mean square displacement response is stated previously by comparing the experimen-
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tally obtained response with the analytically and transmitting the coimmunication signals
computed response. Since any profile can be reaching and leaving the spacecraft. The
represented by a combination of positive, nega- antenna is an integral part of the cormmunica-
tive and zero slope segments, a profile consis- tions subsystem of any satellite. The struc-
ting of these three types of segments was cho- tural survival of an antenna is of utmost imp-
sen as the input excitation. The profile used ortance for the successful operation of any
for the experiment is reproduced in Fig. 2. satellite. Antenna structures are positioned

just under the nose cone of the launch vehicle
The test set up, described schematically in and often there exists very limited clearance

*Fig. 3 consists of a simple cantilever between the nose cone and the antenna structure.
mounted on a rigid support. The structure was Therefore, the maximum displacement of the
mounted on a vibration table and was subjec- antenna structure under the transmitted vibra-

*ted to base accelerations. The structure tested tional load becomes very critical in design.
was an aluminum cantilever beam of length 30 cm Hence it is of utmost importance to compute
and a cross section of 2.5x 1.25cm . The the dynamic response of the antenna structure
structure was initially subjected to pure har- as reliably as possible.
monic excitation at varying frequencies in

*order to obtain the natural frequencies of the Description of the Finite Element Model
* system. The frequency response of the system is

given in Fig. 4 which shows that the first two The geometry details for the satellite
natural frequencies occur at 102 and 645 Hz. antenna under investigation are given in Fig. 5.

*The damping ratios of the system associated The finite element mathematical model of the
with the first two natural frequencies were antenna structure is presented in Fig. 6 to 8.
calculated from Fig. 4 and are found to be The model consists of 33 nodes connected with
0.004 and 0.00625. Subsequently, the structure 24 plate elements and 24 beam elements. Out
was subjected to a random acceleration input at of the 33 nodes, 32 nodes have six degrees of
the support and the response was measured at freedom and the central node is fixed represent-
the tip of the beam. An excitation signal having ing the support boundary condition for the
a power spectral density profile same as the structure. The total number of degrees of
one shown in Fig. 2 was recreated in the tests. freedom of the system used in the present
The positive and negative slopes were 5 dB/ analysis is 192. The size of the elements near
octave and the limiting frequencies were the base has been kept smaller in comparison to
f, =20 Hz, f 2 =200 Hz, f 3 =400 Hz and f,= 700Hz the elements on the outer edges of the struc-
corresponding to Fig. 2. The power spectral ture. The finer divisions near the base has
density of the excitation from f,, to f3 was been done because the most critical stresses
taken as 0.1 g/Hz. The excitation signal was are expected near the base since the smaller
chosen in such a manner that the two regions element size would ensure greater accuracy in
with the non-zero slopes contained the first the estimate of stresses in the plate elements.
and second natural frequencies of the structure. The coordinate system used for the analysis
The root mean square acceleration measured at the is shown in Fig. 6. The excitation axis of the
tip of the structure was 62 g RMS. structure has been taken as the z axis. This

is the direction in which the most damaging ex-
The computed value of root mean square acc- citations are experienced by the antenna

leration using the analytical expressions deri- structure.
ved previously in this paper was 61.3 g RMS,
showing a good agreement with the rest results. General Description of the Response Analysis
Thus, it can be seen that the analytically Software
obtained response is within 2% of the measured
response. It was also demonstrated earlier that The main frame of the response analysis
by choosing sufficiently large number of seg- program used here is SPAR [4]. The finite
ments a mathematical model of a general pro- element program SPAR is a versatile general
file can be reliably generated to compute the purpose finite element program of structural
response of the structure. This experiment analysis. The program consists of a number of
verifies the validity of this type of model- modules or processors which performn the basic
ling technique for describing any arbitrary task of finite element analysis. These proces-
power spectral density of excitation for analy- sors communicate with each other through the
tically evaluating the responses of a linear data base. The data base consists of one or
dynamic system, more direct access libraries, which contain

the data set output from the different proces-
DETERMINATION OF RESPONSES FOR A SATELLITE sors. These data sets have a specific identi-

ANTENNA STRUCTURE fying name with which any particular processor
can access them whenever they are required as

General Description of an Antenna System inputs for that particular computation.
Figure 9 shows the schematic of the general

*A satellite antenna system is generally a structure of the overall finite element pro-
circular dish, the curved profile of this gram. Each processor of SPAR performs a speci-
circular dish following the contours of the fic function e.g. processor TAB, creates data
generated surface of a paraboloid. The antenna sets containing tables of joint locations,
serves the primary function of receiving section properties, material constants, etc.,
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processor K assembles the stiffness matrix of Since T
the structure, processor M assembles the mass [1 [m][] = [M] (generalized mass matrix)
matrix of the structure, etc. Further, the pro- T
cessor AUS performs various matrix manipulations [0] [c][o] = 2[][k][' .]-'
such as multiplication, addition, transpose, etc. T
This processor provides a great deal of flexi- and [o)T[k][o] = [K] (generalized stiffness
bility to the user in adopting SPAR program to matrix)
suit any computational needs. Other program and
analysis details about the SPAR processors are or
contained in Reference [4]. [MT{n} + 2[ ][K]]{r}+ [K]{ni = [JT[]<x

Determination of RMS Displacement Responses (31)

SPAR has the capability of calculating all The rth equation of motion then is
the displacements and stresses of complex struc- Tr

- tures when subjected to static loading condi- r + 2 n - (32)
tions. It also has the additional capability r rr rr x
of performing eigenvalue analysis, and various r

matrix manipulations needed for a basic dynamic where
response calculations. However, additional soft- TrX = -f [m] x} (33)
ware had to be designed and written, which in
conjunction with the available capabilities of The solution of equation (33)is given by
SPAR, can be used for determining the required T

- responses of a structure under random vibra- nr (t) = . H M) x(t) (34)
tional environments. A brief account of the r r
different response calculation procedures is where Hr(Q) is the system transfer function
provided in the following pages. relating the input to the output of the system

and 2 is the nondimensional frequency ratio,The spacecraft antenna structures are
normally required to be designed for a specified r"

* level of base excitation. Let yi, (i= l,2,...n) The response z.(t) of ith degree of free-
denote the absolute displacements of the an- dom at time can be axpressed in terms of normal
tenna structure and x denote the base displace- modes
ment. The displacements relative to the base n
are then given by (yi-x), (i= 1,...n). Consi- z = I rt (35)

a, dering viscous damping c, the equations of i r=l Oir nr
motion are

* The mean square of the dispalcement response
. [Im.jfy} + [c]{9-iA + [k](9-x} = 0 (26) is then given by the averaging process

Uhere [m], [k] and [c] are the massstiffnessand 7T2TYY = Ii L (36)
dampinq oatrices respectively of the antenna T_ _T
structure.

Substituting nr(t) from (34) in (35) and (36)
- ~ Defining zi = Yi'-X, the equations of motion are

n n T .Ts. i
[-m.]{z} + [c]{i} + [k]{zl = -[- {X} (27) zi( )= lim L E r s ir is

T- r=l sl r s M

* where {x} is a column matrix in which all ele- TXH 02) (37)f [H( ) [Hs )ix 2(t)dt (7
ments are equal. -T r s

-T
% The relative displacement {z} can be expres- For a 'lightly damped system, the magnifi-

sed in terms of normal modes, 0 , and the normal cation factors Hr(2) have pronounced peaks in
* coordinates, n, related by the expression the neighborhood of the corresponding natural

= ) i (28) frequencies wr. The products JHr(2)I JHs(Q)l
for r t s are small in comparison to the pro-

" Substituting (28) in (27), the equations of motion ducts when r= s, thus for lightly damped system,
are it is reasonable to disregard the cross pro-

duct terms of the transfer functions. With
[m][s1]{*} + [c)[.](} + [k][]{n = -[m]{x} (29) this assumption, transformation of equation (37)

from time domain to frequency domain, yields the
Premultiplying by [0JT solution for frequency response as

T T n 2
[]T m][0](9) + [0] [c][o]I A} + n irT 1 2T.w zi = r r.-- T f JHr( 1) .Sx( )d ( M8)

L ]T [k][. ]fn) = - t][mi]{x} (3) r 4r H
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8T,

Hr(02) will depend upon the type of output func- Maximum RMS stress = 5.69 x 10 7Nm
2

tion desired. The input to the satellite
system is the base acceleration process given The analysis system produces stresses for
in terms of the power spectral density. The all the finite elements in the model as well as
output required could be the response acce- displacements corresponding to the nodes of the
leration power spectral density or the dis- finite element model. Table 1 gives the first
placement power spectral density depending on eight eigenvalues and tie associated natural
design criteria employed. The technique for frequencies. RMS displacement response for
modelling arbitrary input process can be used the antenna is given in Table 2. Table 3

. to handle either the acceleration or the dis- depicts RMS stresses in the ribs of the antenna
placement response or both. In equation (38), structure.
if the desired response is the displacement
response, then for a constant power spectral CONCLUSIONS
density, indicating a wide band input, equation
(38) reduces to Dynamic response characterisitcs for a

n Sr(..)Tr2¢ 2 2 satellite antenna structure subjected to ran-
z4 = [ rl r (39) dom excitations with power spectral density

rms r r r r varying arbitrarily in the frequency domain
have been computed. A mathematical model is

In the analysis for the antenna struc- proposed for describing random excitations of
ture, first the SPAR structural analysis pro- arbitrarily varying power spectral densities
gram is executed to generate the structure geo- and for computing the dynamic response of struc-
metry data, the mass matrix, and the stiffness tures to such excitations.
matrix of the structure. SPAR is then used to
compute all the eigenvalues and the different The model essentially envelopes the power
vibration mode shapes for the given satellite spectral density with linear segments of
strucutre. This data is then used for gene- rising and falling slopes as well as flat
rating the generalized masses for each mode of portions in decibel versus octave frequency
vibration. This computation is performed scale. Mean square acceleration response of a
within the SPAR program using its matrix mani- typical dynamic system is evaluated using a
pulation capabilities. The root mean square sample power spectral density of excitation
(RMS) displacement response of the structure having one segment of rising slope, one flat
is calculated in a separate program developed segment and one segment of falling slope. Ex-
for this investigation. periments were conducted on the same dynamic

system under a similar power spectral density
Determination of RMS Stress Responses input which is synthesized in the same segmen-

tal fashion as described in the analytical
In order to arrive at a design of a study. The agreement between the experimentally

structure satisfying both the displacement measured mean square acceleration and that eva-
and the stress constraints, it is necessary to luated analytically using the proposed model is
know completely the displacement and the stress quite good.
responses of the antenna structure. Once the
RMS displacement response is determined using The response analysis program together with
the method described in the previous section, the finite element analysis program SPAR [4]
the RMS stress response can next be calculated can also be used for computing the dynamic res-
on the basis of the response values obtained. ponse of other complex structures.
The displacements are all treated as the en-
forced joint displacement loads on the structure. The dynamic response parameters computed
The forces and the stresses in the structure re- for the satellite antenna structure include
sulting from these displacements are then the natural frequencies, mode shapes, displacements
desired stress responses for design purposes. and stresses. The parameters are essential for
The static analysis capability of SPAR was em- designing the antenna strucutre.
ployed for this purpose. A block diagram
showing the basic operations for these stress REFERENCES
computations is shown in Fig. 11.
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Table 1

NATURAL FREQUENCIES FOR T:IE SATELLITE ANTENNA

S.N. FREQUENCY(Hz)

1 15.063575

2 15.234206

3 15.234261

4 15.420096

5 21.618775

6 22.050751

7 22.837375

8 24.651631

Table 2

RMS DISPLACEMENTS (METER x .0254) AT VARIOUS NODES OF SATELLITE ANTENNA STRUCTURE

NODE AX AY AZ A% AOY

1 .8451E-08 .1716E-06 .2987E-06 .8512E-08 .2396E-07 .5691E-07
2 .1608E-06 .1570E-06 .3212E-06 .1277E-07 .2478E-07 .7523E-07
3 .7095E-07 .8213E-08 .2756E-06 .1882E-07 .7148E-08 .2338E-07
4 .5700E-07 .5868E-07 .3030E-06 .2377E-07 .1455E-07 .2726E-07
5 .8063E-08 .1044E-06 .2717E-06 .6778E-08 .2025E-07 .3494E-07

6 .1014E-06 .9771E-07 .2969E-06 .1136E-07 .2255E-07 .4689E-07
7 .1931E-06 .7928E-08 .2706E-06 .1765E-07 .9712E-08 .6389E-07
8 .7342E-07 .7543E-07 .3006E-06 .2282E-07 .1191E-07 .3487E-07
9 .1060E-05 .3823E-03 .1454E-04 .4234E-04 .4278E-05 .1402E-03
10 .3558E-03 .3548E-03 .1471E-04 .3408E-04 .3556E-04 .1863E-03

11 .1569E-03 .7719E-06 .8651E-05 .2803E-05 .3674E-05 .5741E-04
12 .1284E-03 .1289E-03 .1865E-04 .2751E-04 .2584E-04 6763E-04
13 .1056E-05 .2356E-03 .1259E-04 .3466E-04 .4683E-05 .8741E-04
14 .2218E-03 .2207E-03 .1418E-04 .2941E-04 .3125E-04 .1155E-03
15 .4295E-03 .6100E-06 .7583E-05 .3000E-05 .4817E-04 .1569E-03

16 .1640E-03 .1647E-03 .1481E-04 .3060E-04 .2857E-04 .8557E-04
17 .1325E-04 .3222E-02 .9716E-04 .7716E-04 .8888E-05 .3778E-03
18 .3083E-02 .3072E-02 .8467E-04 .7532E-04 .8222E-04 .5066E-03

19 .13186-02 .1167E-04 .7953E-04 .1191E-04 .4594E-04 .1519E-03
20 .1110E-02 .1116E-02 .1598E-03 .5821E-04 .3568E-04 .1839E-03

21 .1705E-04 .2000E-02 .1176E-03 .3626E-04 .1516E-04 .2409E-03

22 .1918E-02 .1901E-02 .1048E-03 .5667E-04 .7157E-04 .3096E-03
23 .3615E-02 .8601E-05 .6035E-04 .8793E-05 .1141E-03 .4177E-03
24 .1411E-02 .1424E-02 .1,14E-03 .6674E-04 .4852E-04 .2286E-03
25 .1887E-03 .1177E-01 .7396E-03 .1151E-03 .3681E-04 .6184E-03

26 .1129E-01 .1113E-01 .6182E-03 .1251E-03 .1572E-03 .8178E-03
27 .4845E-02 .7748E-04 .3173E-03 .2400E-04 .7294E-04 .2579E-03
28 .40011-02 .4101E-02 .1034E-02 .6898E-04 .8576E-04 .2947E-03
29 .1848E-03 .7243E-02 .7300E-03 .1322E-03 .4488E-04 .3645E-03
30 .7100E-02 .6891E-02 .

74
38[-03 .4705E-04 .9700E-04 .5179E-03

31 .1238E-01 .8258E-04 .32946-03 .1950E-04 .1346E-03 .6974E-03
32 .5133[-02 .5274E-02 .6502E-03 .5915E-04 .5933E-04 .3896E-03
33 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
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Table 3

RMS STRESSES x 6.295 x 103 Nm-2 IN THE RIBS OF THE SATELLITE ANTENNA

KAX COMINED

CONNECTED P/A + SENDING
INDEX JOINTS TENSION COMP P/A

1 1 9 133.33 -124.89 4.22

2 2 10 1372.29 0.00 1011.16

3 3 11 183.09 -177.56 2.77

4 4 12 388.69 -381.86 3.41

5 5 13 287.75 -288.25 -.25

6 6 14 0.00 -881.74 -626.09

7 7 15 131.58 -131.79 -.11

8 8 16 279.92 -277.58 1.17

9 9 17 217.72 -169.64 24.04

10 10 18 4614.69 0.00 3739.17

11 11 19 439.56 -397.46 21.05

12 12 20 710.14 -662.12 24.01

13 13 71 669.08 -669.54 -.23

14 14 22 0.00 -2900.09 -2300.03

15 15 23 165.47 -165.62 -.07

16 16 24 350.16 -337.22 6.47

17 17 25 459.26 -23.80 217.73

18 18 26 8252.28 0.00 7226.20

19 19 27 635.35 -473.07 81.14

20 20 28 907.74 -528.61 189.56

21 21 29 877.61 -878.05 -.22

22 22 30 0.00 -5106.76 -4353.49

23 23 31 165.05 -165.58 -.26

24 24 32 280.20 -213.14 33.53

~oo
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Figure 1: Linear Segments Envelope of the Power Spectral

Density Profile
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Figure 2: The Input Power Spectral Density Profile
for the Antenna
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INVESTIGATION OF THE ACOUSTIC CHARNCERISTICS OF

AIRCRAFT/ENGINES OPERATING IN A DRY-COLED JET ENGINE

MAINTENANCE TEST FACILITY

V. R. Miller, G. A. Plzak, J. M. Chinn
AF Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH

and

R. J. Reilly
Independent Consultant

St. Paul, MN

A measurement program was undertaken to measure the acoustic environment
in an Air Force hush house facility, during the operation of aircraft
and uninstalled jet engines to ensure that structural sonic fatigue
design Limits were not exceeded. Data from external runway operations
and other engine test facilities were also compared. The correspondence
between noise levels at the hush house deflector ramp and the far-field
was examined. The effect of axial distance between jet exhaust nozzle
and the hush hush exhaust nuffler on acoustic levels inside the hanger
was also investigated.

INTRDUTION AND BACKGROUND 24-hour day, and on airfields where night-flying

necessitates that aircraft be recovered the

The U.S. Air Force has a continuing concern following day.
for reducing the noise created by aircraft en-
gines, both on the ground and in the air. Cper- The original designs for these noise sup-
ational military aircraft are extrenely noisy by pressors were water-cooled and were only usable
nature, particularly during take-off and landing. with the aircraft for which they were designed.
Another major source of airfield noise is from This resulted in precision aircraft maneuvering
the running of aircraft engines on the ground and elaborate measures to maintain aircraft po-
for maintenance purposes. Since the advent of sition during engine power changes and burn-off

the jet engine, the Air Force has used attenua- of fuel. Other disadvantages were also encoun-

tors or detuners to reduce this ground-running tered. Noise surveys indicated that the close-
noise as much as possible. coupled suppressor did not reduce the noise ra-

diated from unenclosed portions of the fuselage.

Since conventional attenuators or nufflers With wet-cooling, the suppressor exhaust in-
reduced engine exhaust noise by only 20 dB, noise cludes not only water vapor, but raw fuel, free
levels around the aircraft were still very high. carbon, and sulpheric acid vapor as well,
To avoid creating a nuisance to local inhabitants, creating an unsightly vapor cloud which not only

ground test facilities were situated as reutely deposited pollutants n other vehicles and
as possible from occupied areas, usually on the buildings, but also adversely affected air qual-
opposite side of the airfield runway opposite the ity. This exhaust adversely effected some types
maintenance area. Even so, it was often impossi- of acoustical treatment and supporting structure.
ble with conventional attenuators to avoid
creating a noise nuisance when ground testing In the mid 1960's a Swedish firm, Nyby,
aircraft, particularly in adverse wind conditions. designe a complete aircraft acoustical
Because of the comunity noise problem, there was enclosure, or hush house, for a SAAB Draken

a need to prohibit or severly restrict engine aircraft. 'The enclosure enployed an
testing at night and/or weekends. Protracted acoustically-treated nuffler (augmenter tube)
engine testing and the prohibition of this work wuch was sizcd so that the high velocity of
at night and on weekends affected the time to the let exhaust in the muffler produced an
restore an unserviceable aircraft to flight- ejectr effect which puIqld outside air through
ready status. Such restrictions are a great the encI,);ure to xx)l tihe exiaust gases and
hindrance on operational airfields which work a elirunatl the need for water spray. rhis same
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firm has provided similar hush houses for the The USAF recognized these advantages and
SAAB Viggen and F-4K Phantom aircraft, adopted the hush house concept, as adapted by

Aero System Engineering, Inc., as the approach
Study of the Nyby design pointed to a for controlling ground run-up noise.

number of operational advantages for the
dry, air-cooled corplete enclosure concept over Since aircraft engines can be operated in
the water-cooled attenuators/noise suppressors: the hush house at maximum power settings,

increased acoustic levels and acoustically-
1. Easy installation of the aircraft with induced stress levels may result. This could

* few alignment difficulties (since the augmenter cause sonic fatigue damage to aircraft/engine
must have a large diameter to pump the required structure or create excessive aircraft equipment
cooling flo, close alignment of the aircraft vibration and malfunction. Problems of this
and augmenter is not necessary). kind plagued existing water-cooled test

facilities for years, particularly in the case
2. Aircraft and operators protected from of uninstalled engines. Some engines needed

the weather. vibration bands or an acoustic blanket to
prevent structural damage. The potential for

3. Environmentally acceptable (no water premature sonic fatigue damage and/or failures
spray inquired, so it produces no vapor plun existed since original aircraft structural

' or associated pullution). design criteria did not take into account
aircraft operation in hush houses. This

4. Noise suppression potential sufficient potential problem was evaluated by instrurenting
J to permit location of hush house near mainten- critical structure on three different aircraft

ance areas to allow 24 hour-a-day operation. (F-4E, F-15 and F-16) and one engine
(FlOO-PW-100) with microphones and recording

5. Low maintenance, since no equipment the acoustic levels. Comparisons of measured
* or support structures are located in the direct and allowable structural acoustic stress levels

jet blast or the hot 'ixed core flow. were made to highlight any problem areas which

FIG.1 PHOTO OF HUSH HOUSE SHOWING AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION
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might exist. Data fron external runway opera- and into the muffler to cool the engine ex1aust.
rdions and engine test facilities were also The muffler is made in sections, each of which
capared. The correspondence between noise consists of several chanters. Its design allows
levels at the hush house deflector ramp and the for thermal expansion by overlapping edges of
far-field was examined. The effect of axial successive sections. The inner shell is made of
distance between the jet nozzle and the hush perforated and corrugated 321 stainless steel
house exhaust muffler on acoustic levels inside with 4.5 lb/ft3 (72.1 kg/m) Basalt wool fill,
the hangar was also investigated. 4 inches (10.2 cm) thick placed behind the shell.

The exhaust gases leaving the muffler are
directed vertically by a deflector.

HUSH HOUSE DESCRIPTION

The hangar area is equipped with roll-down
The hush house used during this program is doors for the primary and secondary air inlets

shown in Figure 1. The major camponents are on each side and the muffler. This feature is
shown in Figure 2. This sketch is similar to used to shut off outside air in the event of a
one found in Reference 8, which has basically fire and to maintain a comfortable working
the same major cxxponents but which are arranged environment in the hangar.
differently. This structure consists of a
sound-absorbent hangar with dimensions of
approximately 84 by 65 feet (25.6 by 19.8 meter).
The inside surfaces of the hangar are covered
with approximately 10,500 square feet (975.592)
of sound absorbing panels that are 4 inches
(10.2 an) thick with a 20 gauge (0.093 cn) per-
forated face sheet (304 stainless steel, 16%
open area), and filled with a 4.8 lb/ft 3

(76.9 kg/m3 ) thermal, fibertype fill. The
fiberglass is wrapped in a fiberglass cloth.
The hangar fully encloses both uninstalled
engines and entire aircraft during ground run-up.
The hush house is suitable for testing aircraft
of any size and configuration which are gecetri-
cally caroatible. The aircraft are restrained
by tail hooks, wheel chocks, and/or conventional
steel cable tie-downs during aircraft run-up.

FIG.3 TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS

' DEFLECTOR

HNMINSTdZNTION

The test instrumentation consisted of
microphones which were generally located at
the aft end of the aircraft or engine being

MUM" tested. Surfaces instruented included nozzles,
tails (vertical and horizontal), fuselage, and
fairings. Figure 3 shows the general locations
which were instrumented on the F-15 aircraft
(Ref 1). The microphones were mounted and
positioned two inches (5.1 an) from the surface
in question, with their diaphragms pointed
toward the surface. The microphones were
located as close to rivet lines as possible in
order to minimize vibration input. The micro-

P FIG.2 SKETCH ILLUSTRATING HUSH HOUSE COMPONENTS phones used were Gulton Industries Model
MVA2100 with 5/8 inch (1.6 an) diameter
diaphragms.

The inlet areas are located on both side-
walls and allow large air flows and low air Other microphones were located inside tie
velocity past the aircraft or engine under test. hangar area around the aircraft/engine under
The intake system consists of sound-absorbent test. Another microphone was positioned down-
baffles arranged as a labyrinth, protected by an stream of the trailing edge of the jet exit
exterior bird screen. The engine jet exhausts deflector ramp outside of the mixing region of
into a muffler or augmenter tube. The air-cooled the exit flow. Several positions wete instru-
muffler and the jet engine under test are mented by another USAF organization on a 250
arranged geometrically to function as a large foot circle centered at the deflector ramp
ejector pump. Large volures of air are pumped exit to measure far-field noise levels in the
through the intake system, over the aircraft rear quadrant of the hush house.
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A mobile data acquisition van contained 6. Panel edge conditions are between
the signal conditioning electronics and simply supported and clamped.
magnetic tape recorders. A landline carried
the data signal from each microphone to the The following steps were followed to pre-
van. The signal conditioning equipment was dict the allowable noise levels (Ref 3):
capable of attenuation or amplification in
10dB steps over the range -10dB to +60dB. A 1. Determine panel physical properties.
time code was produced by a time code generator
and recorded on tape. The microphones were 2. Calculate panel fundamental response
calibrated by a B & K Type 4220 pistonphone. frequency.
The magnetic tape records were played into a
frequency analyzer which was interfaced with 3. Establish stress concentration factors.
a omputer and plotter.

4. Cbtain mission profile to establish
life criteria and cycles to failure.

TEST PROCDUES
5. Determine dynamic stress level from

The airplane or engine undeL test was appropriate random S-N (dynamic stress - cycles
restrained in a stationary position. For the to failure) curve.
7-15 and F-4 aircraft, one engine was operated
from idle to maxinLun afterburner power while 6. Apply Miner's Rule to account for
the second engine was at idle. Engine para- multiple loading, if applicable.
meters such as fuel flow, fan turbine inlet
temperature, etc., were either recorded or 7. Calculate allowable sound pressure
estimated. Surface meteorlogical conditions level.
during data acqui.itions were also recorded.
The tests were me with the hangar doors S. Adjust allowable level for curvature
closed. All data were recorded once the when necessary.
engine had stabilized except for the throttle
snap runs. A snap is an abrupt movement of Although these are the basic steps, the actual
the throttle from idle to maximum afterburner. details of each step can be quite involved.

For example, when the resonant frequency and
acoustic level must be corrected for curvature

SONIC FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION effects, various techniques are used to calcu-
late the random rms stress according to the type

Tolerable sound pressure levels were of structure. Appropriate random S-N curves
established for aft fuselage and epennage concentration, temperature, and mean stress

[ external skin panels to verify the ability to effects.
withstand the sonic fatigue design load imposed.
The analyses which were performed to establish Structural drawings were reviewed to
the tolerable levels utilized sonic fatigue determine panel physical properties. From the
design techniques and methods presented by drawings, the panel size (length and width),

• .Rxkler and Plumblee (Ref 2). These methods are thickness (chen-milled and land), material,
applicable to skin/stringer, honeycoim, Campos- method of attachment, curvature, fastener size,
ite, box, wedge, and corrugated structures, fastener spacing, etc., were determined. The
The aircraft/engine structure was analyzed for chem-milled panel size was used for the fre-

. sonic fatigue using loads predicted for the quency calculation. The calculation of the
composite mission profile, ground operation, and allowable acoustic level was based on the rms
the maximum flight envelope, stress at the chen-milled radius. The rivet

line panel dimensions were used to calculate
The analytical prediction criteria used the panel frequency with the allowable acoustic

were based on the following assumptions: level based on the rms stress at the rivet line.
When sk.in thickness and material were different

1. The temperature over the surface of a from one side to the other, both were evaluated.
panel was uniform.

Knowing the physical properties of the
2. The substructure is temperature depen- panels, the panel fundamental frequency could

dent. be determined. These frequencies were corrected
for curvature effects. The panel frequency

3. The most damaging structural response was then used in the allowable acoustic
occurs at the fundamental mode frequency of the spectral cxputation.
panel.

A stress concentration Kt factor was
4. The excitation force is random ampli- determined for cham-milled radii and for the

trude broadband noise, rivet Line as influenced by the condition of
the fastener holes. These Kt factors were used

5. The damping ratio of the structure is to ad)ust the randan fati que orves for the
0.016. material to obtain the stress value. Fastener
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types were of the rivet, dri'en or ixi-driven
type. Fasteners on the panels were not always
the same. Differences ocuurroi in rhe size of ;ij .
the fasteners, the spacing betwen fasteners,
and the type of fastener (rivet, etc.) . Those
which produced the greatest Kt factor and thus
the most critical root-mean-squ~are stress were .L

chosen for the computation of the allowable
noise level.

Random fatigue curves used to determine
rms dynamic stress wre based on results using ..

broadband random amplitude excitation. These
:" curves should not be confused with the damage- -

stress S-N curves (i.e., sinusodial) defined
in structural hanibooks. Random fatigue curves -
give the dynamic rms stress for chem-milled 

f c -, S1, C.M,

panels and at the rivet lines for a nuber of L
"R" factors (mini/m= stress divided by the
maximun stress). The effect of combined
environments (temperature, pressure differen- N RANDOM DYNAMIC STRESS NOMOGRAPH
tial, etc.) is accounted for by super-position
of the individual stresses when calculating
the "R" factor. This then defines the
appropriate S-N curve to be utilized for the TEST RESULTS AND CrtMPARISONS

cycle loading calculations. If there is no
thermal or steady mean stress, i.e., zero Octave band sound pressure levels (SPL)

mean, then "R" = -1. The allowable acoustic which should not be exceeded for aircraft/engine

. level was adjusted when curvature existed. structure were generated by the methods des-

* The allowable levels were determined using the cribed above. A typical set of allowables are

following equation from Reference 2: shown in Table 1 (Ref 4). These limits are
specifically for the F-16 aircraft. Each air-

4  E, a 2 5  (f) (b/a)l
75  craft or engine has its own set of allowables.ax =1.62xi0- J h1 7 5  .56 .84 (1) Levels mush greater than the allcwables could

h cause sonic fatigue of the structure. Measured
SPL's with the engine at maximum afterburner

where 3 - dynamic stress - ksi power are plotted on Figure 5. Data are
LiI included fran two measurement locations. Also

plotted are the corresponding maximum allowable
E - modulus of elasticity - psi noise levels from Table I. The measured data

are 6-18dB below the maximun allowable noise
y - mass density - lb. sect/in.4 levels. This trend was generally true at all

measurement locations investigated. Consequent-
a - panel short dimension - inch ly, no aircraft/engine structure sonic fatigue

problems are anticipated from operation in the
b - panel long dimension - inch hush house.

(f) - acoustic power spectral density of An interesting result occurs when compar-
fundamental frequency - psi 2/HZ ing the hush house SPL's measured at maxinum

h - skin thickness - inch afterburner, with levels obtained during ground
h - kinthikneS - nchrun-up on a concrete pad (Ref 4). Figure 6

shows that for frequencies below 1000 hertz
- fundamental mode damping ratio - the hush house levels are as much as 10dB below

dimensionless those for ground run-up. This reduction is
attributed in part to the hush house rmuffler.

AR - aspect ratio function = 3 (b/a) 2 The low frequercy portion of the spectrum is
+3 (a/b) 2 + 2 - dimensionless generated well downstream of the engine nozzle

in the case of freefield operation. It is con-
The design ncograph based on equation (1) is jectured that the muffler, which is sound ab-
presented in Figure 4. The appropriate random sorbent, also mrruifies the aerodynamic develop-
fatigue curve must be inserted into this figure ment of the jet interaction zone and prevents
to make it complete. It should be noted that large scale vortex motion with its attendant
the positioning of the appropriate S-N curve low frequency pulsation.
in this figure is not a simple matter. The S-N
curve can not be placed straight forwardly on The noise field around an aircraft in a
the basis of nomograph-derived stress. hush house is not necessarily less when compared
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TABLE 1 SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL LIMITS FOR AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE-
dB Re 0.00002 Pa(REF.4)

Structure Octave land Center Frequencies (Hz)

63 125' 250 $00 1000 2000 4000 SOO

Engine Nozzle 134 141 145 148 IS0 IS2 iS$ ISS

Upper FPs Skin F.S. 479-494 136 143 143 14S 14S 146 146 147

Lower Fus Skin Aft of sCS Dump 140 14S 149 151 IS4 ISS 151 IS1
*. Rudder Act Fair Aft Closure 136 140 140 141 143 143 144 144

Upper Outlet Fus Skin

F.S. 446-463 136 14S 14S 145 14S 146 146 147

H.T. Act Access Cover 141 146 ISO IS2 152 152 IS2 IS2

Engine Access Doors 137 142 146 146 146 147 147 148

Upper Fus Access Cover 1616S05 137 142 146 146 146 147 147 145

Upper Fus Skin F.S. 390-400 136 143 145 14S 145 146 146 147

Fiberglass Pairing at 137 142 146 146 146 147 147 144

Base of V.T.

Rudder Act

Access Panel 136 140 140 141 143 143 144 144

'no - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE ISO ---- OROUND RUN-UP

ISO OA 0 -- HUSH HOUse
C ~150

0 4 0

0 -0
140o 140

ILI

a ,,o -,,. ----..+-

130S 130

i"120I 120 1 
' j  

' ' ' ' ' nI

"3 125 260 00 1000 2000 4000 6000 53 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 6000

FREQUENCY - HERTZ FREQUENCY - HERTZ

FIG. S COMPARISON OF MEASURED HUSH HOUSE FIG. 6 COMPARISON OFOCTAVE SPL MEASURED

DATA WITH MAXIMUM ALLOWAULES IN HUSH HOUSE AND GROUND RUN-UP

to ground run-up data measured for similar differences with the same hush house (Ref 6).
conditions and microphone locations. Figure 7 Shown for comparison purposes are measured data
illustrates a case in point. This figure for the Air Force hush house (Ref 5). Note
presents data near the F-4E wing tip from that the sound pressure levels for the Air
Reference 5 which compares ground run-up SPL Force hush house below 1000 Hz are within 1dB
at maximm afterburner with that measured in a of the ground run-up data and 2 to 4dB less
dry-cooled hush house, of a different design, than the Navy hush house. This could be sig-
at a naval air station. The ground run-up data nificant from a structural response standpoint
are actually less in the range of 63 to 4000 since noise levels much greater than those
hertz, with a difference of 2dB in the overall measured during ground run-up could cause sonic
level. Other research has shown similar fatigue problens with aircraft structure. It

IIt
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N- -- AVY HUSH HOUSE The noise suppressor SPL in Figure 8 is greater

across the entire spectrum by 5 to 15dB. This

- GROUND RUN-UP increase could be inportant from a sonic
- fatigue and structural response standpoint.
"-"o Sme of this increase is due to the smaller
o --- AIR PORCS MUSH HOUSE size of the noise suppressor, where the walls

0 - are closer to the microphones than in the hush
house.

*An increase in the acoustic environment
-will produce a corresponding dynamic stress
-increase on the aircraft structure. For

example, a 3dB increase in acoustic loading
- - " corresponds to 41 percent increase in dynamic
we stress. Stress increases of this magnitude

14 will decrease the life of a typical aluminum
stiffened panel. Increases in sound pressure
level can also cause problems with equipment

0. - and avionics. Equipment on-board an aircraft
may not be qualified to the noise levels

120 reached during hush house operation and may

53 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 000 be sensitive to acoustic excitation. Equipment
could respond in such a manner that would

FREOUENCY - HERTZ modify or possibly disrupt its mode of opera-

FIG. 7 COMPARISON OF OCTAVE SPL MEASURED tion or even result in mechanical failure.

INTWO HUSH HOUSESAND GROUND RUN-UP
Figure 9 shows the correspondence between

i nt ymeasured afterburner data at the engine-:is worth noting that the Navy hush house exhaust (ef 4), at the hush house jet exit
consists of flat plane side walls and roof efhaut (Ref 4) the hs h jet-it
panels with a forward inlet location. The Air
Force hush house has a curved, arched roof with
sidewalls containing the inlets (acoustically IGO

treated labyrinth) and flat panels only at the 70.2 N (250 FT)
Send walls.

0

The same two measurement locations shown
in Figure 6 were used to obtain a ccnparison 0
between hush hocme.-ata and data for an 140 \

existing water-cooled noise suppresor (Ref 4).
130 \

IGO --- NOISE SUPPRESSOR N/

. HUSH HOUSE 
120

10 -- ' 110DE L C O

0

- - - AR-FIELD (+46 d@)
Z 00N

0 --- ENGINE EXHAUST
9D I ISO I |

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

aFRECUENCY - HERTZ

/ FIG.9 SIMILARITY BETWEEN ENGINE EXHAUST NOISE,
40 DEFLECTOR RAMP NOISE AND FAR-FIELD NOISE

position on an arc 250 feet (76.2 meters) behind".. 130 /  the ranp (Ref 7) . For this ccq:)arison 45dB was
" j added to the sound pressure levels measured at

the far-field position to account for the
"000,8000 spreading of the acoustic waves. Shifting the

52 128 280 500 1000 2000 4000 eooo far-field sound spectrum in this way shows the
FREOUENCY - HERTZ similarity with the deflector ramp spectrmn.

FIG. 8 COMPARISON OFOCTAVE SPL MEASURED The general character of the noise at the

IN HUSH HOUSE AND WATER-COOLED NOISE deflector ramp's trailing edge is seen to be

SUPPRESSOR similar to the far-field noise over the entire
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frequency range.
x,'0

There are several factors that affect the ,60 F-1, AIRCRAFT (REF. 4) 1.1
sound pressure level in the interior of the hush F
house. The attenuation of the muffler affectsFI0OPW-Oo ENGE4E (REF. 0) 1.6
the SPL due to the wall impedence of the lining. 1 ,SO -- - F-IS AIRCRAFT (MEF. 1)
The amount and type of acoustical materials on
the ceiling and walls of the hush house interior
provide sound absorption which can influence 140
the acoustic energy. The volume of the enclo-

*" sure also has an effect. One parameter that
- influences the SPL directly is the jet nozzle 130

axial position relative to the entrance of the
muffler. The distribution of sound between the
hush house interior and the muffler varies with
the distance between the nozzle exit and the
muffler inlet. The low frequency noise which
is generated downstream of the nozzle inside 140
the muffler propagates mostly down the muffler -- -

"-' and into the atmosphere. The high frequency
noise that is generated near the nozzle radi- z
ares into the hush house interior. Noise levels 0

in the interior will increase with increasing
axial distance (distance between nozzle and 120 Lmuffler inlet) according to the results of a 63 12s 2so 500 1000 2ooo 4000 8000
model study (Ref 8). The radial position of FROUENCY -HERTZ
the engine exhaust to longitudinal axis of the
nuffler also has an effect, but, according to FIG.1O COMPARISON OF OCTAVE SPL MEASURED IN
Reference 8, is not as important as the axial HUSH HOUSE NEAR ENGINE EXHAUST PLANE
distance correction. Consequently, this effect
will not be considered here. The effect of
nozzle axial distance on the noise level near
the engine exhaust was examined in the hush SPL. This change in SPL is given by (see Ref
house tests. 12):

Measured data from the F-15 and F-16 AdB = 65 log (Vi/V) (2)
aircraft, which are powered by the F100 engine,
as well as data from an uninstalled FlOG-PW-100 where AdB = change in SPL, dB ref 0.00002

* engine are presented in Figure 10. (The F-15 Pascal
has two FlOO-PW-100 engines while the F-16 has
one FlOO-PW-200 engine. The only significant V. = exit velocity of F100 engine when
differenc between the engines is that the F100- 1 placea in an airframe, feet/second

* PW-200 has a backup fuel control system while
the FI00-TW-100 does not.) This figure presents V = exit velocity of FI00-PW-100
octave band sound spectra measured at the engine 0 engine when uninstalled, feet/
exhaust during maximum afterburner operation, second
The comparison between the F-15 and F-16 (lower
curve) shows the changes in the spectrum with The thrust of the Fl00-PW-100 engine in the
changing axial distance (X) of the nozzle from installed condition at maximum afterburner is
the muffler inlet. Since the F-IS nozzle is approximately 24,000 lbf at sea level standard
located farther from the muffler, the F-15 day conditions. The Flo engine under similarspectra should be higher than the F-16 according conditions but installed in an F-16 airframe
to Reference 8. Inspection of the spectra shows yields about 19,400 lbf of thrust. Using
this to be generally true except in the very equation (2) and knowing that the exit

Slowest octave bands. velocities corresponding to the thrust values
given are 3400 and 3100 feet per second for

Special considerations must be made when the Fl00-PW-100 engine and F-16 aircraft,
making ozmzarisons between the F1O0-PIO-I00 respectively, the predicted '1dB is -2.5dB.
Placing an engine in an airframe requires that This means that the difference in SPL between
an air inlet duct be attached to the engine, the spectra for the Fl00-PW-100 and F-16 is

"" Although the engine air inlet duct is not a predicted to be 2.5dB. This assumes that the
performing part of the engine, it affects the axial distance is approximately the same for
engine thrust or power output by causing some both engine and aircraft, which it is
inlet air pressure losses or distortions (X/D = 1.1 for the F-16, X/D = 1.5 for the
which, in turn, affect the thrust and exit FI00-PW-100). A comparison of the upper curves
velocity of the engine. Since exit velocity in Figure 10 shows that the differences are
controls the sound powr output of the jet, a I to 4dB across the frequency range shown,
change in exit velocity caused by placing the which is in good agreement with the predicted
engine in an airframe will affect its resultant value.
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The prediction of the noise field in the based on wave acoustics, i.e., the motion of
hush house is important since it provides a waves in a bounded space. The matheatics of
way to calculate the SPL impinging on structure. wave acoustics has been applied to problens of
Room (geometrical) acoustics should give rom acoustics in simple enclosures and has
satisfactory results for the hush house in the been used to supplement results predicted by
mid and high frequencies since the rom the more conventional equations of geometric
dimensions are large compared to the character- acoustics (such as equation (3)). These con-
istic wave length of the noise considered. ventional equations are normally unreliable in
The formula given to calculate the SPL in the the low frequencies.
hush house, assuming all the reflection terms
ccuprise a diffuse field, is (Ref 10): The hush house interior may be treated as

a complex resonator having nunerous modes ofQ 4
SPL = PWL + 10 log ( - + -) + 10 vibration, each with its own characteristic

frequency. When a jet engine is operated in the
(dB ref 0.00002 Pascal) (3) hush house, a steady-state vibration having the

frequency of the source is set up, together

where PWL = Sound power level - dB ref 10" with the normal vibration modes in the interior.
watt The characteristic frequencies of vibration in

the interior depend on the shape and size of the
Q = Directivity factor of the source

- dinensionless

r = Distance frcm the source to point 140 PREDICTED

of interest - ft

R = Roan constant = So - ft 2  ISOEABUREO(tEF 1)-- 130------

S = Total area of all surfaces inside .
hush house - ft 2  

12

= Average sound absorption coeffi-
cient of surfaces inside hush110
house10

The directivity factors are frcn Reference 11
and were measured under free field conditions.
Q may increase or decrease fram the value in
free space because of reflections from nearby 140

surfaces. It is assumed, however, that the _
directivity is not altered by the hush house.Q130

rdescribes the direct sound field diverging0

from the source while - describes the reverber- 120 -
ant sound field associated with reflections 63 12S 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

fram the walls, floor, and ceiling. The rever-
berant sound field dominates at locations far
fram the source. Conversely, very close to the FIG. 11 COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED SPECTRA

source, the direct sound field will dominate IN HUSH HOUSE AT MAXIMUM AFTERBURNER

and determine the SPL. Sane typical values for
the sound absorption coefficient vary frcn
0.6 at 63 HZ and 0.7 at 125 Hz to 0.9 and interior. The effect of the position of the
greater at 250 HZ and above, source and/or receiver is also important.

Predictions of the SPL at two positions The deviation in the higher frequencies
in the hush house are shown in Figure 11. is not entirely understood at this time. Air
These predictions are based on equation (3) and inlets which are a part of the intake system
the corrections for engine location with respect line the walls on either side of the aircraft
to the muffler inlet X/D given in Reference 8. under test. This intake system has a series
Sound power level and directivity factor data of sound absorbant baffles arranged as a
were obtained f ran Reference 11. Measured data labyrinth. This arrangement creates a series
are also shown, and the predicted values of cavities which appear to make the hush

* compare favorably with the measured data except house more sound absorbant than was predicted,
in the very lowest and highest frequencies, therefore resulting in over predictions in the

high frequencies. It is also possible that the
The low frequency response of the hush discrepancies between the measured and

house cannot adequately be predicted by roon predicted values can also be attributed, in
acoustics as evidenced n Figure 11. A more part, to errors in the directivity (which was
adequate but more difficult approach is that assumed to be the same as free field).
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fSU4ARY AND nln) INS 12. Hermes and Smith, "Measurement and Analyses
of the J57-P21 Noise Field," AFFDL-TR-66-

No structural damage due to sonic fatigue 147, November 1966.
is anticipated with aircraft structure in the
Air Force hush house. Measured hush house
sound pressure levels on aircraft structure are
less than those measured in water-cooled noise
suppressors and open field ground run-up. Hush
house noise levels increase as the axial dis-
tance between the jet nozzle and the muffler
inlet increases. The distribution of energy
depends on this axial distance. Aircraft
installed equipment qualification levels should
be checked against the hush house sound
pressure levels to determine if equipment are
qualified for this type of environment.
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VIBRATION: TEST AND CRITERIA

CRITERIA FOR ACCELERATED RANDOM VIBRATION TESTS WITH
NON-LINEAR DAMPING

Ronald G. Lambert
General Electric Company

Aircraft Equipment Division
Utica, New York 13503

Closed form analytical expressions have been derived which relate the parameters for ac-
celerating Gaussian random vibration tests such that the fatigue damage accumulated is
the same for both the accelerated and non-accelerated cases. The same failures, only sooner,
is the objective. Non-linear structural damping, the significant parameter considered, itas
chosen for its practical importance. Numerical examples are included.

INTRODUCTION CRITICAL STRUCTURAL ELEMENT

It is typically of great interest and practical importance Black box structural elements (e.g. solder joints, wires,
- to accelerate a Gaussian random vibration qualification device leads, support structures) that are subjected to ran-

or acceptance test of an electronic black box in the labora- dom vibration will always accumulate some amount of
tory from the actual service conditions, fatigue damage. Each structural element typically will ac-

cumulate damage at a rate different from the other
The test duration is compressed by a relatively large elements and will have its own test level acceleration fac-

factor (e.g. 100 or 1,000) with an attendant increase in
the applied vibration level. The applied vibration level to a s in e c elemtin gnera e sing ac-

to a single structural element. In general the single ac-
is expressed both in terms of acceleration power spectral celeration factor chosen for the test of a relatively com-
density and acceleration rms value. The resulting cumula- plex structural assembly is the one corresponding to the
tive fatigue damage at each input vibration level does not critical structural element (i.e. the element that ac-
necessarily mean structural facture or failure. It means cumulates the most damage). Alternative methods for in-
that useful life is being consumed and indicates the poten- eluding the less critical elements are discussed in a later
tial, large or small, for failure. section.

The derived equations calculate the appropriate in- GENERAL FATIGUE CONSIDERATIONS
crease in vibration levels as functions of the desired test
duration compression factor, the structural assembly's It will be shown in a later section that curves of equal

damping linearity term, and the critical material's duc- cumulative fatigue damage have the same slope as the

tility. These equations are of power law form. material's fatigue curve. Fatigue curve parameter values
are readily available from many published sources (e.g.

The damping linearity term proves to be a significant MIL-HDBK-5C, SAE J1099). Therefore it is useful to
factor as the vibration input level is increased. Its in- work with fatigue curve parameters for determining test
fluence is twofold. First, it causes a non-linear increase acceleration factors whether or not large fatigue damage
in the rms stress level of a critical structural element. is accumulated. The sinusoidal stress "S-N" fatigue curve
Secondly, it causes an alteration in the material's fatigue forms the basis of parameter values. The classical ran-
life for a given rms stress level. The first effect is due to dom stress fatigue curve treats the linear damping case.
the fundamental definition of the damping linearity term. The random stress, non-linear damping fatigue curve ex-
The second effect is due to the skewing of the stress peak pression can be used for both linear and non-linear dam-
envelope probability density function in the important ping cases.
stress peak region of two-to-four times the rms stress level. SINUSOIDAL FATIGUE CURVE

This paper shows the criteria for selecting the form of A material's sinusoidal (i.e. cyclic) fatigue S-N curve
the input vibration level-duration relationship and assign- parameter is used in all of the developed expressions and
ing values to the parameters. is as follows:
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S = A N () Typical sinusoidal and random fatigue cLures are shown
in Figure I.

" where S = applied sinusoidal stress cyclic to,00
amplitude 1000

A = material constant; true cyclic ultimate s =k N-1 1,8
stress S;" ~21/3 0, -1j, 'f"/5

A'= (stress units) (2) j to- 

Ns = applied stress cycles to failure E - -o

j3 1/b = slope parameter (3)
a'f = fatigue strength coefficient f

b = fatigue strength exponent 00 
-o

Values of o'f and b are tabulated in reference [1 for
various materials. Table I lists typical fatigue curve con- s = SINUSOIDAL STRESS AMPLITUDE

o = RANDOM RMS STRESS
stants. Refer to the symbols section for Metric -Conven- = R

to
tional Units conversion. Equation (1) is a reasonable ap- lo0  to to2  103  t04  05  106

* proximation for most structural materials. N (CYCLES)

TABLE ). TYPICAL FATIGUE CURVE Figure 1. Typical Sinusoidal and
CONSTANTS Random Fatigue Curves

A C DAMPING LINEARITY TERM
MATERIAL

(3 (MPa) (ksi) (MPa) (ksi) The fatigue process is directly related to the value of
I -rms stress a at a structural element inside a black box.

Aluminum Alloy It is usually more convenient for test purposes.to use the
6061-T6 8.92 756 110 343 50 black box input vibration rms aceleration level Xor accel-

Copper Wire 9.28 565 82 254 37 eration spectral density W in equations that relate a to
X as follows:

Aluminum Alloy
7075-T6 9.65 1238 180 551 80 a = C! R7 (6)

Soft Solder a = rms stess level (stress units)
Tin-Lead (63-37) 9.85 105 15 47 7 CI = constant (stress units per g)

X = rms acceleration level (g)
4340 (BHN 243) 10.5 1124 163 484 70 71 = damping linearity term

Magnesium Alloy 22.4 299 43 94 14 This relationship is linear for I? = 1. It will be shown in
Appendix A that n/ < I for internal stress-strain hysteresis

CLASSICAL RANDOM FATIGUE CURVE or viscoelastic damping mechanisms and that ?I > I for
coulomb friction damping mechanisms. Damping mech-

The classical random stress case involves a narrow-band anisms for which I # I are considered to be non-linear
Gaussian process of zero mean value and standard devia- mechanisms. Experimental values for I? are presented in
tion (i.e. rms) value of a to represent the instantaeous a later section.
stress. The positive envelope of this Gausian process is
represented by a Rayleigh probability density function. The vibration input rms acceleration level X is related
Using Miner's Cumulative Damage Rule it can be shown to the acceleration spectral density W (also commonly re-
[2) that the Classic Random Fatigue curve is as follows: fered to as power spectral density PSD) as follows:

a = C Nf -1/ (stress units) (4)2 W(f) df (g2) (7)
W(f) = acceleration density as a function of

where a = rms stress value vibration frequency f (g2 /Hz)
C material constant For simplicity in the analysis, the value of W(f) will
N l = median number of random stress be taken to be a constant value W across the structural

cycles to failure element resonance stress response bandwidth. Thus, K
3 = slope parameter from material's S-N is proportional to the square root of W:

curve
r[A-/( x =C 2 W (g) (8)

2] [] ( +)1 (stress units) (5) C2  = constant (square root of Hz)

0 C3W r/2 (9)
r(a) Gamma Function 131 C3 = constant
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The methods described are not limited to a constant where o = rms stress value
PSD curve as implied by equations (8) and (9). Cm = material constant

Figure 2 shows a typical o - X relationship for several Nf = median number of random stress cyles
to failure

* values of qt with C1 = 1.0 ksi/g in equation (6). It can so are
j3 = slope parameter of material's S-N

be seen that there is a non-linear increase in the rms stress
level of the critical structural element as the vibration in- =urae
put level is increased for 77 1.2. = damping linearity term

Cm = A ' /  ( r + I (stress units) (11)

6/ (a) = Gamma Function [3]
/

/ Figure 3 shows fatigue curves for 7075-16 Aluminum
/ Alloy for several values of damping linearity. It can be

/ seen that the fatigue life, Nf, is altered as a function of

= 1.2 ..q for a fixed value of rms stress a.

E1000 - ____

. -' -0*100

/ 500

3 - .7 -=0.93 50

.. /,
?7 .0.0 200

2 -/ 20
17r= 1.07

1= 0.833 100

I10

50

0 1 2 3 4 5
V (g rms) 20

Figure 2. Typical a - X Relationships 2

The approach described is not necessarily limited to a 10 i

single degree-of-freedom system as implied by equations 1o
3  104  

10
s  106 107

(6), (20), and others in the Appendix. The single degree- Nf (CYCLES)

of-freedom system is presented for clarity and simplicity Figure 3. Fatigue Curves for Several Values
in the development of the equations. of q; 7075-T6 Aluminum Alloy

NON-LINEAR RANDOM FATIGUE CURVE

It is shown in reference [4] that non-linear damping CUMULATIVE FATIGUE DAMAGE
causes an alteration of the critical material's random stress Miner's linear cycle ratio cumulative damage rule has
fatigue life relative to the linear case. This is due to the proven to be reasonably accurate for random stress cases
skewing of the Rayleigh stress peak envelope probability and is as follows:
density function in the important stress peak region of
two-to-four times the rms stress level. Most fatigue D = N~f (12)
damage occurs in this stress level region [2]. Relative to N

linear damping the stress peaks will be either accentuated Nf median number of random stre~s

or de-emphasized depending on whether -q is greater or

less than unity. respectively. N = axerage nutnbcr of applied random

The general linear/non-linear damping random stress

fatigue curve equation is as follows: I) cuntllatiXC damage: I) _t

Fatituc fracture occurs for ) I . (i.e. N
" = C m Nf -I/"7d (stress units) (10) Nf). No fracture occurs for ) < I. )c-
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A!.

fine NService and NTest as the desired life CYCLES-TEST I)1 RATION RELATIONSHIP
(in terms of applied stress cycles) in the
Service and Test stress environments, The fatigue process is directly related to the numberseve Va es st r es vio nm e t of applied stress cycles. For a single degree-of-frecdom:,'; respectively. Values of DService or DTest

greater than unity imply that fatigue frac- system subjected to side band Gaussian random vibra-
, tures will occur sooner than the desired tion, the stress response \kill be a narro\\ band random

life. process centered about the resonant frequency fo" It can
be shown [2] that the average number of applied stress

EQUAL DAMAGE cycles is as follows:

N = fo T (cycles) (16)
The equation for lines of equal cumulative damage (i.e.

D = constant) is derived as follows: fo = resonant frequency (lz): the center
frequency of the stress responseFrom equations (4) and (12) spectra

Nf = N/D T = test duration (seconds)

3 = CN N) - / 3  For a two degree-of-freedom system [5]:

N = feff T (17)

( = (C) (0) 1 / ] N 1 / 0 feff = effective frequency (Hz)

a ,N13)= rate of zero crossingsorla CD N-1 / 0l  (13)

where 'aff = 'a b2

CD = (C)(D)" (14) T 2 a T 2 f b (18)(118)

where
CD -D

I /  
(15) fa 1st mode reasonant frequency (Hz)

c
fb = 2nd mode reasonant frequency (Hz)

Equation (13) is the equation for constant damage. It is
of the same power law form and has the same slope a
parameter !3 as the corresponding fatigue curve. However, ob = 2nd mode rms stress level
the y-intercept, CD, has a different value than C. Figure
4 shows lines of constant damage using equation (13) for T total rms stress level

very little damage (D = 0.001), large damage (D = 1.0) fa < feff < fb
and very large damage (D = 10) for Copper wire. These
curves have the same slope on a log-log plot, OT = /a2 + b 2(19)

1000
APPROACH SUMMARY

100
The fatigue process has been shown to be directly

Soo -related to the rms stress level a and applied stress cycles
Sso N in the critical structural element within the more com-- 10

', plex structural assembly. Refer to equations (10) and (16)
_2z0in particular. The rms stress level o is related to the black

D box input vibration acceleration level X, the power spec-
20 tral density W, and the structural damping linearity

, 00 - parameter q as shown in equations (6) and (9). Miner's
10 linear cycle ratio cumulative damage rule as shown in

equation (12) is used to calculate damage. The above
50 equations will be used in.the.following section to derive

the acceleration factors X2/X I and WV2/WI in terms of
% sthe time duration compression factor TI /T 2 such that

the damage D is the same at both the service environment
20 (subscript 1) and the test eriironment (subscript 2). In

2 all cases 71 = constant.

101 ACCELERATION FACTOR )ERIVATION
.1-0I

3  
10 4  10 5  10 6  10 70.'0 0For equal damage at both the ser\ ice and test en\ iron-

-igure 4. Constant Damage Lines ments.
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.- D =D I 
= D2s

N 1  

9 28 (DUCTILE)

?ND P N f 24 (BRIN1 T- ..

Nf N I  T 1 I

Nf N2  T2 I/i1

"- O 1000 100 (T)IT2) to100 000

\N T Figure 5. Acceleration Factor for Variable

.~ N~- 2!\-r/ d itl, q 1.2 '~08
41 ( f210 r} 0.84

02 r 
= 9.28 (OUCTILE)

(1
"" X2 ~ ~(TiN 3 (0

T2

X- 2 2 
22.4 (BRITTLE)

'(T2) )727 (21)

W 20.11 
to 1': W 2

Equations (20) and (21) represent the final derived equa- 
(TI/T2)

tions that express the acceleration factor criteria. These Figure 6. Acceleration Factor for Variable

equations are of power law form. The exponents are i3 with 7 = 0.84

related to the material's fatigue curve slope parameter (i.e. - -

ductility) 3 and to the square of the damping linearity 06 
9.28

p te= 0.84 (VISCOELASTIC)

" parameter nI. 
/q= 10 (LINEAR)

DUCTILITY 
EFFECT

Equation (20) can be used to show the effect of the -- 
,

material's ductility. Ductility is the ability of the material CT

to be deformed without fracturing. Ductile materials have 2 F

values of 3 =- 9. Brittle materials have values of =_ 20

" (See Table I). Equation (20) can be plotted in a normaliz-

ed fashion. Figures 5 and 6 show plots of acceleration

factor for several 0 values at 1 = 1.2 and 0.84, respec-

lively. Table 2 shows the data points for T /T 2 - 100. oo

'. It can be seen that the acceleration factor is not sensitive 1000 10

to small differences in 3(e.g. (3 9.28, 10.5) but is sen- Figure 7. Acceleration Factor for Variable ;

siie ;olag differences (e.g.( 9.28, 22.4). Also. the
*". acceleration factor is less sensitive to ( differences for TABLE 2. ACCE).ERATION FACTORS

acceeraion actr isles seFOR 
VARIABLE j3

1.2 than for Ti = 0.84. 
(TI/T2 A 1000)

DAMPING LINEARITY EFFECT 
\

Figure 7 is a plot of equation (20) for several q values (tsor T-) 
is) .87 K

with ( 9.28. Table 3 shows the data poin 
0,4 9.28 2.-8

1000. The acceleration factor is sensitive to ?I Vallie. 
0.84 10.5 2.54

EQUL AMGE0.4 
22.4 1.55

EQUAL DAMAG1 
. 1.

Equal cumulative fatigue damage exisl' at all points 1.2 9.5 (1.8

Salong any one line (i.e. curve) of figures 3, 4, and 5. Ho,- 1.2 22.4 1.24

ever, the damage is not equal from curve to curc.

',' 
1 1 (9



TABLE 3. ACCELERATED FACTORS change in \ibration input Ik el of a factor of lout. I iIurC

(T T2  1000; 3 9.28) linearity have a significant effect on fatigue life. Thc \aluc

of Yj is best determined enpirically. It should be noted
t ~X2/X I  that the \alue of i? ma. not nccessarily he related to the

critical structural element and its \alue of 4.
0.84 2.87
0.93 2.36 COND)ITION'S OF SIMILITUDE
1.00 2.11 Certain conditions of similitude must be imposed upon
1.07 1.92 the service and laboratory accelerated test en\ ironntns
1.20 1.68 if the de\ eloped mathematical relationships are to be ap-

propriately and accurately applied. The fundamental
THEORETICAL tl VALUES hypothesis is that the damage states and damage rates
TC qmust be the same for both ensvironments. Specificall\ the

Appendix A derives q values for several idealized cases states of stress (torsion, bending, axial), the correspon-
which are summarized in Table 4. ding fatigue strengths, the resonant mode shapes, the in-

Linear damping has a damping parameter value of uni- ternal response stress spectrum shapes, and the type and
Lnrdpnlocation of failure mechanisms must be the same for both

ty. Coulomb friction damping, which is representative environments.
of riveted or bolted structural assemblies, has a parameter
value greater than unity. Viscoelastic damping or inter- Extreme temperature, humidity, or corrosi\c element
nal stress-strain hysteresis damping have parameter values differences between the service and test environments na\
less than unity. The latter damping mechanism is typical result in similitude violations, if such differences are Suf-
of dip-brazed or adhesive bonded structural assemblies. ficient to alter the material's fatigue strength parameters.

Threshold sensitive or other nonlinear response effects
TABLE 4. THEORETICAL q VALUES in general tend to violate conditions of similitude.

Damping Type 7t The condition that the shape of the vibration accelera-

tion input spectra or the overall acceleration rms lesels
Linear 1.0 must be the same for both environments has purposely

been omitted from the previously listed conditions. This
Internal Stress-Strain Hysteresis is because the fatigue damage state and rate are only in-

* Structural materials 0.833 directly related to the input acceleration spectrum. They
* Viscoelastic adhesives are directly related to the response stress spectrum at the

stressed in shear 0.784 location where damage is accumulating. The response
i -stress spectrum is related to the vibration acceleration

Coulom b friction _ 1.5 power spectral density value in the vicinity of resonances.

NON-CONSTANT q1 VALUE
EXPERIMENTAL 77 VALUES Equations (20) and (21) as well as Figures 5 and 6 illus-

Limited experimental data shows that most real struc- trate the significant effects for those cases where the value
tures, even simple ones, have more than one damping of 77 remains relatively constant over the input levels of
mechanism present. Different damping mechanisms will W 2 and W1 (correspondingly X2 and XI). For those cases
predominate over different vibration input level ranges. where the t value is not constant a modified approach
For example, a simple cantilever beam, made up of a vis- must be used as follows:

" coelastic adhesive sandwiched between two metal bean
* elements with the composite beam riveted at the clamped 2 I 3

end, had a value of 7 = 1.2 at low vibration levels (fric- =
tion predominating) and progressively reducing to q = T21t24

0.84 at high vibration levels (viscoelastic damping pre-
dominating). The high vibration levels were approximate- II = value of 1t at input level V

ly four times higher than the lower levels. An aluminum value of q at input les i W I
dip-brazed computer black box with multilayer board
assemblies (MLA) epoxy bonded to webs had Yj = 0.94. 0,

Some MLAs, with the boards epoxy bonded to metal a1
plates which were attached to rigid structures along two XI 71
edges with wedge clamps, had rt = 1. 1. Other MLAs, with
the boards bonded to metal plates with a cured elastomer X2 vI ttq1

on which the same edge wedge clamps were used, had
q 1.04. This value remained relatively constant for a qlT, -
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I 3. Vibration input level acceleration factors have
"I1/ ITI 01l- 1typical values of 3 or less for time compression

= q1
1  72 (22) ratios of 1000.

2 I 4. The derived values of Y agree reasonably well

T,"2 with measured values for real structures when

-2 consideration is given to the various predomi-

q 2  TI q 1-2 3) nant damping mechanisms existing in the struc-
. I (23) tures.

. 2 5. Actual structures usually contain more than one
T 2 2 1 damping mechanism. It is recommended that ,n

values be determined experimentally.

It is recommended that equations (20) and (21) be ini- 6. The value of 77 used to calculate the acceleration
tially used to establish an approximate value for W2 , X2 , factor should be chosen less than the actual
and the corresponding value of 172 . Then use equations measured value if it is desired to add conserva-
(22) and (23) to calculate the final values of W and X2. tism when specifying an acelerated life test.
Note that absolute values of T1 and T2 must be used (i.e.there is no dimensionless ratio T/2.7. Acelerated and non-accelerated fatigue ife tests

tTI/T2) should maintain the same input random vibra-
MULTIFACTOR CONSIDERATIONS tion spectrum shape so that effects of multi-

In general, all the structural elements in a relatively mode responses and the uncertainty in predict-

complex electronic black box will not have the same accel- ing response reasonances cannot be questioned

eration factor. Yet a single factor value must be chosen as factors that may degrade the integrity of the

for the accelerated test. Such a selection is considered to tests.

be subjective. The value chosen will result in a proper
test for only one class of structural elements. The other REFERENCES
elements will be either under- or over-tested. An average
factor would give average results. The most conservative I. Technical Report on Fatigue Properties - SAE

. approach would he to select the largest acceleration fac- J1099, Society of Automatic Engineers, Inc.,
tor value. February 1975.

In some cases the one or two critical elements in a black 2. R.G. Lambert, "Analysis of Fatigue Under
box will have nearly identical 3 and t values. Then any Random Vibration," The Shock and Vibration
of the above mentioned approaches would be sufficient- Bulletin No. 46, Naval Research Laboratory,
ly appropriate. Washington, D.C., August 1979.

An alternative approach is to run the accelerated test 3. R.G. Lambert, "Computation Methods,"
in several steps using the criteria of the most critical ele- March 1980, Performed on Navy Contract
ment to that of the least critical element in sequential fash- N00019-78C-0407. (AD-A 103211/9).
ion. This involves estimating the damage accumulated by 4. R.G. Lambert, "Fatigue Life Prediction For
each critical element using equation (12) for each test step Various Random Stress Peak Distributions",
and adjusting the duration of each step to ensure that The Shock and Vibration Bulletin 52, Naval
the damage accumulated by each critical element is the TheaSh a braton Buin 52, NaResearch Laboratory, Washington, D.C., May,
value that would be accumulated in a single step test in- 1982.
dependent of the other critical elements. This requires a

. fatigue analysis of the critical elements. 5. R.G. Lambert, "Fatigue Analysis of Multi-
degree-of-Freedom Systems under Random Vib-

, CONCLUDING REMARKS ration," The Shock and Vibration Bulletin No.
47, Naval Research laboratory, Washington,

I. The acceleration test criteria is of the power law D.C., September 1977.
form. The vibration level acceleration factor is
equal to the time duration compression ratio 6. M. Gertel, "Specification of l.aboratory Tests"
raised to an exponent. The exponent is inversely pp. 24-9 to 24-10, Volume 2, Shock and Vibra-
proportional to the product of the critical tion Handbook, edited by Harris and Crcde.
material's fatigue slope parameter J3 and the McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1961.
square of the damping linearity 17. 7. B. Lazan and L. Goodman, "Material and In-

2. The acceleration factor is not sensitive to small terface )amping", pp. 36-33 to 36-35. Volmc
differences in 3 (e.g. 3 = 9.28, 10.5) but is sen- 2, Shock and Vibration Handbook, edited I,\
sitive to large differences (e.g. (3 9.28, 22.4). Harris and Credc, McGra%%-Hill Book (om-
It is also sensitive to 7 values. pan\, 1961.
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8. C. Crede and J. Ruzicka, "Theory of Vibration system) is related to the input rms acceleration level X.
Isolation", pp. 30-7 to 30-8, Volume 2, Shock This relationship will be of the power law form

", and Vibration Handbook, edited by Harris and
Crede, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1961. I

The value of ,j (also Cl) can be obtained from the deriv-
" SYMBOLS ed power law equation by inspection of corresponding

parameters.
A material fatigue curve constant; true

ultimate stress The non-linearities in damping for CASE B and CASE
C are assumed to cause little or no shift in the response

* b fatigue strength exponent frequencies so that equations developed for linear systems

" C1 ,C2 ,C 3  stress per acceleration constant are approximately correct for the non-linear cases of in-
terest. This is believed to be a valid assumption for the

C,CmCD random fatigue curve constant ranges of interest in the parameter q.

D cumulative fatigue damage CASE A (LINEAR DAMPING)

fofafb resonant frequency Refer to Figure 8

-' feff effective frequency Define z = y-x

ksi thousands of pounds per square inch At resonance Zrms -Y-rms

N average number of applied stress cycles myrms = ca

N s  number of sinusoidal stress cycles to a = rms stress; a cross-sectional area of stressed
failure element (e.g. spring)

Nf median number of random stress cycles y x = rms input acceleration
to failure =- m nptaclrto

X X , = rms response acceleration
PSD acceleration power spectral density

rms Toot mean square m Q Krms = aa ; C, = mQ
a

S applied stress amplitude

T test duration
y

K acceleration amplitude

W,W(f) acceleration power spectral density _J

a general variable

0 fatigue curve slope parameter

[(co Gamma Function of argument u k c

damping linearity parameter

Uaa,Ob,at random rms stress value I
af material fatigue strength coefficient Figure 8. Vibration System with linear Damping

MPa mega-Pascals

6.895 MPa/ksi CASE B (INTERNAl. STRESS-STRAIN HISTERESIS)

Refer to Figure 8 and References [6] and [7]

APPENI)IX A z y - X ; / v - X

DAMPING TERM DERIVATION rms response acceleration

X = rms input acceleration
The value of the power law damping linearity term q

for several damping mechanisms of interest in a simple nly aa; fn I 1k/ni
idealized single-degree-of-freedom (SDF) system is dcriv-
ed as follows. The derivation technique used is the one X c, 'W o  Q v/X =

detailed in reference [61. Only a brief description of the "
derivations will be given. Basically the stress a of the st1rue- n " WQtural element (i.e. the spring clement in the idealized SL)F V2 n
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Kvr 2  
n=2.4 for most structural mate-

EJ on rials stressed below 0.8 of
fatigue strength. n 8 for
higher stresses.

y r nQ F

x= 2 C2 0.5 jxx
- fnQ m fn kvr2J

2 C,0.5 V 2 C20.5 Figure 9. Vibration S).tem vtith Friction Damping

'"X= a(EJ°/K% r)- on / 2  m = a

m n2 m. = oa =C, W
2 X = Q C20 51 . / Q r f n W oQ

0 • T r2fnKv /n 
2/n Q V2

,..'. a 2EJoC20.51 y rFnO ;- o
0  2 C 2 0.5 mQ

2- 
2KX,n Q 2=

Structural materials n FfC 20.5 4vrfn
2•4 0.833

Viscoelastic adhesikes 2.55 0.784 . m / K K1.5

.,trcsscd in shear a F 5C20.5 4-fn

( - F. C (OULI.OMB FRICTION)

Reter to Figure 9 and Reference [81 = 1.5

l
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VIBRATION TEST ENVIRONMENTS FOR ELECTRONICS
MOUNTED IN A REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLE

Vernon R. Beatty
Harris Corporation
Melbourne, Florida

This paper describes the development of vibration test
environments for an Airborne Data Terminal which is mounted
in a Remotely Piloted Vehicle. Results of finite element
analysis and mechanical model testing showed that vibratory
inputs to electronic components would exceed expected fra-
gility levels. Expected in-service vibration levels were
measured and used to redefine the vibration test require-
ments. Component vibratory inputs were then reduced below
expected fragility levels. Costly overdesign was eliminated
and the actual design is now based on the real-world vibra-
tion environment.

INTRODUCTION wave tube amplifier (TWTA), a transmit
antenna switch, a TWTA power supply,

Electronics equipment used in and two transmit antennae enclosed in
aerospace and avionics applications can radomes. Potential vibration-related
provide unique packaging problems for failures of these electronics include
the design engineer. These problems broken leads, solder joints, or other
usually result from customer-defined mechanical parts; loss of operation due
thermal and dynamic requirements. The to the acceleration-sensitive nature of
dynamic environment that usually causes the component; loss of antenna pointing
the most concern is vibration. For accuracy due to vibratory motion;
electronics equipment the two basic chatter of relays or other moving

*areas of concern are the chassis and parts; or microphonic disturbance.
*the electronics. The ch as s is is

normally less difficult to analyze and Many tradeoffs were made during
predict failures. The electronics, the design of the ADT due to
however, provide the engineer with a system-imposed constraints. These
more difficult problem since vibratory design constraints include the power
inputs to these components are dissipation of the electronics
necessary for failure prediction, yet necessitating forced air cooling; the
hard to predict analytically. limited volume in the RPV for ADT

installation; the limited number of ADT
An example of potential vibration- mounting points (four); the neec for a

induced electronics failures is an sealed interface between the radomes
Airborne Data Terminal (ADT). The ADT and the RPV skin; the weight budget;
is an electronic assembly which is and the 5g vibration specification.
mounted in a Remotely Piloted Vehicle All of the above constraints affected
(RPV) and provides communications the ADT design from a vibration
between the ground and the RPV. The standpoint. However, the most
ADT (shown in Figure 1) consists of a significant constraint was the 5g
cast aluminum housing, a bolted-on vibration specification.
motherboard and front cover, 20 printed
circuit boards, and several electronic THE 5G VIBRATION SPECIFICATION
components. These "components" are
actually vendor-supplied electronic The 5g vibration environment was
subassemblies. They consist of a first recognized as a source of poten-
synthesizer, an up-down converter tial electronics problems during early
assembly, an oscillator, a traveling design. This environment is defined in
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

A STARDYNE[2] finite element model
was made to determine ADT natural fre-
quencies and mode shapes. The model
consisted of the following:

484 nodesS266 beam elements

153 triangular plate elements
263 quadrilateral plate elements
23 cube elements

Figure I-ADT Configuration This model is shown in Figure 3.

*, Twenty seven modes from 93 Hz to
* MIL-STD-IOC[1], Method 514.2, Proce- 483 Hz were then extracted and iden-
* dure I, Category C, Curve M of Figure tified using a graphics postprocessor.
. 514.2-,. The environment is shown in Forced response analysis was done using

Figure 2 and consists basically of 9 the 5g environment as base excitation
hours of logarithmic sinusoidal cycling to the AUT. Response plots provided
from 5 to 500 Hz at predominately 5 g's profiles of maximum expected component
acc rleration, vibratory inputs, which were once again

estimated to be 50 to 60 o's. These
Examination of MIL-STD-8OL C vibratory inputs exceeded the fragility

reveals that this test requirement is levels determined from analysis of com-
for equipment installed in helicoptors. ponent designs. The need for obtaining
Since no vibration measurements had measured component vibratory inputs was
been taken in the RPV , this test now evident. This was done during
requirement was considered a "best mechanical model testing.
guess" estimate of the RPV vibration
environment. Cursory structural 'FCHANICAL MODEL TEST RESULTS
analysis of the ADT showed vibratory
inr uts to the components could easily To determine ADT natural fre-
be 50 to 60 q s. This initial infor- quencies, mode shapes, and component
mation showed the need for shaping the vibratory inputs, a mechanical model
component vibration requirements to was fabricated and tested using the 5g
reflect expected inputs. It alsn environment as input to the ADT. A
pointed out the need for more detailed view of the mechanical model during
analysis of the ADT. vibration testing is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3-ADT Finite Element Model

Figure 4-ADT Mechanical Model During
Two configurations of the ADT were Vibration Testing

tested - one hard-mounted (unisolated),
and one with 120 Hz isolators. The
high frequency (120 Hz) isolator system and (5) chdnging the vibration specifi-
was developed to determine if isolators cation. These potential design changes
could effectively minimize component were all analyzed and a final solution
vibratory inputs. Due to the large was then proposed.
(5g) input a higher frequency isolator
was needed to decrease resonant Selectively isolating components
displacement and minimize the was not done because severe volume con-
possibility of isolator stress crack- straints within the ADT limited sway
ing. A ,omparison of maximum component space, and several components needed
inputs and expected fragility levels is "direct" mounting to the ADT to permit
shown in Table 1. heat transfer. Similarly, mechanical

model testing had already shown that
The test measurements showed that isolating the chassis would not

inputs exceeded expected fragilicy effectively reduce component inputs.
levels for both the har-mounted and Damping the chassis was not done due to
isolated conditions. The ineffective- severe volume and weight constraints.
ness of !he isolators was due to the Forced response analysis had also shown
coupling between the 120 Hz isolator that constrained layer damping would
mode and the 130 Hz first resonant mode not effectively reduce component
of the chassis. The urgency of inputs. Since isolating or damping the
establishing a method of reducing chassis proved separately to be non-
component vibratory inpu s was now viable solutions, their combination
obvious. also did not provide promise.

DESIGN CHANGES TO REDUCE COMPONENT The one solution that provided the
INPUTS largest gain for the least effort was

changing the vibration specification.
Five design changes were proposed The 5g requirement was clearly a

to reduce component inputs: (I) "first-cut" estimate and was not based
isolating the components; (2) isolating on measured RPV levels. Initial test-
the chassis; (3) damping the chassis; ing of the RPV now indicated that oper-

6 (4) isolating and damping the chassis; ating vibratory levels near the ADT
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Maximum Component Vibratory Inputs

Component Maximum Input Acceleration (g's)

Hard-Mounted 120 Hz Estimated
Test Isolator Test Fragility

Level

Synthesizer 19 25 50

Up-Down 58 26 50
Converters

Oscillator 19 25 16

TWTA 96 66 20

Transmit Antenna 21 15 20
Swi tch

TWTA Power 24 30 8
Supply

Transmit 39 48 10
Antenna

TETHERED RPV TEST RESULTS

mounting points were probably less than

5 g's. It was now both necessary and The ADT mechanical model was
possible to measure the vibratory mounted in a tethered RPV as shown in
inputs to the ADT during RPV operation. Figure 5. A wind tunnel fan provided

aerodynamic excitation while the RPV
was operated at various engine speeds
simulating a typical mission. Time
histories of ADT vibratory inputs were
recorded on magnetic tape to be reduced
and analyzed later.

The close proximity of the ADT to
the RPV engine implied that the ADT
vibration environment would be pri-
marily engine-induced. Since the RPV
power plant is a two cylinder recipro-
cating piston engine, it was also felt
that the vibration environment would be

. Iperiodic and related to engine speed.
The measured test data were first
reduced by making acceleration versus
frequency pIo t s at va r io us e ng in e
speeds. A typical acceleration versus
frequency plot is shown in Figure 6.

This plot clearly shows the

apparent periodic nature of the input
and the direct relation of the

determine the presence of aerodynamic-
induced vibrations, power spectral
density (PSD) plots were made. A
typical PSD plot is shown in Figure 7.

.. 1 .-. The PSD plot shows the absence of
JF aerodynamic-induced vibrations,

indicating that the ADT vibration
environment is engine-induced.

Figure 5-Tethered RPV Test Setup Aerodynamic-caused vibration levels
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were at least an order of magnitude
lower than those caused by the RPV
engine. Engine-induced vibration

- levels ranged from .10 to 1.00 g's.

Finally, to further prove the
environment's periodicity, auto-
correlation plots were made. A typical
autocorrelation plot is shown in Figure
8. The shape of this plot also implies NI

that the ADT vibration environment is
- indeed periodic. .

a

The data reduction showed the ADT ovERALL LEVEL 3.8G-6 c v0 OVRL LEE 3.8 G,/CTV

vibration environment to consist of o ., ./ . .:

three harmonically-related sinusoids
whose frequency varied with RPV engine
speed and whose amplitudes were caused '.

by engine-induced effects. The .<:6 dB/OCTAVE
measured levels were considerably less 0

than 5g's, and more importantly they
* were a better estimate of the ADT o..010 100 .

environment. The justification for now FREQUENCY. Hz

changing the vibration specification
was found in Paragraph 1.2 of
MIL-STD-81UC:

"WHEN IT IS KNOWN THAT THE EQUIP-
MENT WILL ENCOUNTER CONDITIONS
MORE SEVERE OR LESS SEVERE THAN Figure 9-Acceptance Test Environment
THE ENVIRONMENTAL LEVELS STATED
HEREIN, THE TEST MAY BE MODIFIED
BY THE EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION." measured amplitudes were grouped

according to excitation direction and
REDEFINED TEST SPECIFICATIONS harmonic (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.) for each

operating engire speed tested. The
The measured vibration data and measured amplitudes were then multi-

the RPV flight profile then formed the plied by various combinations of the
basis for several test environments three raw data multipliers[3] shown
which redefine the ADT vibration below:
specification. The four test environ-
ments include Qualification, Reliabil- (I) A=1.25 (Accounts for

- ity, Limited Environmental Test (LET), variations in
. and Acceptance. All the environments RPV designs)

except Acceptance are based on the
measured RPV data. (2) B=1.10-1.50 (Accounts for

single axis test
The Qualification environment excitation, as

consists of an Accelerated Life test opposed to
simulating 1000 RPV missions and an s i m u 1 ta n eou s
Operational test. The Reliability three axis
environment is based on demonstrating excitation in
an ADT operational life of 2,200 hours, the RPV)
Vibration is required for 550 of the
2,200 operating hours. The LET where:
environments consist of an Operational
test and a Structural test. The LET B x

testing will be done on all units G

designated for flight prior to Gmax
Qualification testing, if any.
Acceptance testing will be done on all x direction

production units. The excitation will C =acceleration in 1ongi
be 15 minutes of low level random as Y tudinal direction
shown in Figure 9. Excitation will be G =acceleration in vertical
perpendicular to the circuit boards. z direction

G a i umo" G andIn developing the Qualification, Gmxmaximum of Cx ,  y a

Reliability, and LET environments the G
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(3) C=2.239 (Accounts for an the simplified RPV flight profile of
accelerated test Figure 13 define the Qualification
simulating 1000 Accelerated Life test environment.
missions and
includes a Table 2 shows which raw data 

factor of four multipliers were used in developing the

(4000 missions) Qualification, Reliability, and LET
which accounts test environments.
for only one
item being Table 3 provides test times and
tested) operational data for the test

environments.

The fatigue curve (S-N curve) of
the ADT chassis material, A356-T6 The above-described test environ-

aluminum, was used to determine C as ments provide a series of tests which

shown below: will simulate in-service conditions.
Since the measured levels were

CD  
= E significantly lower than the 5g A0T

specification, component survivability

Where: has been enhanced. However, it was not
evident that component inputs had been

) = 10.29 (Slope of S-N curve) reduced below expected fragil ity

E = 4000 missions levels.

An example of this test level

derivation procedure is the FINAL MEASUREMENT OF COMPONENT
Qualification Accelerated Life VIBRATORY INPUTS

environment. Qualification Accelerated
Life is the only accelerated test and, Since measured ADT vibratory

therefore, provides the highest ADT inputs were less than 5 g's, the

vibratory inputs. The vibration levels possibility of chassis isolators was

for the Accelerated Life test are shown encouraging. Forced response analysis

in Figures 10-12. These levels are had shown that the redefined test

clearly lower than the 5 g environment specifications decreased component

which is also shown in Figures 10-12 inputs, but levels were still above

* for comparison. The excitation expected fragility levels. Therefore,
directions are in reference to the RPV. changing the vibration specification

The test levels of Figures 10-12 and alone would not solve the component

TABLE 2

Raw Data Multipliers

Test Raw Data Multiplier

Design Cross Accelerated

Variation Axis Life

(A) (B) (C)

Qualification

Accelerated Life Yes Yes Yes

Operational Yes Yes No

Reliability Yes No No

".

LET

Operational Yes Yes No

Structural Yes Yes No
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TABLE 3

Test Times and Operational Parameters

Test Number of Test Times Operational? Engine
Axes Per Speed

Axis (min) (RPM)

Qualification
Accelerated Life 3 185 No 3,000-6,800

Operational 3 15 Yes 5,700

Reliability 1 33,000 Yes 3,000-6,800

LET
Operational 3 15 Yes 5,700

Structural 3 15 No 3,000-6,800

problem. Analysis showed that an component inputs were once again
isolator system with a 50 Hz vertical measured. The test environment was
resonance and 70 Hz horizontal (radial) Qualification Accelerated Life. These
resonances would solve the component measurements and expected component
problem. These isolators were then fragility levels are shown in Table 4.
designed and fabricated. Software was
written to allow duplication of the The data in Table 4 shows that the
redefined test environments on the combination of 50/70 Hz isolators and
shaker[4]. the redefined test environments reduced

component vibratory inputs below
The ADT mechanical model was expected fragility levels.

equipped with the isolators and maximum

TABLE 4

Final Measured Component Vibratory Inputs

Component Maximum Acceleration (g's)

Test Expected Fragility
Level

Synthesizer 8.3 50

Up-Down Converters 4.2 50

Oscillator 8.3 16

TWTA 9.1 20

Transmit Antenna 8.6 20
Switch

TWTA Power Supply 7.0 8

Transmit Antenna 8.0 10
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for the least effort was redefining 3. S. T. Crews, "The Structural
the ADT vibration specification. Dynamic Interface Required for

Developing Helicopter Target
o The tethered RPV tests revealed Acquisition Systems."

that the ADT vibration environment
consists of three harmonically- 4. S. M. Landre, "Vibration Test
related sinusoids whose frequency Software for Electronics Mounted in
varies with engine speed and whose a Remotely Piloted Vehicle,
amplitudes are caused by September 1982," The Shock and
tnginc-induced effects. Vibration Bulletin, September 1983.

o Redefined ADT vibration test
environments include Qualification,
Reliability, Limited Environmental
Test, and Acceptance and reflect
the measured RPV vibration
environment.

o Mechanical model testing showed
that the redefined vibration
environments and 50/70 Hz ADT
vibration isolators provided a
solution which reduced component
vibratory inputs below expected
fragility levels.

o This study shows how a joint effort
between industry and the Government
redefined the ADT vibration
environments. A significant cost
savings resulted because overdesign
of the components was eliminated.
The actual ADT design is based on
the expected vibration environment.
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VIBRATION TEST SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS MOUNTED IN A

REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLE

S. N. Landre
* . Harris Corporation Information Systems Division

Melbourne, Florida

This paper presents a description of vibration test software that
was developed for testing electronics mounted in a Remotely
Piloted Vehicle (RPV). The vibration test software simulated the
actual vibration environment that the Airborne Data Terminal (ADT)
experienced when mounted in an RPV. This software was developed
because there was no known software that could simulate the
required vibration enviroment on a shaker. When the software was
implemented it operated successfully and generated a simulated RPV
vibration environment.

INTRODUCTION RPV engine speeds and associated time durations
of a typical flight mission. This profile has

During the development program the actual been defined as a step function to simplify
vibration environment of the ADT was measured testing, and defines the primary harmonic of
during simulated RPV flight tests. Data each waveform and the duration the ADT will be
analysis showed that the measured vibration subjected to the particular waveform.

nput to the ADT was periodic and related to
*RPV engine speed. The vibration was primarily The acceleration level of each harmonic

composed of three engine-induced harmonics: used to generate a waveform reflects measured
first, second, and fourth or fifth (depending values. Figure 2 shows the Qualification

*on direction). Data analysis also revealed acceleration test levels for the ADT in the
that the engine induced vibration dominated vertical Z-axis. The curves shown in this

*over aerodynamic noise. figure define the acceleration levels for each
harmonic in the appropriate range of test

ADT vibration test requirements (originally frequencies.
specified from MI1L-STD-810C [l), Procedure 1,
Figure 514.2-3, curve M) were changed to SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
reflect the measured vibration environment.
When this change occurred the manufacturer of The vibration software was written in Time

-. Harris Corporations vibration control system Series Language (TSL) [2) for a General Radio
*(Gen Rad) was contacted to determine if there 2503 vibration control system. The software is
* -. was any software available that would reproduce composed of a main program and 35 subroutines.

the RPV engine-induced vibration on a shaker. The purpose of the main program is to interface
None was found. As a result, it was decided to with the test operator and the main subroutines.
develop the software at Harris. The subroutines have been structured so that

each one performs one specific task. This
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS programhning approach is very flexible and

provides an easy means for software additions,
The modified ADT vibration test requirements modifications, and debugging. Shown in Figure

consist of subjecting the ADT to various 3 is a very basic flow diagram of the principle
periodic waveforms, each composed of three software algorithms.
harmonics. The primary harmonic of each
waveformn, the RPV engine speed, ranges from AllI of the test parameters have been set up
3000 to 6800 RPM (50 to 113 Hz). The RPV as variables so that any type of mission profile
flight profile (see Figure 1) shows the various can be simulated, with as many as six harmonics
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comprising a waveform (only three are needed 1 PROGRAM NAME IS RPV-ADT
for the ADT testing). Different harmonic
acceleration test data can be entered for each 2 MISSION PROFILE DATA:
of three test axes. Acceleration data is TIME (MIN.) ENGINE SPEED (RPM)
entered into the computer, for each harmonic, 0. 6120.
by listing the harmonic number (1 = engine 65. 6120.
speed, 2 = 2x (engine speed), etc.), along with 65. 6780.
the first and last g-levels of the curve 95. 6780.
defining the data. The software is set up to 95. 5700.
accept straight line data, plotted in log-log 175. 5700.
format. Minimum and maximum frequencies are 175. 4020.
determined for each harmonic from the mission 180. 4020.
profile data. The slope (k) of each curve is 180. 3000.
calculated using the following relationship: 185. 3000.

k = In (AL/AF)/ln(fL/fF) 3 X AXIS HARMONIC VIBRATION TEST DATA:

where, A = acceleration level (gs) HARMONIC # FIRST G-LEVEL LAST G-LEVEL
1 1.5 0.5

f = frequency (Hz) 2 0.62 0.43
5 0.36 0.32

F = first data end point
4 Y AXIS HARMONIC VIBRATION TEST DATA:

L = last data end point
HARMONIC # FIRST G-LEVEL LAST G-LEVEL

1 0.34 0.43
The above relationship is a also used to 2 1.05 1.3
calculate g-levels between data end points. An 4 1.05 0.54
example output listing of the test parameters
required by the software is shown in Figure 4. 5 Z AXIS HARMONIC VIBRATION TEST DATA:
This is a listing of the ADT Qualification test
parameters. HARMONIC # FIRST G-LEVEL LAST G-LEVEL

1 0.84 2.65
The test parameters are used to generate an 2 1.55 1.5

initial control signal. The control signal is 4 0.92 0.24
generated by placing the g-level for each
harmonic in a (1 x N) frequency matrix, where N 6 THE G-LEVEL TOLERANCES ARE: +10.% AND -10.%
= number of frequency elements. Figure 5 shows 7 THE TIME INCREMENT BETWEEN STORING TEST DATA
an example of data contained in a frequency IS 300 SECONDS
matrix. An Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) is
performed on the frequency matrix to produce a
time domain signal (control signal) composed of Figure 4. - Program Listing of Qualification
the desired harmonics. Figure 6 shows the Test Parameters
result of performing an IFT on the data in
Figure 5. Sinusoidal phasing of the harmonics
was desired on the shaker, relative to the data
frames taken by the computer. To do this a response is out of tolerance, then the D/A

cosine control signal is generated, which, when converter gain is appropriately adjusted until
used to excite the shaker, produces a sine it is in tolerance. If the other two harmonics
response. This occurs because of a 90" phase are found to be out of specification, then a
shift through the electronics and the modified control signal is generated to account
electrodynamic shaker. A force/current and for the differences and used to excite the
velocity/voltage analogy applies here, which shaker. The above procedure is repeated until
accounts for the phase difference [3]. the shaker response is within the required

tolerance limits. This equalization procedure
After the control signal is generated, it is performed whenever the test frequencies

is used to excite a shaker. The shaker change or if the control signal goes out of
response is sampled and a Fourier transform is specification during a test.
performed on the data to obtain g-levels at
each exciting frequency. The g-level at each The software keeps track of time with an
of the exciting frequencies is compared to internal clock. When a test is started, the
g-level test tolerances. If the first harmonic start time is stored in memory. The current
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time is continuously compared to the starting MAIN MENU
time to determine when to:

0 SET-UP
1. store data 1 RUN BARE FIXTURE
2. change control signal 2 RUN TEST
3. end test. 3 CONTINUE TEST AFTER ABORT

4 POST-TEST
In addition to the software generated for 5 STOP

this computer program, two Gen Rad software
routines were used, ADDA and RTIME. The ADDA Figure 8. -Main Program Options
program is used to set up and control the A/D
and D/A converters. The RTIME program is used
to read the internal clock. INPUT MENU

A system hardware diagram, shown in Figure 0 INPUT TEST PARAMETERS FROM DISK
7, shows the hardware used to implement the 1 INPUT TEST PARAMETERS FROM KEYBOARD
software with a vibration shaker. Computer 2 MODIFY TEST PARAMETERS
peripherals include a floppy disk, keyboard/ 3 LIST TEST PARAMETERS
CRT, operator control panel, printer, digital 4 STORE TEST PARAMETERS ON DISK
plotter, A/D and D/A converters, signal filters, 5 GENERATE CONTROL SIGNAL
and a 16-channel selector. The floppy disk is 6 DISPLAY CONTROL SIGNAL
used for storing the software and test data. 7 RETURN TO MAIN MENU
Communication between the operator and computer
is through the keyboard/CRT and operator con~trol Figure 9. - Set-Up Subroutine Options
panel. Hardcopies of test data and test
parameters can be generated with the printer
and digital plotter. The remaining hardware

*shown in Figure 7 is used in the vibration Upon completing the bare fixture evaluation,
control loop, the test item can be mounted to the shaker and

the vibration test started. In the bare fixture
*PROGRAM OPERATION evaluation and test modes, the computer is

controlled through an operator control panel
To use the software described in thle with tip use of momentary toggle switches. In

preceding paragraphs, the computer must be the test mode, control signal test data is
*powered up and initialized, and then the periodically stored on disk at a predefined time
*software transferred from disk to memory. When interval (see Line 7 in Figure 4). This data

the main program is started, the operator is (see Figure 10) can be reviewed at the end of
given a choice of six operations, numbered 0 the test by choosing the "Post-Test" operation.
through 5, (see Figure 8). Operations 0
through 2 must be performed sequentially prior

to peatons3 nd4.TIME INTO FIRST INDIVIDUAL HARMONIC OVERALL
The "Set-Up" operation is used to manipulate TEST HARMONIC PEAK G LEVELS PEAK G

*test parameters, and generate an initial contro7 MIN. SEC. FREQ (RPM) 1 2 4 LEVEL
signal. When this operation is selected, the
operator is again given a choice of eight 0 0 6120 0.58 0.45 0.34 1.39
operations, numbered 0 through 7, (see 5 1 6120 0.57 0.42 0.30 1.40
Figure 9). Test parameters can be entered into 10 1 6120 0.59 0.43 0.32 1.49
the computer from either the keyboard, using an 15 0 6120 0.56 0.44 0.30 1.43
interactive dialogue, or from the disk if 20 0 6120 0.55 0.43 0.31 1.35
previously stored. Once the test parameters 25 1 6120 0.55 0.43 0.32 1.53
have been entered, they may be modified, listed 30 5 6120 0.56 0.42 0.30 1.22

*on the printer or CRT, stored on disk, and used 35 1 6780 0.46 0.42 0.31 1.10
*to generate an initial control signal. The 40 0 6780 0.47 0.43 0.32 1.25
*control signal may 14. displayed on the CRT and 45 2 6780 0.53 0.38 0.32 1.35
*plotted on the digital plotter. When finished 50 43 5700 0.67 0.43 0.32 1.40

in the set-up mode, operation 7 is selected to 55 13 5700 0.66 0.35 0.33 1.51
*return to the main program. 60 1 5700 0.63 0.34 0.32 1.35

65 8 5700 0.62 0.35 0.32 1.35
A bare fixture evaluation is performed to 70 7 5700 0.61 0.37 0.30 1.29

equalize the shaker for the first test engine 75 2 5700 0.60 0.60 0.30 1.59
speed and verify the shaker integrity. When 80 9 5700 0.61 0.51 0.31 1.41
equalized, the computer will continue to excite 85 2 5700 0.61 0.31 0.31 1.25
the shaker without monitoring the shaker's 90 2 4020 1.01 0.51 0.31 1.91
response, until the operator aborts this step or 95 1 3000 1.49 0.61 0.33 2.02

*aborts the shaker through its self-protection 96 1 3000 1.47 0.61 0.34 2.16
*system. If the later option is selected, the
*operator must still abort the computer after Figure 10. -Listing of Control Signal
*the shaker has been shut off. Test Data
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While in the test mode, the operator can levels for the full time duration of 3 hours
obtain current information about the control and 5 inutes in each axis. Overall, the test
signal and monitor up to 15 other software worked very well. The only problem
accelerometers. One cycle of the control that occurred was that out-of-tolerance
signal can be displayed on the CRT or plotted conditions occurred frequently at some of the
on the digital plotter (see Figure 11). The low test frequencies and low g-levels. As a

. test levels of each exciting frequency and result, the computer continually generated
their tolerance limits, and other test data, modified control signals to resolve out-of-
can be displayed on the CRT (see Figure 12). tolerance conditions. It was later verified
The software is also set up to monitor the that, for a constant control signal, some of
maximum and average g-levels of up to 15 other the lower frequency responses would not stay
accelerometers. This option allows the constant due to the addition of 60 cycle
collection of real time data during a test noise. The test levels would fluctuate in and

• without having to tape the data and analyze it out of specification. This problem was later
after the test. The computer will notify the resolved by averaging a few sampled responses
operator if the test level drops out of before comparing g-levels to tolerances.
specification by printing an "OUT-OF-SPEC"
message on the CRT. It then corrects the Average equalization time, when changing
condition. In addition, when the test test frequencies and g-levels, is 6-8 seconds.
frequencies and levels are being changed, the The computer generally goes through 2-3 control
computer will keep the operator informed via signal iterations before equalizing. I
the CRT. consider this time to be very good considering

that the software is not written in assembly
language. Equalization time, when changing
test frequency, could be reduced to less than a
second by pre-generating all control signals

2.3i5 -___________ for each test level and storing them on disk.
This could be done when running the bare
fixture evaluation. When it is time to change

G-LEVEL the test level, the computer would have to
retrieve the required control signal from the

0- disk, instead of having to generate a new one.

SUMMARY

Vibration test software was developed for
testing electronics mounted in an RPV due to

-2.315 non-existence of this type of software. The
0 TI MESEC) .01666 vibration test software simulates the actual

vibration environment that an ADT experienced
when mounted in an RPV.

Su:cessful operation of the software has
Figure 11. - Plot of Control Signal been demonstrated. Equalization time is

considered good and could be improved. The
shaker even emits noises similar to the actual
RPV.

*TEST AXIS: Z
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Automated Vibration Schedule Development for Wheeled and
Tracked Vehicles at Aberdeen Proving Ground

by W. H. Connon III, Materiel Testing Directorate,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD

This paper describes an automated method of developing laboratory vibration
schedules from field vibration data. Data are collected from a test vehicle
negotiating a variety of test courses utilizing a pulse code modulation (PCM)
data acquisition system which allows on-vehicle digitization of approximately
60 channels of data simultaneously. Power spectral densities (PSD's) are
then computed for the data using an array processor. In addition to
computing the average PSD over a given time frame (usually about 30 seconds),
the standard deviation of the PSD (at each spectral line) and the peak value
at each spectral line are computed for each channel and all three spectra are
saved in a file for further analysis. The schedules are developed from the
spectral data using vehicle dependent techniques. Schedules for wheeled
vehicles are determined by overlaying (automatically) spectra for various
runs to produce a random spectrum of a form that can be utilized by a modern
digital vibration control system. Schedules for tracked vehicles are
determined by removing the fundamental and four additional harmonic bands
from the spectrum while retaining the random floor. Other programs are then
used to access these isolated frequencies and the random floors and order
them into a form usable by a swept narrow band random on random digital
vibration system control program. Since somewhat standard procedures were
used, the paper will not discuss the philosophy of vibration schedule
development, but will concentrate on the computer programs developed the
handle large quantities of data in an efficient manner.

INTRODUCTION used to acquire the vibration data and then
will concentrate on the computer programs

A laboratory vibration schedule is a developed to handle large quantities of data
description of an environment, generally in an efficient manner.
expressed in terms of displacement or
acceleration as a function of frequency, which DATA ACQUISITION
is used to control an electrodynamic shaker.
The development of laboratory schedules is the At the US Army Aberdeen Proving Ground,
art of taking large quantities of time domain acceleration data are collected while
field vibration data and reducing them to a operating test vehicles over various test
single frequency domain function. courses using a pulse code modulation (PCM)

telemetry system (a block diagram is presented
As military equipment becomes increasingly in Figure 1). The system has signal
complex and expensive, the use of laboratory conditioning capability for both strain-gauge
vibration schedules developed from test data and piezoelectric type accelerometers. The
measured under actual operating conditions strain-gauge type signal conditioning package
(rather than using standard schedules) is provides bridge excitation, amplification and

% becoming commonplace. The complexity of the low-pass filtering, while the piezoelectric
analysis required to create vibration type signal conditioning package contains a
schedules from field data and the volume of charge amplifier and low-pass filter for each
data available require the use of a digital channel. The filter cutoff requirements for
computer to do the processing; thus, a series both signal conditioners are established by
of computer programs have been written for means of plug-in resistor assemblies and are
this purpose. The purpose of this paper is to set for each channel. The output of each
present a new capability which makes the channel of each signal conditioning device is
development of laboratory vibration schedules connected to a PCM encoder which digitizes
more efficient. The basic techniques utilized each channel in sequence using a 10-bit
are not new, having been used in a similar successive-approximation analog-to-digital
fashion at White Sands Missile Range since the converter. The digital data stream is then
late 1970's (Ref 1); consequently, this paper encoded into a nonreturn to zero-level (NRZ-L)
will not discuss the basic philosophy or code for transmission via a radio telemetry
techniques of vibration schedule development, link. The system is capable of handling up to
Rather it will briefly describe the system 128 channels of data; however. a practical
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upper limit for vibration tests is signals are displayed on a panel ofUapproximately 60 channels due to a oscilloscopes (up to 14) or on an oscillograph
transmission limitation of 100,000 words per (up to 12). An analog tape can also be made
second (total rate) and the requirement for a at this time.
reasonable frequency response of 400 to 500 Hz

*from each channel. The encoder, signal Prior to each day's testing and whenever a
conditioning and transmitter just described configuration change is made in the
are mounted in the test vehicle, genprelly in instrumentation system, an electrical
the right front seat of wheeled vehicles or on calibration is performed on each channel.
the turret or other exterior flat surface of Strain-gauge type accelerometer channels are
tracked vehicles. calibrated by shunting the accelerometer with
* a calibrated resistor which produces an

*The transmitted digital data stream is electrical output equivalent to a calculated
received at a remote data handling station. A acceleration (based on the resistance value
bit synchroni%er is used to recover the serial and the transducer sensitivity). The
PCM pulse train from data link noise and calibration is performed in both the positive
perturbations. The "clean" pulse train is and negative directions and provides for a
then recorded on a PCM tape recorder to three-step calibration (including zero). The
preserve the actual transmitted data stream. piezoelectric portion of the data acquisition
Voice annotation and IRIG-B time code are system is calibrated by applying a 100 Hertz
simultaneously recorded on the tape. For sine wave through calibrated capacitors and
on-site data verification and reformatting of through the remainder of the system. The sine
the data, a PCM decommutator is used to wave is applied at three different voltage
transform the NRZ-L serial data stream to a levels to provide a three-step calibration
16-bit parallel binary output. The data is equivalent to three different rms acceleration

*then passed through a data merger, where time levels (calculated from the capacitor value
code is added in a digital form, then through and the transducer sensitivity).

* a digital computer and onto a disc storage
device. A typical data run lasts for After the calibration data are recorded, a
approximately 30 seconds during which time linear least-squares curve fit is performed to
3,000,000 words of data are recorded. Each determine the appropriate scale factors

*word represents an acceleration at a (slopes) and Offsets (intercepts) for each
particular location at an instant in time. channel and to determine system linearity.
The disc is presently configured to store up All of the scale factors and offsets are

*to 8 runs. When the disc is full, the data stored in a file and are used to scale the
are written to digital magnetic tape and the data, which are always stored in integer form.
disc is then overwritten with the next series
of runs. DATA REDUCTION

Because of the speed with which the data are With that basic introduction into the data
acquired, data analysis is not performed acquisition system, attention can now be
during the data acquisition process. After focused on the data reduction process.
the test data for a particular run are stored
on the disc, two forms of "quick look" The time domain data must be changed to the
processing are available to validate the data. frequency domain so that it can be used in the
The primary form of processing is a time laboratory and so that the vibration shaker
domain amplitude distribution of each channel amplitude can be controlled as a function of
in the data stream. During this analysis, the frequency. The familiar power spectral
rms, + peak, - peak, +99% and -99% (data are density (PSO) function (also called the
less than or greater than these values 99% of autospectral density function) is used to
the time are calculated for each channel and describe the data in the frequency domain.
are printed in tabular form. The secondary This function describes the general frequency
form consists of time histories of selected composition of the data in terms of the

channels in scaled engineering units which are spectral density of its mean square value and
*plotted on a graphics terminal, is described in detail in reference 2.

While conducting a test, it is desireable to A computer program called PSDFL computes PSD's
look at the waveform of at least some portion from raw data and stores them in a file. The

*of the data in real-time. A PCM word selector program assumes that the data are in normal
is used to convert selected portions of the POM digital multiplexed form and are located
data from the digital format to an analog on the data disc. The program makes use of a
signal. The word selector, connected to the control file, $PSDCN, which contains:
output of the decommutator, selects any words
in the data stream (up to 32) in any sequence a. The name of the calibration file (a
and performs an 8-bit digital to analog file which contains the values required to
conversion. A low-pass filter is used to convert the integer data to engineering
smooth the resulting analog signal, and the units).
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b. The name of the amplitude distribution (4) The peak value contained within the
file (a file which contains information on the PSD.
location of the desired channels in the data

*stream and a brief location description of the (5) The number of linear averages used.
- . desired channels).

*c. A binary record block which contains
c. The data sample rate, formatted integer data (the data are formatted

by dividing the entire spectrum by the peak
d. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) block value, then multiplying these values by 10,000

size (currently limited to 2048 words but to to save file storage space; i.e., integer
*be updated to 4096 words). numbers use 1/2 the storage space of real

numbers).
a. The word length (number of bits) of

the data (typically 10). An example of one data channel from one file
is presented in Figure 2.

*When the program is run, the operator enters
the run number, the starting disc track The program PSDFL is run on the data for N
(location of data on the disc) and the number runs with data from X channels being analyzed

*of tracks to be used based on the amount of from each run (note that X need not be the
data analyzed (one track is approximately 1/15 same for each run). The program will produce
of a second). The program creates a data N P30 files (one for each run).
storage file with a name based on the run
number (three digits) and on the root name of It is not unusual for a vibration test to

64.Athe amplitude distribution file. The created consist of 50 to 60 channels of data and 40
file name always begins with $. For example, test runs. Computing P30's in this quantity
if the amplitude distribution file was named can be an extremely time consuming process.
@M.ANSV and the run number was 1 , the created For this reason, the computations contained in
file would be $MA001 . If the file name the program PSDFL are performed using an array
already exists at the time of attempted processor. The array processor is a
creation, the program will be aborted. Each high-speed peripheral device particularly well
segment of time domain data is windowed with a suited for performing the large numbers of
Henning window to reduce spectral leakage. reiterative multiplications and additions
The program then computes three PSD's for each required in digital signal processing. The
channel listed in the amplitude distribution parallel structure of the device allows the
file. The first PSD comnuted is a linear overhead" of array indexing, loop counting
average of PSD's computed for segments of data and data fetching from memory to be performed
of a length defined in the control file. simultaneously with arithmetic operations on
During this analysis period, the standard the data, thus allowing much faster execution

*deviation and the peak value in each spectral than on a typical general-purpose computer
*line are computed. One standard deviation is where these operations occur consecutively.

then added to the average value to create a By making use of the array processor, the
*PSD which represents the average value plus program PSDFL can analyze 50 channels of data,

one standard deviation at each spectral line computing PSD's, standard deviations and peaks
*(limited by the peak value in each spectral over 26 linear averages (block size of 1024)

line). Both this PSD (average plus one and storing all information in a file (150
stnndard deviation) and the peak value PSD are separate spectra) in approximately 10 minutes.
also saved in the file. Each data file
corresponds to a test run (specific test At this point, an overlay process is started
course, speed and teat condition) and consists (for wheeled vehicles; tracked vehicles will

*of a major title (a line that specifies the be discussed later). A program called SETFL
*amplitude distribution file used) and is run to create a master storage file. The
Jinformation on each channel analyzed, operator names the file and enters a title

organized as follows: line for the file. The program then creates a
blank PSD file (which has the same format as

A. An ASCII title line which contains the the files created by PSDFL) with all PSD data
run number and a brief description of the values initially set to zero.
channel location.

A program called PKPSD is then used to create
b. An ASCIT information line which the overlayed spectrum. The operator enters

contains: the name of the master storage file (created
by SETFL), the names of the data files

(1) The FFT block size. (created by PSDFL, essentially the data runs)
end the data elements (channel locations)

(2) The data sample rate. within those files to be analyzed (those
locations for which a common composite

(3) The analysis bandwidth. spectrum is desired). The program does not
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require that the data elements to be analyzed operator may verify that the requested data
be the same for each file analyzed; however, has been analyzed.
all data to be compared must have the same
analysis bandwidth (a check is made by the A program called CRVIB is next used on the
program and the data are rejected if this is master spectrum to define the break points
not the case). (frequency and amplitude points which define

the spectrum in the digital vibration control
The data uaad for the overlay process for each system) and to allow the operator to smooth
particular channel to be included in the the spectrum for laboratory simulation. The
process are the average plus one standard master spectrum is plotted on a graphics
deviation PSD data (the middle line of Figure terminal, and the cursor is turned on. The
2). Some of the rationale for the use of operator may position the cursor at any
these data (rather than the average or the location on the plot and enter the location of
maximum) are as follows: the point (frequency and amplitude) by hitting

any key (except E). The location of the
a. The peak value at each spectral point cursor, in screen coordinates, is converted to

is a value that occurs rarely (once) and is engineering units of frequency (Hz) and
*susceptible to contamination by noise (false amplitude (g2/Hz), and these values are stored

data from any source). To create a schedule in a file called $CRPSD. The program utilizes
based on peak data is to assume that the test the "rubber band line" technique when the
item is subjected to such an environment for a cursor is moved, thus giving the operator a
reasonable length of time, which is false. preview of the smoothed spectrum (Figure 4).
The result is an overtest. An example of a breakpoint file is presented

in Figure 5.
b. Some conservatism is built in by

adding a standard deviation to the average to Laboratory test time can be reduced over
account for other terrain and vehicles for actual test time in the field by applying an
which no data were obtained, effects of tire exaggeration factor to the amplitude of the
pressure, vehicle wear, track tension, etc. schedule. The rationale is based on an

equivalent damage theory assuming that the
A vehicle master spectrum is created from all failure mechanism is fatigue. The techniques
data analyzed from one vehicle (all files, all for computing an exaggeration factor are based
elements) by computing the average, the on a detailed knowledge of the test vehicle

*standard deviation and the peak value for each real-world scenario. (i.e., the real-world
spectral line. The value saved in the master exposure time), the desired test time and the
spectrum (for each spectral line) is the material fatigue charseteristics). The
average value of the data analyzed increased procedures arg well documented in references
by one standard deviation or the peak value of 1 , 3 and 4 and are not part of these programs.
that spectral line, whichever is the lesser.

The break points (and thus the spectrum) may
Thus the vehicle master spectrum produced is now be exaggerated (for test time compression)
an average spectrum of all data analyzed using the program CRPSD. It is left to the
(which are average plus one standard deviation operator to compute the exaggeration factor
spectra) with some degree of conservatism based on the desired test time to real time
added but never exceeding the maximum value ratio and to check that this exaggeration
obtained from the data analyzed in each factor will not, when applied to the test
spectral line. spectrum, cause the spectrum to exceed the

peak spectrum by more than 25%. The operator
If it is desired to create a single schedule must enter the exaggeration factor (by which

* .which is a composite of more than one vehicle, the PSD level is exaggerated) and the name of
a master spectrum for all vehicles is obtained a new storage file into which the exaggerated

*by overlaying each vehicle's master spectrum spectral data will be stored. The program
and taking the maximum value at each spectral takes the breakpoint data from file $CRPSD,
point. Since the vehicle spectrum data have multiplies the amplitudes by the exaggeration
been constrained to be at or less than any factor and stores the values into $CRPSD. The
peak value measured, the master spectrum will program then takes the new breakpoints
also be at or less than any peak values (exaggerated) and generates a complete
mea9sured. A typical overlayed spectrum is spectrum (with the same analysis bandwidth) by
presented in Vigure 3. calculating points between breakpoints using a

straight line fit in a log-log domain. This
It is the responsibility of the operator to created spectrum (the actual laboratory
determine the data locations and data runs to schedule) is stored in the storage file namedA
be overlayed and to insure that the data for by the operator when ruinning the program. AnI
each of the runs and locations chosen for the example of a completed spectrum is presented
o verl ay process are valid. The program PKPSD in Figure 6.
prints the channel description of each channel

used in the overlay process so that the
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A program called SHAXR is then run using the any of the created files which contain P30
Njust developed laboratory schedule spectrum as data) in a linear-linear format using operator

data. The program computes the peak defined minimum and maximum values. Program
acceleration of the schedule at each frequency PSDLO accomplishes the same task but plots the

* -and compares this value to the shaker peak data in a log-log format, while program 51250
acceleration as limited by shaker displacement plots data in a semilog format. Program TNPSD
at that frequency. The maximum ratio integrates the spectrum between

*(schedule/shaker) is determined over the operator-specified frequency bands to compute
entire spectrum. The entire laboratory the rue acceleration level within the band.

*schedule is then divided by this ratio to This information can be compared to time
retain the basic shape of the spectrum. The domain amplitude data to check the validity of

*new schedule breakpoints, the ratio, and the the spectral data.
ratio of the vms value of the modified

*schedule to that of the original schedule are As an aid to record keeping, the programs
*retained in a file. It is the responsibility PSDFL, PKPSD and CRPSD write the name of the

of the operator to extend the test time based operator-created file, the name of the
on the reduction factor if the original program, the date of file creation, and a
schedule is actually reduced, that is, if the brief description of the content of the file
ratio is greater than one. to a master file called VIBFIL. A sample

entry is presented in Figure 10.
Because of the occurence of speed-related
periodics in the spectrum, tracked vehicle A summary of the entire procedure is presented
data are handled differently. The average, in Figure 11.
average plus one standard deviation and peak
spectra are computed using PSDFL as before. SUMMARY
All desired data in a common axis for a given
run (speed) are then overlayed (computing the The data acquisition and data reduction
average plus one standard deviation) as procedures (programs) presented in this paper
described before in PKPSD. A program called are tools to accomplish the task of developing
REMPR plots this file (one run (speed) and one laboratory vibration schedules from vast

*axis) on the graphics terminal, and the quantities of field data in a fast, efficient
operator identifies the periodics by means of manner. The ability to analyze up to 60 data
the cursor. The program computes the center channels simultaneously has reduced schedule

*frequency end PS0 value of each periodic development time from months to weeks. The
selected and computes the rms level of the data acquisition and reduction procedures are
random floor (with the periodics removed), general in their application, thus allowing
This information is saved in a file. A flexibility in schedule development. A
typical 250 and file are presented in Figures discussion of the philosophy of test schedule
7 and 8, respectively, development (which data locations to overlay,

use of exaggeration factors, overlay
A program called ACCPR accesses the files techniques such as averaging or enveloping,

*created by REMPR, reads the center etc.) has3 been specifically avoided in order
-*frequencies, etc. and creates another file to concentrate on the data acquisition and
*(essentially a breakpoint file) which lists reduction procedures even though the decisions

the center frequencies and associated 250 concerning philosophy were the most difficult
levels in groups of harmonics (all tasks encountered while developing the
fundamentals, and 2nd harmonics etc.). The programs; however, a few comments on the
average and standard deviation of all the general subject are in order. It is important
random rms values are computed, and the to determine the real world environment to

*average plus one standard deviation random vms which the test item is to be exposed so that
value (limited by the maximum value) is the developed schedule will be as realistic as
presented (Figure 9). This information is possible. From this information, proper

*used in a swept narrow band random vibration selection of test courses and/or operating
*control scheme developed by Sandia conditions can be made. This selection is

Laboratories (reference 5). The variability critical because fatigue is influenced far
of vehicle speed is accounted for by sweeping more by larger amplitudes than by average
up to five dynamically changing narrow band ones. Because low level amplitudes can become
random spectra at various rates across a broad insignificant in the fatigue life, the percent
band random spectrum to simulate field of life durations spent on more severe
environments. Since the level (amplitude) of terrains are more important than those on
each narrow band can have only one value, average terrains and must be considered
changing levels are accomplished by completely carefully. Because development of specialized
changing the test schedule. schedules is becoming a common occurrence, and

because the development philosophy used will
Several programs called PLPSD, PSOLG, SLPSD determine the shape and magnitude of the final
and INPSD are available as aids in analysis of schedule, we in the testing community must now
230 data. Program PLPSD plots 230 data (from begin to focus more attention on the
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4.45 .": TCEQUEICT AND A1'IPL:TUL, E

3.75 .0001i. FPEQUENCY AND AMPLI....E

9.97 .00133 FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE

11.09 .0011 FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE

12.26 .00024 FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE

15.54 .00033 FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE

23.47 .00002 FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE

24.52 .00002 FPEOUENCY AND AMPLITUDE

26.77 .00004 FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE

29.03 .00002 FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE

Figure 5. Typical Breakpoint File From Program CRVIB.
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51S.92 58.31 SS.IP .29 .J111J

107.83 114., 111.02 .42 .02479

162.94 165.34 164.14 .25 .03538

217.F5 222.04 219.65 ,0123 Figure 8. Typical File of Periodics Created by the Program REMPR.

320.29 324.28 322.28 .15 .0063S

325.88 334.66 330.27 .30 .01043

p1.161 2 50.00 RMS OF R ANDOM IFLOOR 1UPPER FPEQ

L En F W: Fl R IBF F #W PS VALUE

m" ' .04,ED, I '- b S . ,EVT-- -,,-E,-P--- - --S. -EP

1 'PAEr,14MPN.:PS.,EVT
: r:E]IJE'¢C'PSD ,.E ) )

.4APMONI: 4'JEEP:
13.99 .005'2

21.96 .00921
Figure 9. Typical File Created by the Program ACCPR. 29.15 . NUB35

39.94 .001st
HARMONIC NUMBER: 3

43.53 .00061
65.10 .00129

HARMONIC HUMBER: 4

72.68 .00039
0.00 0.00000

50.78146 .'02S9 PMS. '53GHZ (5-500 W:) Or PANDO FL r,:

MASTER FILE FOP VIBRATION SCHEDULE CREATION
FILE PROGRAM DATE rESCPIPTION

$Y0001 PSDFL -I MAY 32 XM247 PAVED @ 61.PH H MAY 3
PKHUT FNDPK 3JU82 PK PSD,MIEI B PACHLLL,COCP
PkHUL FNDPK 3JU132 PK PSD,M1E1 B PACK,HULL,CONP
VSDO2V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TR,VEH,MIPAVED, 6MFH
VSDO3V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TR,VEH,M1,PAVED, 8MPH
VSDO4V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TR,VEH,M1,PAVED,IOMPH
VSDOSV PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TR,VEH,M1,PAVED,12MPH
VSDO6V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TR,VEH,M1,PAVED,14MPH
VSDO7V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TR,VEH,M1,PAVED,I6MPH
VSDOBV PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TP,VEH,M1,PAVED,I8MPH Figure 10. Typical Entry fron VIBflL.
VSDO9V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TRVEH,M1,PAVED,20MPH
VSD1OV PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TR,VEH,M1I,PAVED,22MPH
VSD1IV PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TR,VEH,M1,PAVED,24MPH
VSD12V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TP,VEH,M1,PAVED,26MPH
VSD13V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TPVEHM1 ,PAVED,28MPH
VSDI4V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TP,VEH,M1,PAVED,30MPH
VSDI6V PKPSD 4 JUN 92 TP,VEH,M1,PAVED,32MPH
VSD17V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TP,VEH,MI,PAVED,32MPH
VSDI7V PKPSD 4 JUN 92 TP,VEH,M1,PAVED,34MPH
VSD19V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TP,VEH,M1,PAVED,38MPHVSIV PRD 4JUN 82 TD,VEHMI ,PAVED,40MPH
VSD21V PKPSD 4 JUN 82 TP,VEH,M1,PAVED,40MP
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RAW DATA N Runs -

Channels

I Creates X PSD's for each

Program run and stores in a file
PSDFL created by the program

- -__(by run number)

File 1 File 2 File 3 File N

Program Creates master storaqe
SETFL I file (operator named)

Program Overlays files from

PKPSD PSDFL and stores in
r master file from SETFL

Plots file and allows operator 
I

to remove periodics. Program Plots data from master file
computes center frequency and Program Program (PKPSD) and allows operator
rms value of each periodic | CRVIB to select breakpoints-stores
selected and computes remaining in file $CRPSD
random floor a
Accesses files created by REMPR Program Takes breakpoints from CRPSD
and creates file listing center ACCPR Cu applies exaggeration factor uCPD and restores in $CRPSD Computes
frequencies and associated complete spectrum (log-log)
computed peak level from breakpoints and stores in

an operator named file
Progra Computes peak acceleration of
E 4A I the schedule at each frequency

and compares this value to the
shaker peak acceleration as

Auxiliary Programs limited by shaker displacement
at that frequency

Program Plots data from any file (except
PLPSD $CRPSD) and plots in a linear-

linear format
Pg am Plots data fromtany file (except
Program $CRPSD) and ploIsn a Iog-log

DLG format

, Integrates the spectrum between

Program frequency bands to compute rms
INPSD level within the band

Program Master file for record keeping

VIBFIL of created files

Figure 11. Summary of Vibration Schedule Development Procedure.
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TESTING FOR SEVERE AERODYNAMICALLY

INDUCED VIBRATION ENVIRONMENTS

it. N. Roos and C. R. Waymon

McDonnell Aircraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Corporation

St. Louis, Missouri

Aircraft structural vibration caused by separated aerodynamic flow
is a condition commonly seen on high performance aircraft. Low
speed wind tunnel and flight testing were conducted to evaluate
F-15 vertical tail vibration response to excitation from separated

airflow at high angles of attack. Good correlation was obtained
betw'een wind tunnel and flight vibration data. Flow visualization
test,. done in the wind tunnel determined that the separated flow

, affectng the tails comes from the mid-span leading edge of the
wing. A special high-amplitude laboratory vibration exciter
system was developed to duplicate the tail vibration level and to

qualify all tail mounted equipment.

INTRODUCTION FLIGHT TESTING

The F-15 Eagle as shown in Figure 1 is a In order to explore the vibration response
high performance fighter aircraft designed for characteristics of the vertical tails, an F-1SA

the air superiority mission. Although both sub- aircraft was instrumented with accelerometers
sonic and supersonic capabilities were designed in the tail tip pod area. The two tails are
into the aircraft, most emphasis was placed on asymmetric in that the left tail has a six-inch
performance between 0.6 and 1.0 Mach number and diameter tip pod and the right tail has a two-
5000 to 30000 feet altitude. This is the part inch diameter pod. For this reason both tails
of the flight envelope where most high load fac- were instrumented and the data were recorded
tor maneuvers are performed. These maneuvers usin, an onboard tape recorder. The trans-
such as wind-up turns and pullups require that ducers were located over the length of the tip
the aircraft be rotated to high angles of pods as shown in Figure 2. Wind-up turn maneu-

attack. This usually causes some airframe vers were flown to evaluate the tail response
structural vibration from tue resulting aero- levels in the presence of turbulent airflow.
dynamic separated flow. The F-15 aircraft twin The maneuvers were performed by pulling and

* vertical tails exhibit a high vibration holding a limit load factor turn and as the air-
response when excited by turbulent aerodynamic speed bled off, the angle of attack was
flow. This paper deals with the comprehensive increased to 30 degrees. Wind up turn (WUT)
program of flight, wind tunnel, and laboratory maneuvers were flown in both left and right

testing conducted to determine the nature of directions. The typical entry flight c)ndi-
this phenomenon. tions for these maneuvers was 0.95 Mach at an

altitude of 20000 feet.

ELASTIC AXIS
% AIM-9

ACCELEROMETERS

VERTICAL TAIL

- La

AIM 7 H -ORIZONTAL STAsILATOR

AIM-i

Fig. 1 F-15 Air Superiority Configurations Fig. 2 -Flight Test Instrumentation&
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Vibration response data for these maneu- During the course of evaluating tail
vers were analyzed and compared with aircraft response characteristics, a large number of
angle of attack (ADA). These results showed nominally identical maneuvers were ilow. Ther,
that tail vibration response levels increased turned out to be a wide variation in thc
with angle of attack to a peak at 22 degrees maximum vibration levels for these maneuvers.
and then fell off sharply as ADA continued to This can be attributed to both pilot technique
increase. Figure 3 shows how RMS acceleration of flying the maneuver and the dynamic pressure
of the tail tip is affected by aircraft angle at the time the AOA is 22 degrees. As the
of attack for a typical maneuver, maneuver is flown the aircraft is gradually

rotated to higher ADA. The angular rotation

speed through 22 degrees ADA has an effect on
Ioo -- the maximum vibration response levels. A slow

angular rate through 22 degrees will result in

high tail vibration levels while a fast

0.75 rotation through 22 degrees does not allow time

for the response to build up thus resulting in
lower response levels. Dynamic pressure (q) is

NORMALIZED also responsible for variation in response

ACCELERATIONS 0.50 ----- levels. Maximum response levels were found to
G, i be a direct function of q. Data from several

maneuvers are shown on the Figure 5 plot. This

0.25 relationship was used in conjunction with
aircraft performance limits to determine a
theoretical maximum vibration response level
for the flight envelope.

0
0 10 20 30 40

ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG

1.0

Fig. 3 - Tail Vibration vs Aircraft O Lela.

Angle-of-Attack A 5grt a.

0.9

Data were also analyzed for frequency con-
tent using Power Spectral Density (PSD) tech-

niques. This analysis shows that the peak NORMALIZED 0.8VIB RATION

response levels coincide with vertical tail LEVEL

resonant frequencies. The Figure 4 PSD fre-

quency spectrum shows the fundamental bending ms 7

mode at 10 Hz and the first tail torsion mode

at 30 Htz. The torsion mode peaks at 22 degrees rms Iq)

AOA and is the predominant response mode. The 0.6 1
" 10 Hz bending mode peeks at about 25 degrees

A0A. This difference in AOA for the peak

% response of the various modes is due to a
change in the frequency content of the flow 0.51 200 225 250 275 300

* impinging on the tall as the airframe rotates OYNAMICPRESSUREqPSF

in the airstream.

Fig. 5 - Vibration Level as a Function

o of Dynamic Pressure
TORSION MODE

I o.- WIND TUNNEL TESTING

BENDING
NOMLIE MD Lw speed wind tunnel testing was

ACCELERATIONPOWER SPECTRAL 10-2 performed to determine if the vertical tailDENSITY vibration response to separated ailflow could

VN Om.Hbe duplicated with an aircraft model. A 13

percent scale rigid F-15 aero model was used
"3J with a flexible vertical tail. The flexible

tail was originally built for the F-15 flutter
model. A photograph of this model installed in

too ,0 the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 6. Model

FREOUENCY Ha test instrumentation consisted of lateral
accelerometers at the forward and aft ends of
the flexible tail tip pod as shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 4 - Tail Response Frequency Spectrum Bending and torsion strain gage bridges were
Flight Test Data also used.
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Fig. 6 - Model in Wind Tunnel Fig. 8 - Tail Aft Pod Vibration as a

Function of Aircraft Angle-of-Attack

1

0
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* * NORMALIZED MODE
ACCELERATION-q •POWER

%IS A£ & SPECTRAL 10
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DENSITY
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FREOUENCY .Hz

Fig. 7 - Model Tail Instrumentation
Locations

Fig. 9 - Tail Response Frequency Spectrum

The wind tunnel test procedure consisted Wind Tunnel Data

of rotating the model from 0 through 35 degrees

AOA at several tunnel airspeeds. Results from

these tests showed good correlation with flight

test results. The peak model tail response

occurred at 22 degrees AOA as it did with the

flight test data. A comparison of tail vibra-
tion response as a function of AOA is shown on

Figure 8 for both flight and tunnel tests. The

predominant vibration mode at the peak response

condition was tail first torsion. A PSD fre- Response vibration data for the wind

quency spectrum for model tail response at 22 tunnel model were correlated with dynamic

degrees AOA is shown in Figure 9. The first pressure for various A0A conditions. This

bending mode at 13 Hz and the first tor .ion correlation is shown for the 22 degree maxilum

mode of 40 Hz are easily identified. Using the response point on the Figure 10 plot. Correla-
1.346 ratio between flexible model frequencies tion of the wind tunnel data with q is slightly

and full scale aircraft frequencies, the corre- better than was the Figure 5 flight data. This

lation with flight test results of 10 Hz and 30 is to be expected considering the transient

Hz for these modes is very good. nature of the flight test maneuver.
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Response data from the wind tunnel test
1.00 was quite repeatable due to the strict control

over all the important parameters. Each test
0 case in the wind tunnel could be judged on the

0 basis of data from one run. The comparable
0.76 flight test evaluations required several maneu-

vets to get a high confidence level in the
measured data. Because of the excellent corre-

NORMALIZED lation between flight and wind tunnel test
ACCELERATION 0.5 results there is good reason to use flexible

Grm s  model response data to identify high vibration
response areas of the flight envelope due to

separated airflow. Using model test results,

0.25 new or modified aircraft designs can be
evaluated prior to building flight hardware.
Identification of high vibration response with

Fa model test would provide an opportunity to

0 consider alternate designs to reduce the
0 o 0 Is 20 vibration levels.
DYNAMIC PRESSURE .PSF

LABORATORY VIBRATION TESTING

Fig. 10 - Vibration Level as a Function
of Dynamic Pressure Several equipment items consisting of

navigation lights and electronic warfare

antennas are located in the tail tip pod area
as shown in Figure 12. These equipment items

are exposed to the tail response vibration
environment so a laboratury vibration qualifica-

In addition to obtaining model response tion test was performed. After reviewing the

data, the wind tunnel evaluation was useful in tail response levels from the flight test evalu-
determining the source of the turbulent airflow ation, it was obvious that the equipment would

which causes the tail vibration response. Flow have to be qualified to unusually high
visualization tests were conducted using mold- vibration levels.
line tufts, fog, and hot wire anemometer techni-
ques. The results of these efforts showed that
at the peak tail response AOA of 22 degrees, RWRANTENNA

the flow field consisted of unsteady, high velo- 2N.POD ANTICOLLISION LIGHT
city air eminating from the mid span of the
wing leading edge. At this high AGA condition
the flow separates and is pulled inboard by the EWWS ANTENNA

low pessure region over the wide fuselage where RWR ANTENNA

it envelops the upper tail causing the high BIN. POD POSITIONLIGHT
vibration response. This is shown on the Fig-
ure II sketch. From this testing it became
apparent that below 22 degrees AOA the sepa-

%" rated flow would affect only the lower part of
the tail and at AOA's above 22 degrees, the

separated flow went over the top of the tail.
This explains why the peak response occurs at
22 degrees.

0
0"-.

Fig. 12 - Vertical Tail Equipment

Figure 2 measurands were reduced using one-
third octave-band t requency analysis techni-

ques. Vibration levels in each one-third
n ATACKoctave-band for 15 high response maneuvers were

combined using statistical methods. Mean plus
"__three sigma levels were obtained for each fre-

quency band. These levels were considered
representative of the expected worst case that

Fig. Ii - Flow Field Pattern would be experienced by the equipment. From
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these levels a vibration test curve was devel- existing test equipment. Vibration qualitica-

oped for laboratory qualification of the tion testing was successfully performed on all

equipment. Vibration levels in the lateral of the vertical tail equipment items to demon-

. axis were an order of magnitude greater than strate their capability to survive in this high

- levels in the longitudinal and vertical axes. level environment.

Because of this large difference, a separate
test curve was formulated for the lateral axis. SHAKERDIIRECTION

These curves are shown on Figure 13. OF VIBRATION

ION C. ist- {-I SHAKER

:.:. +~ON-A Late-oo ..... ......
0 TEST SPECIMEN

DOUBLE

AMPLITUDE 1 0 N-3
AMPLIFYING

IN. MECHANISMIO"
ON-E _ Fig. 14 - High Level Vibration Test

iON 1020 50 100 2o 500 1,000 2.000 Setup Schematic

FREQUENCY.Hz

Fig. 13 - Vibration Test Curve for CONCLUSION

Tail Tip Equipment Aircraft structural vibration response to

excitation from separated aerodynamic flow

After establishing the equipment test during flight can be simulated in the low speed

levels, it then became necessary to define a wind tunnel using a dynamically scaled flexible

realistic test time. The high response levels model. Both flight and wind tunnel test

are experienced on the aircraft during trans- results confirmed the dependency of the peak

lent type maneuvers of which the occurrence is vibration response on aircraft angle of attack

not easily predictable. Because the response and on dynamic pressure. Accelerometer and

level is dependent on angle of attack an esti- strain gage instrumentation on the wind tunnel

mate of aircraft operation in the AOA range model are adequate to define frequency and

from 20 to 25 degrees was made based on USAF modal characteristics. Tufts, fog, and hot

usage data. Time history data for maneuvers wire anemometer techniques are useful in

causing the high level response levels were determining the extent of the separated flow

reviewed to determine the length of time at the field causing structural vibration. The good

highest levels compared with the time in the correlation between flight and wind tunnel test

20-25 degree AOA range. This exposure time per results demonstrates the potential of using

maneuver along with the usage projection were flexible model tests as a tool to define high
combined to obtain a realistic teat time of 3 vibration regions of the flight envelope due to

hours for each tail and equipment resonant separated air flow excitation. Wind tunnel

frequency which would be representative of an results could be beneficial in evaluating new
aircraft lifetime, or modified aircraft configurations prior to

building flight hardware.

Following a search for a suitable test
facility it was determined that no equipment High structural vibrstion response levels
existed that had the capability to duplicate were beyond the capability of existing

the required test curve levels. In order to vibration exciter systems. A special

fill this need a special high-amplitude vibra- high-amplitude exciter system was developed to

tion exciter system was developed and is des- perform laboratory qualification tests on

cribed by Miller in Reference [I]. This system equipment affected by the high response

consists of a high output electromagnetic vibra- environment.

tion shaker connected to a lever arm to magnify
the shaker vibration output. This is shown on REFERENCE

the Figure 14 schematic. Equipment items to be
tested were mounted on the end of the lever arm 1. R. M. Miller, "Development of
for the high amplitude tests. This setup per- High-Amplitude Vibration Exciter System",

mitted the performance of vibration tests that Proceedings Institute of Environmetnal

L had previously been beyond the capability of Sciences, April 1982.
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EVALUATION OF MODAL TESTING TECHNIQUES

FOR SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES

Kuniaki Shiraki and Hidehiko Mitsuma
National Space Development Agency of Japan

2-4-1, Hamamatsu-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan

"he paper describes a comparative study of modal testing techniques with a base
e:citation which are applicable to the development of spacecraft structures.
Classical sine sweeps and random test methods based upon digital analysis
techniques are compared by measuring transfer functions of a simple beam specimen.
For the random test data, modal analyses were performed using two kinds of
analyzers, for two steps of input levels, respectively. The modal parameters
obtained by both analyzers were in good agreement. And the structural response
non-linear characteristics due to the input level change were investigated.
An example of the application of these techniques to the devElopment of the
Engineering Test Satellite-Ill is shown.

INTRODUCTION Finally, these techniques were applied to
the modal testing of the Japanese Engineering

The modal testing of spacecraft structures Test Satellite-HI (ETS-III).
is performed as a part of the structural veri-
fication test. The primary objective oC this BASE EXCITATION
test is to obtain fixed-free modal vibration
data suitable for evaluating the math model of Now, we consider a simple single degree of
the spacecraft for use in the dynamic load freedom (SDOF) system with a base excitation.
analysis. For a linear, SDOF base-excited system, Figure

1, the Equation of motion is

For the excitation technique of the struc-
ture, sine sweeps have been performed with a 0 0 0o

low level base excitation. Response data are Z + 27cinZ + wn'Z = - Y (1)
analyzed using analog tracking filters in a
form of transfer functions referenced to the where
base input acceleration such as, (1) Gain-Phase
plot, (2) Co-Quad plot, and (3) Vector plot. Z = relative displacement (X-Y)
And modal parameters such as the natural fre-
quency, mode shape and damping factor are ex- wn = undamped natural frequency (Vk7-m)
tracted from these plots.

r = fraction of critical damping (c/2,mk)
Recently, the advent of mini-computers made

the modal testing using digital techniques as an Assuming harmonic motion, the linear transfer
easily attainable tool in the spacecraft pro- function between the acceleration of the mass
grams (Reference I and 2). The structure is and the acceleration of the base is
excited by a random noise. The response data
are digitized and generate transfer functions.
Modal parameters are extracted using data curve (P) = j2p (2)
fitting routines (Reference 3). 1- p

2 
+ j24p

This paper reports results of a compara- where
tive study of these modal techniques with a
review of the sine sweep testing. An experi- Excitation Frequency
ment was performed using a beam model. The P Natural Frequency, ,n
model was excited by the sinusoidal sweep and
random noise, respectively. The test data were j = imaginary unit
analyzed by an analog tracking filter system
and FFT applied digital modal analysis systems, In complex polar notation, Equation (2)
respectively, can be expressed in terms of a gain factor

IH(P) and a phase factor (P) as follows.
For the sine sweep test data, the effects

of sweep directions and sweep rates were inves- 11(p) = 1H(p) (-()

tigated. And for the random test data, the
modal analyses were performed using two kinds
of modal extraction techniques, for two differ-

ent input levels, respectively.

is a
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where Re LH(p)] = I (4d)

I1 + (2 p)
2  

]b Im [H(p)] = (4e)11i(P)[ I (3b) 2 r

(l-p2)
2  
+ (2 p)23"

If we put, Re H(p)O in equation (4b), we obtain

(P)= tan-Li- p
2 

2p)
2 J(3

This particular function is called a Trans- = ( > i, for ) (4f)

missibility or Transfer function. The Plot of /1--42

SJH(p)j and P(p) is called the Bode plot or Gain-
" Phase plot. Equation (2) also can be written in which is called the phase resonance.

real and imaginary parts as
The plot of Equation (2) in the Nyquist (or

H(p) = Re [H(p)" + j Im [H(p)] (4a) real vs. imaginary) plane is called the Vector
L plot or Argand plot. The modal resonance curve

is close to a circle in the Nyquist plane.
where Usually, modal parameters at a resonance have

been extracted from these plots (Reference 4, 5
e1 2 + (25p)2 and 6).

Re r Hp) 1- p
2  

(4b)
(l_p2)2 + (24p)

2  
EXPERIMENTAL STDY FOR A BEA MODEL

To study the characteristics of modal techniques,

2 p
3  

a simplified beam model, combined three beams,
Im [H(p)] -P ) (4c) was built and tested, Figure 2. The beam confi-

(1-p
2
)
2 

+ (2CP)
2  

guration was rigidly attached to a shaker and

base excited. Figure 3 shows, in block diagram
form, a typical test set-up. The specimen was

instrumented with 9 accelerometers, one at the
x base, to measure the response and input levels.

m

" o /
'

Unit

- l o0o M- :mm
k C 1

•, k c t=10

/11/// //Ma terial .7

Figure 1. Base Excitation of SDOF System " Input
--404 40 Input .

Accelerometer

The plot of real and imaginary parts is called AR Al
the Co-Quad plot of a transfer function. Now at Response
a modal resonance, i.e., p = 1, it is clear from Accelerometers . ,.

the expression above that

Figure 2. Beam Model Test Configuration

Feed Back

Input 1-T.
ResponseAnalyzer .

Figure 3. Test Set-up
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The general procedure of data analysis is plot for low level PSD input of 5 x 10 -G/Hz
shown in a block diagram in Figure 4. The sine at a point AR in Figure 2, which corresponds to
sweep data were analyzed using analog tracking the sine sweep plot in Figure 5. Comparing
filters in a form of the transfer function both plots, we can observe for the ist mode of
Gain-Phase plot. The random data were analyzed 22.7 Hz, the sine sweep transfer function gives
using digital analyzers applying FFT techni- a higher build-up of the amplitude, and for the
ques. The digitized data were used to generate 4th mode of 183 Hz, the random test transfer
transfer functions, and the curve fitting tech- function gives a higher amplitude. Although
niques were applied to extract modal parameters. the sine sweep transfer function shows a small
The transfer functions and mode shapes were frequencv shift to upper frequency, both plots

- hard copied. are generally in good agreement.

Sinei ~ ~Sweep --

Data Analog Operate
Play- = Tracking Transfer X-Y Plot

Back Filters Function

Figre.D ta AGenerate Extract

SData Transfer Modal
Stwe Function Parameters~Sweep.
and

Random 5Hard CopyData plot

- Figure 4. Data Analysis General Procedure

(1) Sine Sweep Tests

The sine sweep tests were performed with aTalI
constant base acceleration input level of 0.5Tali

Go-pin he reqenc rane fom to250Hz.Beam Model Sine Sweep Test, Comparison of Natu-

The logarithmic sweeps were applied because they ral Frequencies and Q-factors for Different

are typical for spacecraft testings. Taking the Sweep Directions and Sweep Rates

sweep rate of 2 Oct/min with an increasing fre- SWEEP RATE (Oct/min)
quency, sweep up, as a reference test, the tests -
with different sweep rates of 1, 4, and 6 Oct/ MODE 2 2 1 4
min and a decreasing frequency, sweep down test (up) (down) (up) (up) (up)
for 2 Oct/mn rate were performed. A typical 1 fI(Hz) 22.8* 0.97 0.98 1.03 1.04
transfer function Gain-Phase plot for the 2 Oct/ Qi 76 1.9 1.22 0 0

QI 76 1.29 1.22 0.82 0.71
rain sweep up test at a point AR in Figure 2, is ---.. .. .
shown in Figure 5. The configuration provided 2 f2(Hz) 75 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.03
four modes in the frequency range from 5 to 200 Q

2  
19 1.32 1.16 0.89 0.74

Hz as indicated by the transfer function.
3 f3(Hz) 95 1.00 0.99 1.02 1.03

Q3 29 1.24 1.17 0.93 0.97
Table I compares the natural frequencies . ..

and Q-factors, the transmissibility at reso- 4 f4(Hz) 182 0.99 0.99 1.03 1.04
nances, for different sweep directions and sweep 1)4 38 1.84 1.32 0.92 0.74

rates. All data except the first column are
expressed by factors for the 2 Oct/rain sweep up fi Amplitude Peak Frequency
test data. The table shows, the faster the Qi Peak Amplitude of Gain Factor
sweep, the more the frequency shift and the * Except the first column in Table I, fi
lower the Q-factor. The sweep down data shows and Qi are given bv factors for 2 Oct/
a smaller percentage of the frequency shift and min, sweep up data.
a higher build-up of the resonance amplitude
compared with the sweep up data.

(3) Comparison of Random Tech 1 ques
(2) Random Tests

To evaluate the modal extraction techni-
The random tests were performed with an ques applicable, two modal analysis systems,

equalized pure random excitation input in the the Gen Rad TD 1923 (noted as Modal A) and the
frequency range from 5 to 200 Hz. Figure 6 Hewlett Packard 5451C (noted as Modal B), were
shows a typical transfer function Cain-Phase used to analyze the same random test data. Tlhe
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tests were per formed for two different input results though the analyses were performed by
levels. The lower level is 5 x I,0-4 C;' Hz, di1ff erent pursonnel . And aliso they are in
and the hi gher leve I is 5 x 10- W~ /Hz in P'SI), goo0d agreement wi th tile sweep test' natural fre-
respect ivelv The compa r ison of modal para- qlueue es in Table I . However, we notice clear
me ter s, i .e. , the modalI f req uenc ies and moda I Changes Of moda) parameters due to the increase

Kdampinrg extrac ted by these analyzers for two of input level which wil 1 1 e discussed in the
-input levels is shown in Table 2. We can oh- next section.

serve that both analyvzers give almost the same

(Bandwidth=l() Hz)

Phase z .. A/,-j

Fac to r. [

S 0 Feuny(Hz) 100 200

Fiue5. Beam Model Sine Sweep Test, Typical Transfer Function
Gain-Phase Plot, AR/AT

(R es olution =0.4 Hz)

Phase

100

Factor

0 Frequcncv (Hz,) 100 2001

Figure 6. Bleam ModelI Rand(omn ]est, lvpleaL T ransfeor FoU t ion
Ga in-Phase Plot, AR/Al
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(4) Effects of Structural Non-linearity the modes. These phenmmcnia arc t liarlv shlwn
bv the transfer functiotn iCo-Quad plots in,

As shown in Table 2, the increase of input Figures 7 and 8, and the vector plots in Figure
level lowers the natural frequencies, and 9, tor the 3rd and 4th mode's, respit tivelv.

causes the modal damping changes depending upon

Table 2
Beam Model Random Test, Comparison of Measured
Modal Parameters for Two Modal Extraction Sys-
tems and Two Excitation Levels

TEST INPUT LEVEL, PSD(G
2
/Hz)

CONDITON 5L0O- 5x0_

- Ansly- Modal : Modal I Modal Modal

Mode -- s A B A B

I fl(lz) 22.74 22.67 22.47 22.39

"l-(%) 0.93 1.06 0.80 1.00

2 f2(Hz) 74.54 74.49 74.17 74.27
2(%) 0.76 1 0.72 1.55 1.29

3 -f3(Hz) 94.801 94.54 93.75 93.67
,3(%) 1.35 1.36 1.21 1.17

4 f4(Hz) 182.95 182.69 181.49 181.37
C4(%) 0.20 0.25 0.50 0.54

(a) Co Response (b) Quad Response~5 0 ... . . .. ..... . . 10 0 . .. ..

L lm . . . ..

0-- .......~------ --~-- -- --

-50 .00
90 Frequency (Hz) 100 90 Frequency (11z) 100

Input Level 5 x 10_ 2 G2/Hz

* _ 5 x 10 G
2

/Hz

Figure 7. Beam Model Random Test, Transfer Function Co-Quad Response Plots Comparison
for Different Excitation Levels, AR/Al (3rd Mode)

-.
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(a) Co Response (b) Quad Response

-50 . 100. . . . . ... . .

180 Frequency (Hz) 190 180 Frequency (Hz) 190

Input Level - 5 x 10 2C /Hz
5 x 10 G'/Hz

Figure 8. Beam Model Random Test, Transfer Function Co-Quad Response Plots Comparison
for Different Excit,tion Levels, AR/Al (4th Mode)

(a) 3rd Mode (b) 4th Mode

Im Im
60 40

0 - - - - - - Re

0 Re-1Re

-40 ".__
-40 0 40

-100 -
-80 0 80

Input Level - 5 x 10 2 G"/Hz

5 x 10 G
2

/Hz

Figure 9. Beam Model Random Test, Comparison of Transfer Function Vector
Plots for Two Different Excitation Levels, AR/AI (3rd and 4th Modes)

For both modes, the natural frequencies shift Those four modes are shown in Figure 10.
to lower frequencies with the increase of input The modes which cause a remarkable damping
level. However for the damping, though the 3rd increase are the 2nd and the 4th modes that
mode shows almost no change, the 4th mode shows indicate fairly strong torsional mode of the
a remarkable change, about twice, with the in- longer beam in the configuration tested.
crease of input level.
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MODE 1 322.67 HZ MODE 2 t74.49 HZ

MOV~E 3 I94.54 HZ MODE 4 1 132.69 HZ

Figure 10. Beam Model Random Test, Mode Shapes for Excitation Level of 5 X 10- (/Hz
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THE ETS-II SPACECRAFT MODAL TESTING were instal led on the spacvc ralt to rccord the

The modal survey test of the ETS-1Il struc-

tural dynamic model was conducted in order to
determine the validity of the analytical model.
The ETS-lII shown in Figure 11 is the first
three-axis-controlled spacecraft developed in
Japan. It has a size of 1.1 m by 1.2 m and

2.1 m in height with launch weight of 383kg.
The test set-up, shown in Figure 12 consisted
of the spacecraft attached to the MDAC 3731A
payload attach fitting (LkAF) on a shaker
table. The low level sine sweep test, and the
random test were performed in tile direction of
the spacecraft 3 perpendicular axes X, Y, and
Z, respectively.

Figure 11. ETS-it1 Orbital Configuration "
(Top View)

For the sine sweep tests, the input level
of 0.2 Go-p was controlled at the base of the
LXAF in the frequency range from 5 to 200 liz

. with the sweep rate of 2 Oct/min. Notcting was Figure 12. ETS-1I Vibration Test Set-up

imposed at the lowest lateral resonance to pre-
vent overtesting of the spacecraft primary
structure. For the random tests, the PSO input Figure 13 compares tvpical transfer rune-
level of 5 x lO

-  
/ C/Hz in the frequency range t ion plots obtained by both the sine sweep and

" from 10 to 200 Hz, was equalized during 5 the random tests, respectively. It shows the
minutes of excitation. About 180 accelerometers same tendency as the case of the beam configu-

(Bandwidth 10 Hz)
100

i ~ ~ ~ -71 '' i

___It(Resolution=0.2 l1z)

_____50-" 19 - 191 _.l

10 10

cGa in Gain

Fac to r Fco 1A

(I

(1. 1I

•10 2'0 10 00

0.1 Frequec 'y (11,)

10 20 51) 0 100

*" Frequency (Hz)

(a) Sine Sweep rest (b) RatdOM lest
(nput Level=O.2 l;o-p, Sweep IIltput Lev.l txlO( /1lz)
Rate=2 Oct/min)

Figure 13. ETS-lll Transfer Function Cain Factor 'lots Comta;'isort
(Lateral Axis Response)
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ration. The random test indicates a lower peak Table 3
amplitude build-up compared with the sine test, ETS-Il Modal Test and Analysis omparison

S"at the ist mode of 18 Hz due to the resolution
* problem. TEST ANALYSIS

For the random data, the modal analysis Mode Frequency amping - Frequency
was performed using curve fitting techniques. (Hz) Factor G) (Hz)

The measured modes were compared with the pre- 1 17.9 X * 1.0 18.3
dicted analytical modes. Table 3 contains the 1.1 212
test and analysis comparisons for some of the 2 20.4Y 1.
correlated modes. Since the spacecraft struc- 3 29.0 Y - 28.7

-*" ture was only excited in the spacecraft X, Y,43
* and Z axes, not all of the spacecraft modes 4 34.5 X 35.3

were excited. A total of 11 test modes were 5 48.7 X 1.2 55.6

correlated with analytical predictions. Figure
14 illustrates measured Ist lateral mode. 6 48.8 Y 1.3 55.6

7 53.1 X 1 .1 52.0

To evaluate the adequacy of the measured 7

modes, the orthogonality criteria was applied 8 54.1 Z 3.0 53.6

• (Reference 2). The values of less than 0.2 9 57.2 Y - 51.2
* for the off-diagonal matrix terms of the 1

orthogonality matrix were obtained, and there- 10 64.0 Y 2.0 65.6

* fore, they were considered as acceptable. 11 68.1 Z - 66.2

* X and Y are Spacecraft Lateral Directions,

and Z is Axial Direction

MODE I FREO. 17.8S8 HZ

ETS-3 SDM-D X-EXCITATION MODE

Figure 14. ETS-III 1st Lateral Mode Shape (X-axis)

CONCLUDING REMARKS gives limitations when identifying closely

spaced modes. Although, the digital processing
Classical sine sweep techniques still of the swept sine data which is not mentioned

" offer high resolution measurements for quick in this paper is possible, the data reduction
resonance survey over a wide frequency range, time required is relatively long.
if the data are processed using analog track-
ing filters. Especially, the amplitude peak Digital transfer function measurements

* of major low frequency resonance can be resol- using steady random excitation can offer many
ved clearly. However, the difficulty to plot kinds of transfer function formats'easily,

the transfer function in a variety of formats, which is one of the great advantages of this
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A FREE-FREE MODAL SURVEY SUSPENSION SYSTEM'
FOR LARGE TEST ARTICLES

Rick Web
Martin Marietta Corporation

Denver, Colorado

The first assembly of a full-size, flight-weight MX
missile was accomplished in February of 1982 for the purpose
of conducting a modal survey test on a flight-configured
test article. In order to approximate a free-free boundary
condition simulating a missile in flight, a suspensiJon
system was required that would provide adequate separation
ratios between lateral suspension frequencies and test
article bending modes. A suspension systemn was developed
that employed a large annular basering, to which the aft
end of the first stage mounted, suspended vertically by
three 200-inch long "pendulum" rods. The three-point suspen-
sion provided lateral stability even with a test article
CG that was appreciably higher than the upper support point
of the pendulum rods, while rod length was sufficient to
allow rotational freedom of the missile base. A summary of
the design and performance parameters is presented.

INTRODUCT ION

The MX missile is a canister-launched and guidance and control parameters.
four-stage ICBM that is designed to de- Modal test data were required for each
liver up to twelve re-entry vehicles to of two flight configurations: all stages
independent targets. The missile is 92 full at Stage I Start, and an empty first
inches in diameter, seventy feet long, stage with all other stages full at Stage
and weighs almost 200,000 pounds at I Burnout.
launch. The first three stages achieve In order to approximate a free-free
nearly all of the required velocity nec- boundary condition simulating a missile in
essary for intercontinental range through flight, some means of suspending both
the burning of solid fuel propellants. missiles was required that would provide

*The fourth stage, powered by storable relatively unrestricted dynamic motion of
hypergolics, remains ac.tached to the re- all portions of the test articles. Since
entry system and controls post-boost the test was intended to measure lateral
vehicle maneuvers during the re-entry missile bending modes only (no longitudi-
vehicle deployment portion of the mission. nal modes), vertical low frequency test
An on-board missile guidance and control article isolation was not required beyond
set, housed within the fourth stage, that necessary to preclude any rotational
initiates all events in the flight se- fixity of horizontal missile stations.
quence from launch through RV deployment.

MODAL TEST REQUIREMENTS Restrictions unique to the mx program
precluded some of the more obvious solu-

The first total assembly of an MX tions to these suspension requirements.
missile was accomplished in February, A horizontal test attitude was not possi-
1982, for the purpose of performing modal ble due to the total lack of handling and
survey testing to verify missile loads matinoa equipment for horizontal stages.
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Suspending a vertical missile from some
point above its center of gravity was
unsatisfactory because mechanical attach-
ment to the missile would by necessity
have to be at a stage-to-stage field
joint, and the compliance in these joints
was one of the major uncertainties in the
analytical model. Masking any of these
joints with test-peculiar attachments
could easily invalidate the test results. Shaker

SUSPENSION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The suspension system that eventually
evolved from these requirements and re-
strictions employed a large annular base-
ring suspended at three (1200) points by CG for
"pendulum" rods(see Figures 1 and 2). The Stage I
aft end of the first stage then inter- Burnout
faced with the top of this basering. The
pendulum suspension rods were supported at
their upper ends by rectangular cross-
beams mounted on pairs of vertical columns.
These columns were spaced so as to provide
maximum clearance for stage installation
and cross-braced for additional load cap-
ability. Pendulum rods were threaded on
each end to accept special hex nuts that
provided an adjustable pendulum length
to accomodate basering leveling and CG for
fabrication tolerances. Stage I

Start

PRELIMINARY ANALYSES Suspension ""
Rods Ni"

Once the basic concept of the missile
i suspension system had been solidified, it

remained to be determined what detailed
design parameters would best duplicate a

, missile in free flight. In order to min-
imize test-peculiar effects, it was de-
cided to build a separate basering struc-
ture for each of the two test conditions
in order to minimize their weights. Five -

percent of each test missile's weight wasselected as a goal. This equated to a

basering weight of about 10,000 pounds Basering
for the 195,000-pound Stage I Start con-
figuration, and about half that for the
95,000-pound Stage I Burnout missile.

K 'As a preliminary estimate of system
behavior, rigid baserings of the above
mass properties were analytically coupled
to elastic missile models and attached to Figure 1: General Test
three pendulum links that incorporated
the AE/L spring rates of 200-inch long, Article Arrangement
2.25-inch diameter steel rods. Resulting _"__

missile mode shapes and frequencies were
then compared to those of a free-free
missile; these comparisons are shown in
Figures 3 and 4. As can be seen from aft end The heavier test configuration
these figures, modal frequencies were af end The har test efc gtion
very close to those of a free-flight as expected, was far less effected by
missile, and modal amplitudes differed the test-peculiar mass addition in
only slightly in the area of the missile all modes.
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Figure 2: MX Modal Survey

Suspension System

Figure 3: Analytical Mode Fi~qure 4: Analytica Mode
Shapes for Staqe I Start Shpes for tag I Brnot
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V7. F

STABILITY ANALYSES

Once a modal analysis had demonstrated
the dynamic suitability of the pendulum
suspension system, it was then necessary
to verify the system's static and dynamic ;Cg
stability. Instability, particularly of
a non-symmetrically supported system, is
not always obvious on inspection. In the
particular case of a full MX missile, an _____

analytical stability verification was
obviously a prerequisite to any use of
the system.

A simplified two-dimensional stability W
analysis was first performed based on
Figure 5 by representing two of the pen-
dulum suppirt points at 600 on either side
of the X-axis as a single point on the
X-axis. Disturbing loads (P and M) were
then applied at the CG of the test article
and reaction loads in the suspension rods
R and R2 were calculated from simple
siatics I2

R Ph+M h2 2r

w Ph+ M
R2  2 2r

(Lateral reactions neglected)

Assigning K as the AE/L spring rate 0
in pounds per inch of each suspension rod, b
we can then compute the extension of each
rod due to W, P, and M as:

R R + --
1 K C 2 (2)

The deflected slope of the basering R1  K 2
for this two-dimensional representation K K
is then: r

0 - 2 (3) Figure 5: Stability
Ob " 2r

Analysis Geometry

This rotation then produces a rigid
body deflection of the test article CG:

and the CG offset increments rod
reaction loads R1 and R2 by an amount:

0 h"Ci ;2 h 4

4cg Ob h 2r (4)

ARRI 2rc AR2 2r C (5)
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The new rod loads are then: A NASTRAN model of each basering was
created as a means of verifying the above
design constraints. A summary of the pre-
dicted loads and deflections at the aft

W Pb+M
R R + R + Ph + M + end of the first stage is presented in
1 1 1 2 2r 2r Table I. These data were coordinated with

the Stage I contractor (Thiokol Wasatch

(6) Division) to verify the ability of Stage

w.Ph+M c I to safely react these loads.
2 2 2r 2r

Table I: Stage I Aft Skirt

Maximum Loads and Deflections
Lcation I Wad., lb. I Deflections, in.

From these incremented rod loads, 1 1
new rod deflections, basering rotations, i i i i
CG offsets, etc. are re-computed in an I Radial I Vertical I Radial i Vertical
iterative process. For a statically I I I I

stable system the delta R's will decrease 1 1 -1357 13442 -7.68 -3 -3.71 E-3

with each iteration and eventually become 2 -961 6930 0.88 -7.30
negligible. In an unstable system, of I -88 4020 7.81course, they will continually increase

and no convergence will be reached. I -961 6930 0.88 -7.30

5 -1357 13442 1 -7.68 -3.71

For the steel suspension rods intended 6 1 -961 I 6930 0.88 -7.30
for this application (L=200 in, Dia=2.25 I I-.

in), the AE/L spring rate of 6 x 105 lbs 7 I 4020

per inch indicated an ample stability 8 1 -961 1 6930 1 0.88 -7.30

margin (>50). As further verification, an 9 -1357 13442 -7.68 -3.71
* expanded three-dimensional analysis was 10 -961 6930 0.88 -7.30

then performed using the full geometry I
of the system and expressing the rigid i - I 7
test article's potential and kinetic 12 962 1 6930 0.88 -7.30
energies in terms of these geometric
properties. The resulting stability mar-
gins were in close agreement with the 4 -'
simplified model predictions, thus con-
firming the system's stability. 6 SUPPO POINTS

It is interesting to note that the 7_ - Se

length of the three pendulum rods and
their relationship to the missile CG did
not enter into the final stability equa- 2
tions at all except as a term in the rods'
axial stiffness. Intuition would lead to 9 11
the conclusion that an upper pendulum
pivot point well above the missile CG (see
Figure 1) would be more stable than one
far below the CG. Actually, just the Output mass and stiffness matrices
opposite is true for a given rod diameter, from this NASTRAN model were also used
The 200-inch rod length, then, was as input to a modal analysis to insure
selected more to facilitate assembly and that no local basering modes were present
satisfy modal compatibility requirements below 150 Hz (three times the maximum
than for any stability considerations, test frequency) that could effect test

data. This analysis resulted in several

DETAILED DESIGN design changes that produced a heavier
basering with a 189 Hz first mode and a
lighter basering with a 176 Hz first mode.

Detailed design of the two baseringswas begun once the above analyses had The pendulum rods and their associated
indicated that the general suspension support structure were then designed in
dicate ad thtEgeneal asueion wha manner consistent with the analytics.

approach was valid. Each basering, while Rod ends were threaded to accept special
limited to 5% of the missile weight, 24-inch course thread nuts. No effort was
would be required to support its respec-
tive test missile without inducing loads made to approximate a ball/socket joint
or deflections into the aft end of the at either rod end, the rod length being
first stage that exceeded allowable mr hnsfiin oovaeaydfvalues ference between a pin-ended beam and one

that was fixed top and bottom.
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Figure 6 depicts an additional design Following design and fabrication of
constraint that became apparent once the suspension system, proof loading was

detailed design had commenced. Note in accompi o s50% o tepdited

theaccomplished to 150% of the predictedthe igue te efecttha a "oedin" operating load. This proof loading was
suspension rod configuration would have perating foa this prof coadingtwaon the attitude of the basering when itthe

basering alone on the test cell floor
is displaced laterally. Although this (representing test article build-ups);
consideration impacted both basering the basering supported at three points

weight and test article installation by the hydraulic lifting jacks (repre-

" clearances, the system was designed such senting the test article being raised);

"-""that each suspension rod attached to the an the s suspe by thethe-." and the basering suspended by the three
basering at a point directly below its rods (representing modal test activities).
upper support point on the cross-beam. All three proof loads were accomplished

without incident.

Prior to modal test conduct, it was
necessary to perform pre-test response

Z - analyses that would predict the dynamic
behavior of the missile/suspension system
in test and provide a baseline math model
on which post-test corrections and modi-
fications could be made to reflect actual
test results. For these analyses the base-
ring NASTRAN models were reduced to fif-
teen degrees of freedom (six at the CG
and three translational at each of the
three suspension rod attach points) and
coupled to the two as-built missile mass/
stiffness models. Each of these models

0 . was then analytically attached to the
three 200-inch rods with AE/L longitudiihal
stiffnesses and a gravity vector accel-
eration to produce two mathmatical sys-
tem models that predicted the behavior

Vertical rods allow basering to remain of each of the two dynamic systems under
horizontal during lateral test article test. Table II presents a summary of
displacements these modal predictions.

Stage I Stan:

Mode Frequency Description

1 0.245 H. 2 Pendulum

3 0.551 e Thet 2 (Ijile l: 1)
1.l.952 Me That. i ( ie Pith

5 1.951 O T t. 2 (mielile Yaw)
6 7.470 H1 First Il tic lending
7 9.590 He Diep lae m t ( ie.ile ong.)
a 12.86 Me Second Elastic Sending
9 16.00 Me Third Elastic Sending
to 32.70 He Fourth lastic Sending

0
Stage. I bcaravatt

rode Freqency D.Oriptio

I 0.268 e I Pe d"l
2 0.268 He 2 Nedol.
3 0.582 Me et. 0 (Misile Ro1l)

3.031 ft mete (R ieile Pitch)
5 3.031 Theta (Missile Yaw)

"Toed-in" suspension rods allow more 87.0 " First 1.tic beading
c lea rance a t to o but cause ba sering 71 .31 kw. S pcond .o,,t (enin g . )

to rotate with any lateral displacement 9 23.50 Ho Third al.tic Bending
10 26.33 K. fouth Elastic beading

Figure 6: Effect of Non-Vertical Table II: Summary of Susension

Suspension Rods System Predicted Frequencies
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~PERFORMANCE

PF ACA set of adjustable viscous dampers
were designed and installed on the suspen-

Test article assembly was accom- sion rods to damp out any local rod modeETlsh th te asembly wastn accothat could feed energy back into the test
" pdiseditho the besteig flres n tarticle. It was found, however, that the

directly on the test cell floor and the modal test excitation levels were low
pendulum rods unloaded. Once the test enough (approx. 150# ins) that rod mode
article had been completely assembled excitaio-* an wa redy or est th eniremisexcitation and feedback were of no con-•and was ready for test, the entire mis- sequence. The dampers were therefore not
sile, including the basering, was raised used during modal testing.
using hydraulic jacks at the three sus-

"- pension points. Half-inch spacers were
then installed between the lower pen-
dulum rod nuts and the basering suspension Usage of the system in test was com-
flanges. The jacks were then lowered, pletely satisfactory. Raising and lower-
transferring the missile weight through ing of the missiles for suspension spacer
the spacers and suspending the missile/ installations was found to be an easily
basering from the three rods. controllable operation, even with the

limited sway space imposed by the person-
The dynamic behavior of the suspen- nel access platforms (see Figure 9). The

sion system in test was almost exactly test missile, once suspended, could be
as predicted analytically. Once the test set into rigid body motion by little more
missile had been suspended, a low-frequen- than a light hand pressure. And the steel
cy strain gage accelerometer was mounted baserings made an excellent shaker attach-
to the basering and used to measure the ment point, the local compliance being
lateral suspension frequency of the sys- low enough to guarantee that all of the

, tem. The measured value, 0.250 Hz, was measured input vibration was indeed going
close enough to the predicted 0.245 Hz into the test article (see Figure 7).
that no effort was made to check rotation-
al or vertical suspension frequencies.

Figure 7: Shaker Attacrent
To The Basering
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The resulting modal data, due to the
nature of the test article, are classified
SECRET and cannot be presented. Suffice
only to say that any discrepancies between
predicted and measured modal data were
in no way attributable t' the test suspen-
sion system.

pM
I !I

I--.

Figure 3: Install-n- Sarlc

in Susensior S,scr
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Ficure 9: MX missile

Completely Assembled in Test Cell
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